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C H A P T E R 1 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
J 
INTRODUCTION 
The recent progress pertaining to membrane 
diffusion and transport problems has been achieved in 
varying fields like Chemistry, Bio-Chemistry, Physiology, 
Pharmacology, Biophysics, Industrial Chemistry etc. in 
which the starting points and aims have been different, 
PhysiCOchemical attacks have been made on several biological 
problems, which are well described, but badly explained. 
Surface chemistry, solution theory, colloid chemistry, electro-
chemistry etc. have been employed to solve biological prob-
lems. There are several areas of membrane research which 
have potentially far-reaching consequences to medicine and 
chemical industry. Work in this field is contributing sig-
nificantly to the economic prosperity and physical wellbeing 
of all mankind. 
From the point of view of a physical chemist the 
knowledge of transport processes across artificial membranes 
if applied in the right direction can solve many secrets of 
nature. The biologists have recently employed more quanti-
tative methods of research and accumulated enormous data 
suitable for theoretical studies. 
Membranes of varying degree of peimeability and 
semipermeability occur universally in plant and animal 
organisms, cons t i t u t i ng there one of the fundamental devices 
which regula te the exchange of mate r ia l and thus the flux 
of l i f e . 
Electrochemistry i s pe r t inen t in membrane s tudies 
according to Buck (1) at th ree l e v e l s . One i s the develop-
ment of techniques with app l i ca t ions to experimental pheno-
menology including cur ren t -vol tage- t ime-concent ra t ion beha-
vio^r. A second i s the mathematical modeling implied by 
experiment and tes ted against experiment. The t h i r d l e v e l 
i s experimental v e r i f i c a t i o n of models i n terms of the mole-
cu la r processes and p rope r t i e s and includes determinat ion 
of t h e o r e t i c a l parameters by e l e c t r i c a l methods and by comple-
mentary nonelectrochemical methods, phys ica l , o p t i c a l , e s r , 
n mV, haman, Fluorescence, T-Jump techniques , e t c . From 
t r ans i en t and steady s t a t e measurement of current o r membrane 
p o t e n t i a l as a function of chemical composition, chemical 
t rea tment , and temperature, the ro les of k i n e t i c and e q u i l i -
brium parameters can be deduced or i n f e r r ed . A poss ib le 
I 
approach to modeJ^ng begins with the assiamption of the mem-
brane as a l i nea r system to which laws of network theory 
may be appl ied. Another begins by so lu t ion of bas ic e l e c t r o -
dif fus ion laws of t ranspor t with equilibrium o r k i n e t i c 
boundary condit ions in order to deduce forms for system 
functions which sa t i s fy the da ta . 
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The impact of membrane technology on analytical 
chemistry according to Buck (1) is twofold: the develop-
ment of membrane systems responding in predictable ways to 
ionic solution activities has already provided a new dimen-
sion in electroanalytical chemistry. This is the technology 
of ion selective electrodes. However, the second and possi-
bly the major aspect of analytical chemistry affected by 
membrane technology is analytical separation science. In a 
particularly lucid table by lakshminarayanaiah (2), all 
presently known membrane phenomena are placed into categories 
according to the driving forces acting within or across mem-
branes: gradients of chemical potential, electrochemical 
potentials, pressure, temperature and combinations of these. 
There are many items which may be considered as techniques 
of analytical separations. Among these are techniques whose 
development and application belong mainly in the domains 
of clinical and medical chemistry, physiology, pathology, 
chemical engineering, industrial chemistly, and the various 
ecological and public health sciences. They are nonetheless 
capable of practical application and extension in the analyti-
cal laboratory. 
The literature in the form of papers and in book 
foim describing membrane technology and applications is far 
too extensive to meation. However,the work of Hills and 
his students (3-14) is of fundamental nature and any one 
f 
working in this field must consult these papers. The prin-
cipal recent volumes containing significant sections on, or 
totally devoted to membrane electrochemistry are by Helfferich 
(15),Cole (16), Lakshminarayanaiah (2, 17-22), Hope (25), 
Arndt and Hoper (24), Plonsey (25), and Kotyk and Janacek 
(26). Continuing series are edited by Bittar (27), Eisenman 
(28), and Danielli, Rosenberg, and Cadenhead (29). Appli-
cations of membrane electrochemistry to yield activity sensing 
electrodes are amply described in books edited by Eisenman 
(30) and Durst (51). However, this field has produced such 
a variety of new measuring devices and has opened so many 
analytical possibilities in tenns of new analysis and new 
detection systems that it is very likely that additional 
volumes will soon appear. NiJmerous recent volumes are 
concerned, in part, with membrane electrochemistry (52-46), 
Structure of Membrane 
A precise and complete definition of the membrane 
is difficult to make and any complete definition given to 
cover all the facts of membrane behaviour will be incomplete. 
According to Sollner (47) "A membrane is a phase or structure 
interposed between two phases or compartments which obstructs 
or completely prevents gross mass movement between the latter, 
but permits passage, with various degrees of restriction 
of one or several species of particles from the one to the 
0 
other or between the two adjacent phases or compartments, 
and which thereby acting as a physicochemical machine trans-
forms with various degrees of efficiency according to its 
nature and the nature and composition of the two adjacent 
phases or compartments the free energy of the adjacent 
phases or compartments or energy applied from the outside 
to the latter, into other forms of energy," 
In simple terms (17) it may be described as "A 
phase, usually heterogeneous, acting as a barrier to the 
flow of molecular and ionic species present in the liquid 
and/or vapours contacting the two surfaces." The term 
heterogeneous has been used to indicate the internal physi-
cal structure and external physicochemical performance 
(48-51). From this point of view, most membranes in general, 
are to be considered, heterogeneous, despite the fact that 
conventionally membranes prepared from coherent gels have 
been called homogeneous. 
According to Schlbgl (52) the current theories 
on the transport of charged or uncharged particles across 
the membrane can be roughly divided into the following 
groups. 
Group one considers the membrane as a surface 
of discontinuity setting up different resistances to the 
passages of the ionic or molecular species (52-55). The 
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driving forces are the differences of the general chemical 
potential between the two outer media. Differences of 
pressure or electrochemical potential are included in the 
general chemical potential. 
Group two considers the membrane as a quasi-homo-
geneous intermediate phase of finite thickness in which the 
local gradients of the general chemical potential act as 
driving forces (56-61), Convection may also contribute to 
particle transport within the membrane. 
G-roup three considers the membrane as a series 
of potential energy barriers lying one behind the other, 
thus forming in contrast to group two an inhomogeneous 
intermediate phase (,62-64). An (irregular) spatial lattice 
is formed due to the higher probablity of finding a particle 
in the positions between the activation thresholds. The 
driving forces arise from the differences between the tran-
sition probabilities in opposite directions perpendicular 
to the membrane. 
The theories of the first group have the advan-
tage of being relatively simple. Por ion-exchanger mem-
branes, however, they are often inadequate. These theories 
deal chiefly with processes occuring within the membrane. 
For Such a purpose the theories of the second group are 
proper choice. 
The most important t heo r i e s of the second group 
are based e i t h e r on quasi-thermodynamics or on thermodyna-
mics of i r r e v e r s i b l e processes . The fundamental difference 
between these two approaches are summarized below. 
Quasi-thermodynamics i s not i n t e r e s t e d in p a r t i -
cle f luxes . One might say that the Quasi-thermodynamic 
approach cons is t s i n taking a snapshot of the system and 
ca l cu la t ing the e m f from t h e charges which a r eve r s ib le 
e l e c t r i c current would produce in the system i f i t were 
"frozen" in the s t a t e i n which the photographic p i c tu re was 
taken. This procedure gives d i r e c t l y the e m f of the c e l l . 
No model i s needed. Taking the snapshot, however, i s often 
not as simple as i t may seem. A .rigorous t rea tment would 
require the knowledge of the composition of every d i f fe ren-
t i a l l ayer of the di f fus ion zone ( i . e . , the concentrat ion 
p r o f i l e s of a l l spec i e s ) . Since obtaining t h i s information 
experimentally i s usua l ly too lengthy a task or even qui te 
impossible, the Quasi-thermodynamic treatment i s forced to 
make assumptions about the condit ion of the system. 
The thermodynamics of i r r e v e r s i b l e processes (65)» 
i n contrast to Quasi-thermodynamics, does not requi re p r i o r 
knowledge of the concentrat ion p r o f i l e s . The se t of equa-
t i o n s of thermodynamics of i r r e v e r s i b l e processes i n t e r r e l a t e s 
a l l occuring "fluxes" (of species e l e c t r i c cu r ren t , heat e t c . ) 
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and "driving forces" (gradients of chemical potential, elec-
tric potential, temperature, etc.). From measurements of 
a sufficient number of "phenomenological coefficients", all 
fluxes and forces - and hence also the e m f - can be cal-
culated, without knowledge of the profiles and without using 
the concept of "reversible energy production" on which Quasi-
thermodynamics is based. IFurthennore, theimodynamics of 
irreversible processes is applicable also to nonisothermal 
systems and includes coupling of fluxes which is not covered 
by quasi-thermodynamics. 
A General Characterization of Permeability Phenomena in 
Membrane 
The biological tenn "Permeability", taken in a 
narrow sense, is a quantitative measure of molecular or 
ionic transport, but it is often used in a somewhat wider 
and ambiguous way to include other phenomena related to the 
ionic transport, such as membrane potential, electrical 
conductivity etc. A survey of such interrelated phenomena 
is given below. Any complete theoiy of membrane permeability 
ought to be able to describe all these phenomena in tenns 
of physico-chemical properties of the membrane and the nature 
and composition of surrounding solutions. An approach to 
smch a theory was published by Teorell (56). He has listed 
the penneability phenomena under five different headings 
which are given below. 
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Various Ionic Processes in Membrane System, "Permeability 
Phenomena". 
1. Ionic transport , "flux" 
2. Membrane potent ial 
3 . E lec t r ica l conductivity 
4. Ionic dis t r ibut ion equi l ibr ia 
5. Spatial dis tr ibut ion of the ions and the potent ial 
within the membrane. 
Nernst-Planck Flus Equation 
The current density of a species i through a 
membrane i s given by 
I . = - Z.u. 
1 1 1 
f^^i^ rdE 
RT + Z.F c, -r-
\ dxj 1 1 \dx 
(1) 
where c. and u. are the concentrations (mo1/1) and mobility 
of i in the membrane, x is the distance in the membrane 
extending from x = 0 at one interface to x = d at the other. 
The electric field is represented by E, and R, T, F have 
their usual meaning. Different investigation have inte-
grated Eqn. 1 using a number of assumptions. Goldman (66) 
integrated Eqn. 1 assuming a constant field to act across 
a thin membrane. Later, Hodgkin and Katz (67) derived the 
constant field equation (Bqn. 2) where x = 0 and x = d are 
the two edges of the membrane, 
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E = — Ija ^-^ ~- '• 
F 
(2) 
and d i s the th ickness of the membrane. P. i s the peimeahi-
l i t y and i s given by P^ = (RT/Fd) u^X {')\^ i s the p a r t i t i o n 
coeff ic ient of i between the aqueous so lu t ion and the mem-
brane) , A discuss ion of the permeabi l i ty function has been 
given by others (68 ,69) . Equation 2 has been used exten-
s ively in the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of b io log i ca l da ta . 
Thermodynamics of I r r e v e r s i b l e Processes 
A membrane act ing as a r e s t r i c t i v e b a r r i e r to 
the flow of various chemical species between two subsystems 
I and I I in contact with the two faces of the membrane, i s 
considered to maintain differences in concentra t ion, tem-
pera tu re , pressure and the e l e c t r i c current across i t . The 
two subsystems are kept so w e l l - s t i r r e d tha t uniform values 
of these va r iab les prevai led throughout each subsystem and 
tha t the whole gradient acted only across the membrane. 
The quan t i t i e s A u , AT, AP and A E are the forces 
denoted by X. ( i = 1, 2, . . , , n) causing the flows or fluxes 
J^ ( i = 1, 2, . . . , n ) . 
The fundamental theorem of non-equilibri\jm theniio-
dynamics i s (65, 70, 71) tha t the forces and the f luxes are 
so chosen as to conform to the equation 
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i -^  ^  
and the phenomenological coefficients L., (i, k = 1, 2, ..., 
n) in the equations 
n 
1 
sa t i s fy the Onsager rec ip roca l r e l a t i o n s 
\ i . = ^kl '5 ) 
The t h e o r e t i c a l p r i n c i p l e s of i r r e v e r s i h l e 
thermodynamics and o ther t ranspor t equations used in the 
descr ip t ion of membrane phenomena have been reviewed by 
Hanley (72) , S imi la r ly , Mikulecky (73) has reviewed the 
mate r ia l i l l u s t r a t i n g the app l ica t ion of various flow equa-
t i o n to t r anspor t processes in d i f f e ren t membrane systems. 
The app l ica t ion of the Onsager r e c i p r o c a l r e l a t i o n to a 
simple membrane t ranspor t process has been described by 
Kedem and Katchalsky (74, 75) . 
Theory of Absolute Reaction Rate 
. ' .-- •- Zwolinski et a l . (64 ) gave a new t r e a t -
ment which i s e s s en t i a l l y s imi l a r to D a n i e l l i ' s (76) . They 
operate with four r a t e constants for diffusion i n t h e i r 
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energy p r o f i l e curve: k ( i n s o l u t i o n ) , k ( i n membrane), 
k (through solution-membrane) and k „ ( for membrane-solu-
sm ^ <= ' ms 
t i o n ) . The d i s t r i b u t i o n or p a r t i t i o n coeff ic ient between 
solution-membrane i s defined as the r a t i o k = k„^/k^„, 
sm' ms 
Depending on the values of the k's, various cases can be 
distinguished. V/hen dealing with natural membranes, sur-
rounded by aqueous solutions, they assiime the distribution 
coefficient for most nonelectrolytes to be much less than 
^^i^y ^ ^ s m « \ s ^ -
Laidler and Shuler (63 ) , have also t rea ted the 
kin£,tics of membrane t ranspor t under steady s t a t e condi t ions . 
They expressed the r a t e constant of the o v e r a l l process of 
pene t ra t ion in terms of th ree spec i f i c r a t e cons tants , A 
n\imber of spec ia l cases have been considered and discussed 
with reference to the experimental da ta . Plux equations 
developed for solvent and solu te as a function of osmetic 
and hydros t a t i c pressures across the membrane have been 
t e s t e d by Shuler et a l . (77) using the diffusion data for 
various nonelec t ro ly tes and water . 
Membrane P o t e n t i a l 
Teorell-Meyer-Sievers Theory 
The e a r l i e s t e f fo r t s towards developing a membrane 
model was by Michaelis (78) , who considered t h a t the charge 
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on the membrane was due to adsorption of one kind of ion. 
Later, Teorell (56) and Meyer and Sievers (57) developed 
a theory of membranes with charges fixed in the lattice. 
In the Teorell-Meyer-Sievers (TMS) theory there is an equi-
librium process at each solution-membrane interface which 
has forma£ analogy with the Donnan equilibrium. In addition, 
there is an internal salt diffusion potential which was 
first represented by the Henderson equation and later by 
the more nearly correct Planck expression (21). Further 
assumptions made are (a) the cation and anion mobilities and 
fixed charge concentration are constant throughout the mem-
brane phase and are independent of the salt concentration 
and (b) the transference of water may be neglected. The 
implications of these assumptions have been discussed by 
Hills, Jacobs and Lakshminarayanaiah (4). 
In order to use the graphical method of Meyer 
and Sievers (56, 57) f a further ass"umption must be made 
that the activity coefficient of the salt is the same in 
the membrane and solution phase at each interface. The 
introduction of activities for concentrations can only be 
correctly made for the Donnan potential. The expression 
for the diffusion potential using either the integration 
of Planck or Henderson requires concentrations. 
Teore11-Meyer-Sievers (56, 57) obtained a mathe-
1', 
matical expression for the e m f across a membrane by inte-
grating the Nernst-Planck equation for the diffusion of ions 
within a membrane, and subsequently adding two phase-boundaiy 
(Donnan) potentials to the intramembrane diffusion potential. 
In deriving the TMS theory, the following three assumptions 
were made, (a) all ion species both in the membrane phase 
and in the external solutions behave ideally, (b) the ratio 
of mobilities of positive ions to negative ions is constant 
throughout the membrane and (c) the effect of mass movement 
is negligible. Various changes have been proposed to correct 
this defect (4, 79), but no satisfactory theory was proposed 
until the non-ideality of small ions in the membrane was taken 
into consideration. The TMS theory and its various refine-
ments were examined critically, both theoretically and experi-
mentally by various investigators. It was concluded that 
neither the TMS theory nor its refinements is capable of 
explaining experimental results obtained from imperfectly 
permselective membrane. 
Nagasawa and Kobatake (80-83) approached the 
problem of membrane potentials from the point of view of the 
theory of rate processes. They have taken the structure of 
the membrane into account and by application of the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation have computed ionic concentrations in 
the membrane phase. 
i; ;) 
Recently Kobatake et al.(84-86) gave an equation 
for the electric potential (membrane potential) which arises 
between two solutions of a 1 : 1 electrolyte that are sepa-
rated by an ionizable membrane. The following assumptions 
were incorporated in the derivation: (a) The activity co-
efficients, -^  and Y__, for mobile positive and negative 
ions in the membrane phase are represented, when the membrane 
is ionized negatively, by the equation 
Yi_ = c_/(c__ + x) Y_ = 1 
where c__ i s the molar concentrat ion of mobile negative ions , 
i . e . , the colons in the present case, in a volume element 
of the membrane and x i s the thermodynamically ef fec t ive 
fixed charge dens i ty , (b) The molar m o b i l i t i e s , u and u_, 
of mobile pos i t i ve and negative ions are independent of 
ion concentra t ion. 
Bl - Ionic P o t e n t i a l 
A steady electromotive force of a b i - i o n i c c e l l 
containing two e l e c t r o l y t e s AP and BP separated by a mem-
brane i s cal led the b i - i o n i c p o t e n t i a l (BIP), This poten-
t i a l i s a measure for the s e l e c t i v i t y of a membrane for 
the ions of the same sign and has been the subject of many 
t h e o r e t i c a l and experimental s tud ies (87-91) . The mathe-
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matically rigorous equations were derived on the basis of 
the thermodynamics of irreversible processes by Scatchard 
J, 
(92) and He^ fferich (91). In their derivations, however, 
they considered only a perfectly cation selective membrane 
separating two mixtures of 1 : 1 electrolyte with a common 
anion, i.e., neglected the effect of flow of anion of the 
BIP. Moreover, these types of treatment did not provide 
information about the actual mechanism which produces observed 
BIP for the membrane which arises between solutions of an 
electrolyte of different concentrations separated by a 
uniform membrane. Teorell-Meyer-Sievers (TMS) (56, 57) 
derived - firstejtheoretical equation based on the fixed 
charge membrane model. Also, recently Toyoshima (86) inte-
grated flow equations provided by the thermodynamics of 
irreversible processes under the appropriate assumptions 
for the mobilities and activity coefficients of small ions 
in the membrane phase to derive an equation for the membrane 
potential and found the derived equation agreed with typical 
experimental data with porous membranes covering wide ranges 
of concentrations of external solutions. 
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The work described in this thesis is mainly 
devoted to the study of the following aspects of "Membrane 
Phenomena" 
1) Evaluation of thermodynamically effective fixed charge 
density by the use of the following: 
(a) Classical method of Teorell-Meyer-Slevers (S6,S~I) and 
its recent modification by Altug and Hair ( <^ 4 ) 
(b) Kobatake et al. (^ ,^^ 5) gjid Nagasawa et al. ( ^ S ) 
methods based on the thermodynamics of irreversible 
process. 
2) Test of the most recent theories of membrane potential and 
bi-ionic potential given by Toyoshima et al. ( ^ ^ ) based 
on thermodynamics of irreversible process, 
3) Application of the Nernst-Planck's flux equation for 
diffusion of -electrolytes and test of the theory given . 
by Kittleberger (99) and Zwolinski et al. (64). 
The systems under investigation are (a) parchment 
supported membranes of (i) cobalt tungstate, (ii) mercuric 
chromate, (iii) mercuric phosphate, (iv) mercuric carbonate, 
(v) mercuric tungstate, and (b) polystyrene moulded membranes 
of (i) silver carbonate and (ii) zirconium vanadate. 
The choice of taking parchment membrane is entire-
ly on the suggestion of Prof. T. Teorell (93). Delivering 
Eighth Spiers Memorial Lecture on "Transport Phenomena in 
Membranes" he has emphasised on the need of studying parch-
ment membrane in the following words. 
"My own interest and the starting point of my 
work on membrane and their behaviour was a very definite 
one. I th ink i t was r a the r t y p i c a l of many b i o l o g i s t s or 
medical research people l ike myself. As a research student 
I wanted to work on the problem of stomach u l ce r formation 
and did some experiments on the c a t ' s stomach, on how i t s 
hydrochloric acid was produced and how i t s ac id i ty was 
"regula ted" . Soon i t was poss ib le to demonstrate tha t the 
g a s t r i c mucosal membrane, i n some formal aspects at l e a s t , 
behaved exact ly l i ke a parchment membrane. I t could exchange 
ions by d i a l y s i s across i t and in t h a t way i t was poss ib le 
for us to propose a hypothesis for the so-ca l led "ac id i ty 
regula t ion" of the stomach, which has since been t e s t ed in 
various medical q u a r t e r s . The f ind ing , tha t e l e c t r o l y t e 
t ranspor t processes in the stomach could be handled by some-
th ing s imi la r to F ick ' s diffusion law and tha t Nemst -P lanck ' s 
formulae for e l e c t r i c a l p o t e n t i a l were app l i cab le , encouraged 
me to proceed fu r the r " . 
The most important parameter governing membrane 
phenomena i s the charge on the membrane matr ix , which i s 
expressed in tenns of thermodynamically ef fec t ive fixed 
charge dens i ty . Recently Eobatake (84, 94) and Nagasawa 
(95) have given various expressions for the evaluat ion of 
charge densi ty which are based on the thermodynamics of 
i r r e v e r s i b l e processes , Teorell-Meyer-Siever (TMS) theor ies 
of membrane p o t e n t i a l and i t s recent modif icat ion by Altug 
and Hair (96) have also been applied for charge densi ty 
19 
evaluation. 
In Kobatake et al. (84) method, the most impor-
tant assumptions are about the activities, a, and a^, of 
ions in the membrane phase which can be represented by 
a = c_ and a__ = c , where c is the concentration of the 
negative ion species, Kobatake*s equation contains various 
parameters which have been evaluated using a large number 
of parchment supported membranes. 
The equations (94) representing the degree of 
permselectivity of membrane-electrolyte system which have 
been derived by the use of empirical expressions of the 
activity coefficients and mobilities of small ions in charged 
membrane are applied here. Based on permselectivity, a 
simple method for the determination of the effective fixed 
charge density was also applied to these system of mem-
branes. The permselectivity and charge density of the mem-
branes were determined and the applicability of Kobatake's 
equation of these system of membranes were also tested and 
confinned. 
The recent theory of membrane potential developed 
by Nagasawa et al. (95) based on thermodynamics of irrever-
sible processes was also applied for the evaluation of ther-
modynamically effective fixed charge density of the membranes, 
Comparison between various theories of membrane potential 
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have been made i n br ie f . 
B i - ion ic p o t e n t i a l (BIP) and membrane p o t e n t i a l 
a r i s ing across polystyrene moulded s i l v e r carbonate and 
zirconium vanadate membranes using various combinations of 
1 : 1 e l e c t r o l y t e s (KCl-NaCl, NaCl-LiCl, KCl-LiCl) at d i f f e r -
ent concentrat ions have been measured. The intramembrane 
mobil i ty r a t i o s were calculated us ing the method suggested 
by Wyllie and Kanaan (97 ) . 
Recently Toyoshima et a l . ( 98 ) have derived 
t h e o r e t i c a l equations on the basis of non-equilibrium thermo-
dynamics for the membrane p o t e n t i a l as •vrell as for b i - i o n i c 
p o t e n t i a l . The a p p l i c a b i l i t y of t h i s theory was t e s t ed on 
the polystyrene moulded membranes of s i l v e r carbonate and 
zircocium vanadate. In the de r iva t ion of the b i - ion ic poten-
t i a l equat ions , i t i s most c r i t i c a l to assTime tha t the a c t i -
v i t y coef f ic ien ts and mobi l i t i e s of small ions i n the mem-
brane phase are given by the expression proposed from the 
expanded " a d d i t i v i t y ru le" which are usable in mul t i ionic 
systems and take in to account the difference of the standard 
chemicEil p o t e n t i a l of s ingle ion species in the membrane 
phase and i n the bulk so lu t ions . Toyoshima's t h e o r e t i c a l 
equation for b i - i o n i c p o t e n t i a l contains various parameters , 
which have been evaluated for both the polystyrene moulded 
memferaQes. By s u b s t i t u t i n g these parameters i n the equations 
for bitai0nic p o t e n t i a l , the t h e o r e t i c a l b i - i o a i c poteaatials 
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were c a l c u l a t e d a t d i f f e r e n t c o n c e n t r a t i o n s . These have been 
compared wi th t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l l y observed BIP v a l u e s . 
K i t t e l b e r g e r ' s e q u a t i o n (99) which i s based on 
P i c k ' s d i f f u s i o n law and Nerns t P lanck f l ux equa t ion have 
been app l i ed for t h e d e t e r m i n a t i o n of d i f f u s i o n r a t e of a 
number of 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 t y p e of e l e c t r o l y t e s w i th parchment 
suppor ted coba l t t u n g s t a t e membrane a t v a r i o u s t e m p e r a t u r e s . 
D i f f u s i o n r a t e s (4?) of c h l o r i d e s of po tass i tun , soditun, l i t h i u m , 
bar ium, calcium and magnesium a t v a r i o u s t e m p e r a t u r e s have 
been eva lua t ed wi th t h e he lp of fo l lowing e q u a t i o n s . For 
1 : 1 t ype of e l e c t r o l y t e a t 25**C t h e e x p r e s s i o n i s g i v e n by 
dfi 
dt 2rK 59.16 log 
m 
'2^2 
^lfl - B_ m 
B_ 
m 
59.16 l o g 
' if l 
+ 1 
and f o r 2 : 1 type of e l e c t r o l y t e t h e e x p r e s s i o n i s as 
fo l lows 
d t 3FR 
m 
29.58 log 
C p / 2^2 
\f - E. 1J1 m 
E_ 
m 
59.16 l o g '2f2 
hfl 
+ 1 
The v a r i o u s terms used i n t h e above e x p r e s s i o n s s t and f o r 
t h e fo l l owing 
R^ = membrane r e s i s t a n c e i n ohms 
m 
Ejjji^  = membrane p o t e n t i a l i n m i l l i v o l t s 
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c = concentrat ion in m o l e s / l i t r e 
/ = a c t i v i t y coeff ic ient 
F = Faraday cons tant , 96,500 coulombs. 
The v a l i d i t y of the above equations which have 
been derived by Ki t t e lbe rge r for the study of d i f fus ion of 
e l e c t r o l y t e through membranes was checked by comparing the 
"observed" and "computed" diffusion r a t e s . I t was foxrnd tha t 
these equations are appl icable to the study of dif fusion of 
chlor ides through parchment supported cobalt t ungs t a t e 
membrane. 
The theory of absolute reac t ion r a t e has also 
been applied to the di f fus ion of various elect ixj lytes through 
parchment supported cobalt tungs ta te membrane. The various 
a c t i v a t i o n parameters namely enthalpy of a c t i va t i on A H ^ , 
entropy of ac t iva t ion A S^ and free energy of a c t i v a t i o n AP* 
have been ca lcula ted . The ind iv idua l ionic cont r ibu t ion to 
the p rope r t i e s of aqueous ion given by Noyes (100) namely 
^ ^hydra t ion ' ^ h y d r a t i o n ' ^ \ y d r a t i o n of Li , ^& , K 
as wel l as those of Ba"^ "*", Ca'*"'*', Mg"*"*" have been cor re la ted 
with coiresponding Ag?^, AF^, AH''^  values for d i f fus ion 
through parchment supported cobalt tungs ta te membrane. 
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C H A P T E E 2 
MEMBRAKE POTENTIAL ON 
PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRANES 
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Introduction 
Electrical potentials arising across membranes 
when they separate two electrolyte solutions may be called 
membrane potentials. The simplest way is to have it arise 
as an ohmic potential drop by passing electric current from 
an external source of e m f through the system: Component 1 
- membrane - component 2. Another way would be to have it 
arise as a static potential by adding to one of the compart-
ments some charged species that cannot pass through the mem-
brane. This is the Gibbs-Donnan system (1,2), If the mem-
brane has no fixed charges, the membrane potential would be 
equivalent to a diffusion potential. As a result, the inte-
grations of the Nernst-Planck flux equation carried out by 
Planck (5)» Behn (4), Pleijel (5), Johnson (6) and Schlogl 
(7) becomes applicable. On the other hand, if the membrane 
carries some fixed charges, a net Lonnan potential in addi-
tion to a diffusion potential constitutes the membrane poten-
tial. These concepts, illustrated by a magnified view of 
the cell, were formulated simultaneously by Teorell (8) 
and Meyer and Sievers (9) 
Eeference 
electrode 
(') Membrane 
Solution 
(") 
Solution 
Reference 
electrode 
Electrode Donnan Donnan Electrode 
potential potential potential potential 
Diffusion potential 
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The total membrane potential is considered to 
I tt 
be composed of two Donnan potentials, Ej. and ^ JJQJ, SA the 
two sol-ution-membrane interfaces (•) and (") and a diffusion 
potential ^ arising from unequal concentration of the two 
membrane faces. 
The Donnan potentials at the two interfaces (') 
and (") are given according to 
E;„„ = B-- i' = f in ^  . i TT' v; = f m Bf . i u v: (1) 
a, a' 
+ — 
^Don = ^  - ^  = f In ;7 - f ^ V+ = T 1^ ri^  - f '^^- ^2) 
+ — 
- n - f 
The diffusion potential ^  = E - E within the membrane is 
assumed to be that existing in a constrained liquid junction 
— —• — • 
^ = ^ ^ ^ m ^—^-^ (5) 
u + V u m^ + V m_^  
The condit ion for equilibriiim between two phases such as 
the aqueous and the membrane phase i s tha t the e l e c t r o -
chemical p o t e n t i a l of 1 : 1 e l e c t r o l y t e so lu t ion of a c t i v i t y 
a^ i s given by 
a + a . Try 
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where IT = (P -• P) , the difference between the hydrostatic 
pressure in the outside solution and the swelling pressure 
in the membrane, and V = V + V_^ , the molal volume of 
electrolyte. It has been shown that the term expCTTV/RT) 
is approximately unity (10,11). 
If the concentration of the ionogenic groups in 
the membrane is X, then for a negatively charged membrane 
m, and m_^  are given by 
X X2 
m. + a (5a) 
m 
X 
2 
X2 
+ a (5b) 
Substituting the value of 5^ and m_ in eqn 3, the following 
expression is obtained 
_ RT 
j^  = U — In 
1 (ij + (1 + Q'2)p 
x"{u H- (1 + Q"^)}^^ 
where U = (u - v)/(u + v) 
2 a, 
and Q = 
i V^  e^V^^^ 
(6) 
(7a) 
(7b) 
The electrode potential of reference electrode is given by 
E 
ref 
ET 
F 
In 
m' 
m" 
(8) 
Oe) 
Total membrane potential of the cell is given by 
1^ = Electrode Potential + Donnan Potential + Diffusion 
Potential 
B_ 
m 
RT m' 
— In — : 
P m« 
. ' ' " ". (TTV -TTV ) + 
_ RT 
U — In 
P 
x' (u + (1 + Q'^) ^ ^ } 
Putting the values of m' and m" 
(9) 
E 
m 
RT 
= — In 
P 
I 
S>_ x' { - 1 + (1 + Q'^) ^^] 
' I " II 
+ C7T7^  -7TV__) 
^ RT 
+ U — I n 
x' ( u + (1 + Q'^) ^^ 
F X { U + ( 1 + Q ' ^ ) ^ ' ^ ) 
L 
(10) 
Experimentally measureable q u a n t i t i e s in eqn 10 are X and 
- . 1 —It 
Q, Even then X and X as measured in separa te experiments 
(equilibrium) may not be r e l a t ed to ac tua l values at the 
in te r faces of the membrane. Furthermore V_ and exp(TTV/RT) 
are not determinable without making some ass\imptions« 
Teorel l (8) and Meyer and S ievers (9) assumed 
a l l s ingle ion a c t i v i t y coeff icients should be u n i t y , the 
pressure-volume term to be n e g l i g i b l e , and X to remain 
constant at a l l values of the ex te rna l e l e c t r o l y t e concen-
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t r a t i o n . The implicat ion of these assumptions have been 
discussed by H i l l s et a l (12 ) , 
Introducing these assiunptions T M S eqn 10 for 
a highly idea l ized system becomes 
R T / a "V4a ' ^ + X^ + X _ V 4 a ' ^ + X^ + U X 
E„ = — I n , + U In - 7 = \ ( 1 1 ) 
m p 
a 
•T 4a"^ + F + X V4a"^ + X^ + U 
Kobatake et a l theory 
Consider a system of negat ively charged membrane 
separa t ing two aqueous so lu t ions of 1 : 1 e l e c t r o l y t e having 
d i f fe ren t electrochemical p o t e n t i a l s at constant temperature. 
The membrane i s bounded by two planes normal to the X-axis 
at X = 0 and at x = 1 . The f luxes of a l l mobile species 
under considerat ion are assumed to occur only in X-direct ion. 
The bulk so lu t ions on both s ides of the membrane are s t i r r e d 
vigorously to maintain unifoiBiity of concentrat ions of a l l 
species i n the so lu t ion phases . The densi ty of fixed 
charges in the membrane i s asstuned to be constant and i s 
independent of the concentrat ions of the ex te rna l e l e c t r o -
l y t e so lu t ions with which the membrane i s i n contac t . 
S t a r t i n g with the basic flow equation provided 
by thermodynamics of i r r e v e r s i b l e process (12-18) , Kobatake 
et a l (17) derived the following equation for the e l e c t r i c 
3 /* 
current density (l)_, relative to the frame of reference 
c 
fixed to the membrane. 
dE / d In a^ 
(I) = -F (uc. + vc ) RT luc + ^ - vc 
° "^  •" dx ^ 
d In a 
dx 
+ F(c^^ c j V^ (12) 
Here E is the electric potential, c^ and c_ are concentra-
tions of +ve and -ve ions in moles per cubic centimetre of 
solution, u and v are the molar mobilities of +ve and ~ve 
ions defined in terms of the mass fixed frame of reference, 
U is the velocity of local centre of mass, R is the molar m 
gas constant, T is the absolute temperature of system and 
T is the Faraday constant. 
For the evaluation of U the viscous force acting 
on 1 c.c, of solution in the membrane is represented by 
(1/K) U , where K is a constant which is considered to 
depend on the viscosity of the solution and the structural 
details of polymer net work of which the membrane is composed. 
The same volume of solution undergoes an electric force which 
is represented by 
dE 
- F (c^ + c_) — 
dx 
In the steady state, the sum of these two forces is zero. 
3S 
so that 
dB 
U = -KFCc. - c •-- (13) 
m + - dx 
Por convenience, Kobatake et £uL/(17) have considered a 
membrane which is ionized negatively with a charge density (9 
Then the requirement that the electric neutrality must be 
realized in any element of the membrane gives the relation 
c^ - c _ = ^  (14) 
Since in the system considered here no electric field is 
applied externally across the membrane, no net charge is 
transported from one side of the membrane to the other, 
This means that (I), must be zero at a cross section of the 
c 
membrane. Subs t i t u t ing eqn 13 and 14 in to eqn 12, pu t t ing 
( I ) equal to zero , and solving for — , the following 
expression i s obtained 
ET 
u(c_ + (9) (d In a^/dx) ~ vc_(d In a__/dx) 
£5. = _ ! (15) 
^^ (u + v) c__ + u 5 + KP0^ 
Assumption For a and a__^  
The most c ruc ia l i n i t s de r iva t ion , i s to ass\ime 
tha t the a c t i v i t i e s , a, and a__ of ions in the membrane are 
represented by 
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a^ = c_ ; a_ = c__ (16) 
or S>^  = ^ -V^ i 1 = ' ('•?) 
where '^ and 9_ ^-re the a c t i v i t y coef f ic ien ts of +ve and 
-ve ions i n the membrane and c_ i s the concentrat ion of -ve 
ion spec ies . 
Kobatake et a l . (16,19) have considered a negat ively 
ionizable po lye lec t ro ly te ge l or membrane which i s immersed 
i n a so lu t ion of a 1 : 1 e l e c t r o l y t e . At equil ibrium the 
following r e l a t i o n must be obeyed 
(0)2 = ( a ^ ) i ( a j ^ (18) 
where (c) i s the equilibrium concentrat ion of the e l e c t r o -
l y t e in the outer so lu t ion suad (a ) . and (a_) . are the 
a c t i v i t i e s of +ve and -ve ions i n the ge l or membrane phase, 
Kobatake (17) has assumed tha t the outer e l e c t r o l y t e so lu t ion 
behaves i d e a l l y , t h i s assumption i s not unreasonable. When 
the forms of a, and a assumed above are va l i d , i t follows 
from eqn 18 tha t 
( c j ^ = (c)^ (19) 
Applying eqns 17 and 18, and using eqn 19, the following 
relation is obtained 
4 
c^)^ (<=) 
(20) ( c + ) i ( O i [(c)_ + e] 
Kobatake (17) has found that tMs simple relation 
fits well with the typical data of previous -workers notably, 
Nagasawa et al.(20,21), Hills et al.( 12,22) and (Jregor et al-
(23,24), who determined the concentration (c ). and (c_). 
in ion exchange resins or membrane equilibrated with simple 
electrolyte solutions of given concentration (C)Q» Recently 
Katchalsky et al>(25,26), have also pointed out the appli~ 
cability of this assumption. This interesting consequence 
from the assumptions a = c and a = c suggests that the 
assumed forms for the activity of small ions in-polyelectro-
lyte gels or membranes, may have a broad applicability. 
With eqn 1 6 and 17 assumed fo r a. and a__, eqn 
1 5 becomes 
dB RT (u - v) c + u^ dc 
dx F [(u + v) c_ + u^ + KF^ i^ jc^  dx 
(21) 
When the bulk solutions on both sides of the membrane are 
vigorously stirred, no potential gradient is set up in them, 
so that the desired membrane potential E is obtained by 
dB 
integrating -r- over the thickness of the membrane 
L 
RT r (u - v) c + ue dc 
E^ = - — 7 = 5- - ^ dx (22) 
^ F J [(u + v) c + u5 + KF^^J c dx 
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The flow of ions and water molecules in the 
membrane are sufficiently slow, so that it is not unreason-
able to asstime that at the boundaries between the membrane 
and the outer electrolyte solutions, thermodynamic equili-
bria are established. Then eqn 12 holds at either membrane 
surface, and c__ = c^  at x = 0 and c__ = Cp at x = L as the 
boundary conditions for c__, that are consistent with eqn 22, 
The final expression for the membrane potential is given by 
E, 
m 
where 
- 2oC) In 
/cg +^/3^\ 
oC = 
^ -
u 
U + V 
1 + 
(23) 
(24J 
u 
Reduced Expression Por Permselec t iv i ty 
Recently Kobatake et a l . (27-35) derived another 
equation 26 given below for membrane p o t e n t i a l using basic 
flow equations provided by the thermodynajnics of i r r e v e r s i b l e 
processes 
£ 
m 
RT In ~ + ( 2 ^ - 1) In 
°1 
4C2 + ^^X^ + (20C- 1) jzJX 
- In 
74Cp + 
"IMC^ + JZ^ X^^  + (2<:^- 1) JZ^X 
(26) 
^\^ + j^ X 
V 4 c ^ + jzJ^X^ + jziX _ 
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where j^ is a characteristic factor of the membrane-electro-
lyte pair and represents fraction of counterlons not tightly 
bounded to the membrane skeleton. The product X^ is termed 
the thennodynamically effective fixed charge density of a 
membrane, other terms have their usual significance. 
Equation 26 reduces to the T M S membrane potential for 
jrf = 1. Kobatake et al.(34) have proposed a simple method 
using the following approximate equation for the e m f of 
a cell with transport 
RT °2 
\ = - T ^ ^ " ^^app^ ^^ ^ (27) 
where t - is the apparent transference number of colons 
app 
in the membrane phase, Comparisi.on of eqns 26 and 27 gave 
1 - 2 ^ vV4 f ? + 1 + 2oC^ 1 / VM C ? + 1 + 1 / 
t _ = ^^_Ll /+ -—^ J! 1 / (28) 
^PP 2 in g 2 m 6 
V C • . 
where ^ = and S = Concvnthat^o-n raho (29) 
Both the activity coefficients and mobilities 
of small ions in charged membranes can be expressed according 
to Kobatake et al.(34) by the following expression 
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S'+ = S)° (c^ + JzJX)/(c_ + X) (50a) 
i)_ = V (30b) 
u+ = u+ (c_ + J!^ X)/(c__ + X) (31a) 
(31b) o u = u 
Here y., u. , "^ ? and u? (i = +, -) stand for the activily 
coefficient and mobility of ion species i in the membrane 
and in the bulk solution respectively, c and X are the 
concentration of anion adsorbed in the membrane and the 
stoichiometric concentration of charges fixed in the 
membrane. According to convention suggested by Guggenheim 
(35,36), Y° can be equated with y° for 1 : 1 electrolyte, 
and they are replaced by the mean activity coefficient y^ 
of the electrolyte component. ^X may be referred to as the 
thermodynamically effective fixed charge density of the 
membrane. 
The Most Kecent Method Of Nagasawa for Membrane Charge 
Density Evaluation 
The system considered is a cell in which a 
membrane separates two aqueous solutions of different 
concentrations (c' aJid c" in mol/1) of an electrolyte. 
4', 
The solut ions on both, s ides of the membrane are maintained 
at the same pressure and temperature. The fluxes of water 
and ions are expressed by the l i n e a r equat ions . 
~ "^ o = ^00 Srad^t^ + LQ^ gra.d JU^ + L^_ grad /Z . (52a) 
- J+ = \o grad^Q + L^^ g r a d ^ ^ + L^_ grad / (_ (32b) 
- J_ = I_Q gradyU^ + L_^ gradyd^ + L _ grad / I^ (32c) 
Here, subscr ip t s +, - and o r e fe r to ca t ion , anion and water 
molecules, r e spec t ive ly , J ' s the phenomenological coef f ic ien ts 
and M's the chemical p o t e n t i a l s . 
Subs t i t u t ing eqn 32a in to eqn 32b and 32c, the 
following r e l a t i o n s are obtained 
00 \ -"00 / 
+ K . - ^ ^ i 2 ^ I gradiZ. (35a) 
•^OO \ -^ 00 
^(K^ - ^^~^^grad jj^ (33b) 
Therefore, the water flow causes a term in the flux equation 
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for each ion. In d i l u t e e l e c t r o l y t e s o l u t i o n s , however, 
Nagasawa (57,38) have assumed t h a t the cross terms in eqn 
35a and 33h, i . e . , the t h i r d term in eqn 33a, and the 
second term i n eqn 33h, are neg l ig ib le as compared with 
the other term (39) . Similar assumptions were employed 
by Spiegler (40 ) , Kedem and Katchalsky (41) for t ranspor t 
of ions through charged membrane (42 ) . I f the forces grad 
Jj_ and grad /j _ in eqn 33 are replaced by J and J_, the 
following expressions are obtained 
- J, = - — ^ ^ J + (c + jzfX) u grad M, (34a) 
T C ^ "" 
o 
~ j j ^ + c_ u grad ^ _ (34b) 
°o 
where c i s concentrat ion of colons, and concentrat ion of 
counterions may be expressed by (c + ^X) , where j^ X i s the 
thermodynamically effect ive fixed charge dens i ty . 
I t i s assumed tha t the ra te-determining step for 
the permeation of ions and water i s the mass t r a n s f e r i n the 
membrane phase and tha t the e l e c t r o l y t e so lu t ions ins ide and 
outside the membrane are in thennodynamic equil ibrium on 
both s ides of membrane. Therefore, the effect of a stagnant 
layer on the permeation v e l o c i t i e s (28,43) i s neglected. 
This assumption i s va l id for th ick membrane. From the 
condition of no current for 1 : 1 e l e c t r o l y t e s 
- F (Jrad E = - I -rr-? 
"^oX ^X 
^n ^ ^^ + ^ ^ ) 1^ + C V O 
(C_ + J2(X) U 
grad ^ ^ 
( c + ^X) u + c V 
( c + ^X) u + c__ V 
Equa t ion 35 i s r e w r i t t e n as 
V < ^ o / ( c _ 
c (c + ^X) (u + v) 
- J = _ i _ - ^ j - i : ::^  + 
s ^ ^- I ^' + ^X) \x + c V 
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c u 
grad Xi C35) (c_ + ^X) u + c__v 
S u b s t i t u t i n g eqn 35 i n t o eqn 34» l ^ ^ i s ob ta ined 
«Jo\ °_ ^ ° _ "^  <^ )^ ^^ •*" ^^ 5 
^ ^ ^0 j ( c + jzlX) u + c V 
c ( c + ^X) u V _ _ 
grad iU+ + MJ (36) 
(2c + ji(X) u V RT 
r grad c (37) 
(c_ + ^X) u + c_v 
Performing t h e i n t e g r a t i o n of eqn 37 from one s i d e of t h e 
membrane ( ' ) t o t h e o t h e r ( " ) , t hen g i v e s 
4? 
RT 
J . = ~ 
2u V A^  (A^- jzfZ) ( A ^ - ~ ) 
dl (u.v) ( A ^ . A , ) ( A , - ^ ) 
I n 
'c + A . \ 2u V A O ( A O - JZ^ X) A , 
+ [ ^ \ ^ ^ \ ^ 2 / ^ 
^ \ 
\c-- + A 
I n 
1 
_ M 
c_ + A, 
c + A, 
d (u + v) (A2- A,)(A,- jZ^ Xu I ' V 2 u + V, 
C38) 
w h e r e 
A. = 2Cu + v) jziXu + 
2RT CQ u V k 
. , , 2RT c^ u V k 
( - l ) ^ ^ ^ ( X u 2 
\ Jo 
4 ( jzJX ) 2 u v l ^ ^ (39) 
The parameter Ol is the thickness of the membrane and k i s 
a constant . 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Preparation of Membrane 
The five parchment supported (I) cobalt tungstate, 
(II) mercuric chromate, (III) mercuric phosphate, (IV) mer-
curic carbonate and (V) mercuric tungstate membranes were 
prepared by the method of interaction suggested by Siddiqi 
et al (51-62). The membranes were prepared by impregnating 
parchment paper with the gel. The paper was soaked with 
distilled water for two hours, and then tied carefully to 
the flat mouth of a beaker containing 0.2 M cobalt chloride 
solution. This was suspended for about 72 hours in a 0.2 M 
sodi\im tungstate solution. The two solutions were inter-
changed later and kept for another 72 hours. The cobalt 
tungstate membrane thus prepared was washed several times 
with deionized water for the complete removal of free electro-
lyte. A similar procedure was adopted for the preparation of 
other four membranes by taking these two solutions. 
Membrane Solution I Solution II 
mercuric chromate mercuric chloride potassium chromate pot 
(0 . (0 .2 M) ( .2 M) 
mercuric phosphate mercuric chloride soditun orthophos-
(0 ,2 M) phate (0 .2 M) 
mercuric carbonate mercuric chloride sodium carbonate 
(0 .2 M) (0.2 M) 
mercuric tumgstate mercuric chloride sodium tungs ta te 
(0 .2 M) (0 .2 M) 
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Measurement of Membrane P o t e n t i a l 
The p o t e n t i a l developed by s e t t i n g up a concen-
t r a t i o n c e l l of t h e type desc r ibed by Michae l i s (44 ,45)» 
and o t h e r s (46 ,47) was measured u s i n g a Pye p o t e n t i o m e t e r 
(No. 7568) . S a t u r a t e d calomel e l e c t r o d e s (SCB) were connected 
to t h e s o l u t i o n v i a ECl -aga r b r i d g e . The c e l l p o t e n t i a l 
SCB S o l u t i o n 
°1 
Membrane S o l u t i o n I SCE 
Co 
Cp = 10c . 
was t a k e n as a measure of membrane p o t e n t i a l . The concen-
t r a t i o n r a t i o ^ = Cp/c. was pu t equa l t o 10 th roughout the 
exper iment . The v a r i o u s s a l t s o l u t i o n s ( c h l o r i d e s of K , 
Na^, Li and NHt) were p repared from a n a l y t i c a l g rade 
r e a g e n t s (B.D.H.) by us ing de ion ized w a t e r . I n t h e measure-
ment of membrgine p o t e n t i a l t h e s o l u t i o n s were v i g o r o u s l y 
s t i r r e d and t e m p e r a t u r e was main ta ined a t 25"C. 
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TABLE 1 
OBSERVED MEMBRANE POTBNTIAIS AT 25 + 0.1°C ACROSS COBALT 
TUN6STATE PARCHMBlfT SUPPORTED MEMBRANE IN CONTACT WITH 
VARIOUS 1 : 1 ELECTROLYTES AT DIFPERBNT CONCENTRATIONS 
-. iBlectrolytes 
Concent ra t ion9*~ 
C2/C^(mol/l) 
10 X l O ' V l 3c 
5 X 10~V5 X 
1 X lO~V l X 
5 X l O ' V s X 
1 X l O ^ ^ / l X 
5 X l O ' V s X 
1 X 10~^/1 X 
1 0 - ' 
10-2 
- 2 
10 '^ 
XQT^ 
10~^ 
10 -^ 
10-^ 
KCl 
(mV) 
5.60 
7.80 
17.14 
22.55 
37.37 
40.10 
46.79 
NaCl 
(mV) 
7.20 
10.21 
15.30 
20.60 
26.10 
32.10 
36.23 
L i C l 
(mV) 
- 3.00 
- 2.51 
20.37 
27.10 
36.09 
38.10 
39.00 
NH^Cl 
(mV) 
4.85 
7.40 
18.10 
27.10 
37.21 
40.07 
42.00 
KNO^ 
(mV) 
3.39 
5.10 
9.00 
14.39 
24.38 
30.00 
40.00 
50 
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o 
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o 
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10 
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A 
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l o g ( C i + C2) /2 
FfG. } PLOTS OF OBSERVED MEMBRANE PORTENT!Al AGAINST 
log {CiKiin FOR VARIOUS !:l ELECTROLYTES WITH 
COBALT TUUGSTATE MEMBRANE 
- 2 
log(Ci + C2)/2 
-1 
FIG. ) PLOTS Of OBSERVED MEMBRANE PO'tENTIAL AGAtNST 
log {Cj<2>/2 FOR VARIOUS l:» EtECtROLYTES WITH 
COBAiT TUM^STATE MEMBRAHE 
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TABLE 2 
OBSERVED MBMBRAKB POTENTIAIS AT 25 ± 0.1 *^C ACROSS MERCURIC 
CHROMATB PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRANE IN CONTACT WITH 
VARIOUS 1 : 1 BIBCTROLYTK AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS 
. ^ ^ l e c t r o l y t es 
Concen t ra t ions^ 
C2/C^(mol/ l) 
10 X 10~Vl X 
5 X 10'"V5 X 
1 X 10~Vl X 
5 X 10-^ /5 X 
1 X 10""^/1 X 
5 X lO~^/5 X 
1 X 10""Vl X 
10-1 
1 0 ^ 
-2 
10 '^ 
10"^ 
10"^ 
10-4 
10-4 
KCl 
(mV) 
8 .00 
10.75 
30.09 
36.23 
40.30 
41.10 
43.31 
NaCl 
(mV) 
2 .30 
6.30 
29.55 
40 .32 
45 .32 
47 .34 
48 .00 
l i C l 
(mV) 
10.10 
15.60 
31 .00 
39.05 
45.60 
48.15 
49.00 
NH^Cl 
(mV) 
3.19 
7 .39 
10.00 
14.33 
23.19 
30.77 
40 .19 
MO^ 
(mV) 
6.19 
9.00 
13.00 
17.11 
26.10 
30 .33 
39.00 
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FIG. 2 PLOTS OF OBSERVED MEMBRANE POTENTIAL AGAINST 
l o g ( C , * C 2 ) / 2 FOR VARIOUS 1:1 E LEC TROLYTES 
WITH MERCURIC CHROMATE MEMBRANE 
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TABLE 3 
OBSERVED MBMBRAHE POTENTIAI^ AT 25 + 0.1°C ACROSS MERCURIC 
PHOSPHATE PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRAHl IN CONTACT WITH 
VARIOUS 1 : 1 ELECTROLYTES AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS 
^. .Elect ro lytes 
Concen t ra t ions 
C2/C^(mol/ l) 
10 X 10~Vl 3C 
5 X 10~V5 X 
1 X 10""Vl X 
8 X l0~^ /8 X 
5 X 10~^/5 X 
3 X 10-^ /3 X 
1 X 10"^/1 X 
10-^ 
10-2 
10-2 
10-5 
10"^ 
10-5 
10-5 
KCl 
(mV) 
4 .32 
8 .33 
24.18 
28.66 
35.57 
37.66 
39.78 
NaCl 
(mV) 
- 4 . 7 5 
- 1 . 3 3 
17.02 
19.66 
23.93 
26.66 
29.42 
Li CI 
(mV) 
-12 .00 
-11 .20 
3.20 
6.66 
12.94 
16.00 
30 .00 
NH^Cl 
(mV) 
3.00 
8.21 
15.19 
20.55 
24.00 
29.11 
38.11 
KNO-
(mV) 
4.00 
9.00 
14.00 
19.11 
23.00 
27.10 
37.00 
- 3 2 - I 
tog(Ci+C2 )/2 
FIG. 3 P L O T S OF O B S E R V E D MEMBRANE POTENTIAL AGAINST 
log(Ci*C?)/2 FOR VARIOUS 1:1 ELECTROLYTES WITH 
MERCURIC PHOSPHATE MEMBRANE 
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TABIB 4 
OBSERVED MEMBRANE POTENTIAIS AT 25 + 0.1°C ACROSS MERCURIC 
CARBONATE PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRANE IN CONTACT WITH 
VARIOUS 1 : 1 ELECTROLYTE AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS 
. ^ l e ct ro l y t es 
Concen t r a t ions 
C2/C^(mol/ l) 
KCl 
(mV) 
NaCl 
(mV) 
LiCl 
(mV) 
NH.Cl 
(mV) 
KNO5 
(mV) 
10 X l O ' V l 3C 10"' ' 1.08 - 7 . 5 4 - 2.00 3.00 
5 X 10~V5 X 10"^ 3.53 - 4 . 6 6 -15 .76 7.00 8.19 
1 X 1 0 ~ V l X 10"^ 13.58 6.76 - 7 . 7 0 12.11 12.00 
8 X 10~^/8 X 10"^ 17.33 9.33 - 6 . 3 3 16.00 18.10 
5 X 10~^/5 X 10"^ 23.96 14.93 2.66 22.11 23.00 
3 X 10~^/3 X 10"^ 28.34 18.66 9.66 26.33 28.11 
1 X 10"^ /1 X 10"^ 33.82 24.71 23.76 35.00 36.33 
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FIG.<, PLOTS OF OBSERVED MEMBRANE POTENTIAL AGAINST 
l o g ( C , + C 2 ) / 2 FOR VARIOUtS 1:1 ELECTROLYTES WITH 
MERCURIC CARBONATE MEMBRANE 
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TABLE 5 
OBSERVED MEMBRANE POTBNTIAIS AT 25 + 0.1 °C ACROSS MERCURIC 
TUNGSTATE PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRAUl IN CONTACT WITH 
VARIOUS 1 : 1 ELECTROLYTES AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS 
^.gle c t ro l y t e s 
Concen t ra t ions 
Cg/C^ (mol/1) 
10 X 10"Vl X 10"^ 
5 X 10"V5 X 10"^ 
1 X 10~Vl X 10""^ 
5 X 10"^/5 X 10~^ 
1 X 10~^/1 X 10"^ 
5 X 10"^/5 X 10"^ 
KCl 
(mV) 
2.61 
5.62 
18.60 
27.29 
30.62 
33.93 
NaCl 
(mV) 
- 3 . 7 9 
0.45 
18.02 
20.60 
38 .64 
44.50 
Li CI 
CmV) 
3 .00 
6.19 
9.33 
13.10 
22.00 
31 .33 
NH^Cl 
(mV) 
4 .35 
7 .13 
19.74 
26.29 
34 .00 
35.17 
KNO-
(mV) 
6.57 
8.67 
20.89 
26.73 
38.63 
39.00 
- 3 -2 - I 0 
log (C,4C2)/2 
FIG. S PLOTS OF OBSERveO MEMBRANe POTENTIAL AGAINST 
'og ( C i ^ € 2 ) / 2 FOR VARIOUS 1:1 ELECTROLYTES 
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TABLB 8 
CALCULATED VALUES OF DONNAN POTENTIALS(7T^ kMiTi^) * DIFF-
USION POTENTIALS (^ 2"" ^1^ ^ ^ TOTAL MEMBRANE POTENTIAIS 
^cal ^ ^^ 1 "^  '^ 2^  "*• ^^2" ^1^ -^ ^^  MEMBRANE FIXED ION CONCEN-
TRATIONS X = -0.006 AND -0.008 WITH VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS 
OF KCl 
X 
N 
-0 .006 
-0 .008 
( 
10 
5 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1 
10 
5 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1 
Concentrat ions 
02 /0^ (mo l /1 ) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
lo'Vi 
10-V5 
io"Vi 
lO " ^ /5 
10"^ /1 
lO'"5/5 
10-^ /1 
io"Vi 
10" V5 
io"Vi 
10-^ /5 
10"^ /1 
1 0 - ^ 5 
10" V l 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
10"^ 
10"2 
10"2 
10-5 
10-5 
10 "^ 
10"^ 
10"^ 
io"2 
10-2 
10-5 
10-5 
10"^ 
10"^ 
(7T^  +7^2) 
(mV) 
0.66 
1.34 
6.71 
12.85 
38.42 
48.51 
57.23 
0.88 
1.81 
8 .84 
16.47 
43.02 
51.66 
57.71 
- 1 . 1 0 
- 1 . 1 0 
- 1 . 0 8 
- 1 . 0 3 
- 0 . 5 7 
- 0 . 2 8 
- 0 . 0 2 
- 1 . 1 0 
- 1 . 1 2 
- 1 . 0 7 
- 0 . 9 7 
- 0 . 4 6 
- 0 . 3 5 
-0 .01 
c a l (mV) 
- 0 ,44 
0.24 
5.63 
11.82 
37.84 
48.22 
57.02 
- 0 . 2 2 
- 0 . 6 9 
8.77 
15.50 
42.56 
51.31 
57.70 
TABLE 9 
CALCULATED VALUES OF DONNAN POTENTIALS (TT^  AEDTTg), DIFF-
USION POTBNTIAIS (^ 2 ~ ^0 ^ ™ TOTAL MEMBRANE POTENTIAIS 
•^ cal "" ^ 1^ +'^2^ "^  ^ ^2 " ^1^ ^^^ MEMBRANE FIXED ION CONCEN-
TRATIONS ic = -0.01 AND -0.02 WITH VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS 
OF KCl 
^ Concentrations (7T^  •*" ^ 2^ ^^2 ** ^1 ^  "^ cal 
T " Cg/C^Cmol/l) (mV) (mV) (mV) 
-0.01 
-0.02 
10 
5 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1 
10 
5 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
io"Vi 
10" Vs 
io"Vi 
10-2/5 
10-2/1 
10-5/5 
1 0 - ^ 1 
io-Vi 
10-V5 
io-Vi 
10-2/5 
10-2/1 
10-5/5 
10-5/1 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
10-^ 
10-2 
10-2 
10-5 
10-5 
10-4 
10-4 
10-1 
10-2 
10-2 
10-5 
10-5 
10-4 
10-4 
1.12 
2.24 
10.89 
19.68 
46.25 
53.39 
57.85 
2.27 
4.29 
19.71 
31.20 
53.20 
56.67 
58.20 
-1.28 
-1.10 
-1.07 
-0.95 
-0.38 
0.00 
0.00 
-1.12 
-1.06 
-0.96 
-0.75 
-0.17 
-0,08 
0.00 
-0.16 
1.14 
9.82 
18.73 
45.87 
53.39 
57.85 
2.15 
4.23 
18.75 
30.45 
53.03 
56.59 
58.20 
TABLE 10 
CALCULATED VALUES OF DONNAN POTENTIALS(7V^ AND TTg) , DIFF-
USION POTENTIALS (^ g " 5^ 1) ^ ^ TOTAL MEMBRANE POTENTIALS 
®cal = (TT^  +Tr2) + (jz(2 - ^i) FOR MEMBRANE FIXED ION CONCEN-
TRATIONS i = -0.03 AND -0.04 VITH VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS 
OF KCl 
^ Concentrations (TTJ +112) (j^ 2 " ^^^ ®cal 
1~ Cg/C^ (mol/1) (mV) (mV) (mV) 
-0.03 
-0.04 
10 
5 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1 
10 
1 
5 
1 
1 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
10""Vl 
10"V5 
io"Vi 
10"^/5 
10"^/1 
10~^/5 
1 0 - ^ 1 
io"'Vi 
io""Vi 
10-^/5 
10"*^/1 
10"^/1 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
10-^ 
10-2 
10-2 
10-5 
10-5 
10"'* 
10-^ 
10-^ 
10-2 
10-5 
10-5 
10"^ 
4.42 
. 6.91 
25.02 
38.41 
57.04 
58.02 
58.20 
4.07 
31.42 
43.06 
57.03 
58.20 
-1.11 
-0.91 
-0.85 
-0 .56 
-0.06 
0.00 
0.00 
-1.09 
-0 .72 
-0.45 
-0.05 
0.00 
3.32 
6.00 
24.17 
37.84 
56.97 
58.02 
58.20 
2.98 
30.70 
42.61 
56.98 
58.20 
60 
TABLE 11 
CAICUIATED VAIUES OF DOMAN POTENTIALS (TT^  Am)Tr2) , DIFF-
USION POTENTIAIS (^ g " ^0 ^^ TOTAL MEMBRANE POTENTIALS 
^cal = (^1 +•"'2) + (Ji^2 " ^1^ ^ ^^ MEMBRANE FIXED ION CONCEN-
TRATIONS i = -0.05 AND -0.06 WITH VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS 
OF KCl 
X 
N 
-0.05 
-0.06 
( 
10 
1 
5 
1 
1 
10 
5 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1 
Concentrations 
Cg/C^(mol/1) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
io"Vi 
io""Vi 
10"^/5 
10"^/1 
10"^/1 
io~Vi 
10~V5 
10" V l 
10"^ /5 
10""^/1 
1 0 - ^ 5 
l O ^ ^ / l 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
10-^ 
10-2 
10"^ 
10 ^ 
10""^ 
10-^ 
_2 10 
10-2 
10"^ 
10"^ 
10-"^ 
10""^ 
(7T^  H-TTg) 
(mV) 
5.58 
35.58 
45.97 
57.05 
58.20 
6.72 
12.85 
38.51 
48.50 
55.90 
57.93 
58.20 
(J^2 - i^l) 
(mV) 
- 1 . 0 7 
- 0 . 6 4 
- 0 . 3 7 
- 0 . 0 3 
0.00 
- 1 . 1 0 
- 1 . 0 2 
- 0 . 5 8 
- 0 . 3 2 
- 0 . 1 2 
- 0 . 0 1 
0 .00 
®ca l 
(mV) 
4.51 
34.74 
45.60 
57.00 
58.20 
5.62 
11.83 
37.93 
48.18 
55.78 
57.92 
58.20 
6J 
TABLE 12 
CALCUMTBD VALUES OF DONNAN POTENTIAIS (77^  ANDT] ^) , DIPF-
USIOU POTENTIALS (52^2 ~ 1^1 ^  ^^ TOTAL MEMBRANE POTENTIAIS 
®cal = ('^1 +"^2^ "^  ^ ^2 ~ ^1^ ^ ^^ MEMBRANE FIXED ION CONCEN-
TRATIONS X = -0.1 AND -0.4 WITH VARIOUS CONCENTRATIONS 
OF KCl 
X 
N 
- 0 . 1 
- 0 . 4 
( 
10 
5 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1 
10 
5 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1 
Concentrat ions 
°2 
X 
X 
z 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
/C^ (mol /1) 
io"Vi 
10~V5 
io~Vi 
10~2/5 
10"^ /1 
10-5/5 
10-5/1 
io"Vi 
IO-V5 
IO-V1 
10-^ /5 
10-^ /1 
10-5/5 
10-5/1 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
10-^ 
10-2 
10-2 
10-5 
10-5 
10-4 
10-4 
10-1 
10-2 
10-2 
10-5 
10-5 
10-4 
10-4 
(TT^  +TT2) 
(mV) 
10.89 
19.73 
46,21 
55.31 
57.85 
58.05 
58.20 
31.43 
43.02 
56.58 
57.73 
58.00 
58.09 
58.20 
i^2 - l^l^ 
(mV) 
- 1 .07 
- 0 . 6 2 
- 0 . 3 8 
-0 .17 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
- 0 . 7 4 
- 0 . 5 1 
- 0 . 0 5 
- 0 . 0 1 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
. -^cal (mV) 
9.82 
19.11 
45.83 
53.14 
57.85 
58.05 
58.20 
30.69 
42.51 
56.53 
57.72 
58.00 
58.09 
58.20 
'02 
TABLE 13 
TRANSFERENCE NUMBER t - DERIVES FROM OBSERVED MEMBRANE 
app 
POTENTIAIS AT VARIOUS 1 : 1 ELECTROLYTE CONCENTRATIONS 
AT S = 10 FOR COBALT TUNGfSTATE MEMBRANE 
^ . E l e c t r o l y t e s 
Concent ra t ions 
Cg/C^Cmol/ l) 
10 X l O ' V l X 
5 X l O ' V ? X 
1 X 1 0 " V l X 
5 X 10"^ /5 X 
1 X 10"^ /1 X 
5 X 10""^/5 X 
1 X 10~^/1 X 
10-^ 
10-2 
10-2 
10"^ 
10"^ 
10-^ 
10-^ 
KCl 
0.452 
0.433 
0.352 
0.306 
0.179 
0.155 
0.098 
NaCl 
0.438 
0.412 
0.368 
0.323 
0.276 
0.224 
0.188 
L i C l 
0.525 
0.521 
0.325 
0.268 
0.189 
0.172 
0.165 
NH.Cl 4 
0.458 
0.436 
0.344 
0.267 
0.180 
0.155 
0.137 
KNO, 3 
0.471 
0.456 
0.422 
0.376 
0.290 
0.242 
0.156 
63 
TABLE U 
TRANSFERENCE NUMBER t - ^ ]>BRI"VBD FROM OBSERVED MEMBRANE 
app 
POTENTIALS AT VARIOUS 1 : 1 ELECTROLYTE CONCENTRATIONS 
AT g = 10 FOR MERCURIC CHROMATE MEMBRANE 
E l e c t r o l y t e s 
Concent ra t ions 
03/0^ (mo 1/1) 
10 X 1 0 " V l X 
5 X 1 0 " V 5 X 
1 X lO^V"! X 
5 X 10"^ /5 X 
1 X 10"^ /1 X 
5 X l O ' ^ / S X 
1 X 1 0 ~ V l 3C 
10-1 
10-2 
10-2 
10"^ 
10"^ 
10-4 
10-4 
KCl 
0.451 
0.407 
0.241 
0.188 
0.154 
0.145 
0.128 
NaCl 
0.480 
0.433 
0.246 
0.153 
0.110 
0.093 
0.087 
L i CI 
0.413 
0,366 
0.233 
0.164 
0.108 
0.086 
0.079 
NH^Cl 
0.472 
0.436 
0.414 
0.377 
0.301 
0.235 
0.154 
ENO, 3 
0.447 
0.422 
0.388 
0.353 
0.276 
0.239 
0.165 
TABUB 16 
TRANSPERBNCB NUMBER t - DERIVED FROM OBSERVED MEMBRANE 
app 
POTENTIALS AT VARIOUS ELECTROLYTE CONCENTRATIONS AT S = 
10 FOR MERCURIC CARBONATE PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRANE 
. E l e c t r o l y t e 3S 
Concen t r a t i ons 
C2/C^(mol/1) 
10 X 10~Vl X 
5 X 10~V5 X 
1 X 10~Vl X 
8 X 10"^/8 X 
5 X 10~^/5 X 
3 X 10~^/5 X 
1 X 10~^/1 X 
1 0 - ' 
10-2 
10-2 
10-^ 
1 0 - ' 
10-2 
1 0 " ' 
K.OJ. 
0.490 
0.471 
0.583 
0.351 
0.294 
0,256 
0.209 
NaCl 
0.565 
0.540 
0.442 
0.438 
0.371 
0.339 
0.287 
LiCl 
— 
0.635 
0 .566 
0 .554 
0.472 
0.417 
0 .296 
NH.Cl 4 
0.483 
0.439 
0.396 
0 .362 
0.310 
0.274 
0 .199 
KNO, 3 
0.474 
0.429 
0.397 
0.345 
0.302 
0.258 
0.188 
68 
TABLE 19 
VALUES OP MEMBRAHB CHAflGE DENSITY Q ( e q / 1 ) FOR 
KOBATAEE'S METHOD FOK VARIOUS MEMEANE-ELECTROLYTE 
SYSTEM AT 25 + 0.1°C 
J l e c t r o l y t e s KCl NaCl LiCl NH^Cl KNO^ 
Membranes 
Cobalt T imgs ta te 0.0054 0.0049 0.0065 0.0046 0.0064 
Mercur ic Chromate 0.0035 - 0.0374 0.0029 0.0081 
Mercuric Phosphate 0.0470 0.0128 0 .0138 0,0131 0.0063 
Mercur ic Carbonate 0.0139 0.0133 0.0113 0.0097 0.0104 
Mercur ic Tungs ta te 0.0142 0.0195 0.0053 0.0124 0.0102 
60 
TABLE 20 
PBBI.ISBLECTIVITT Pg ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATB PARCHMENT 
SUPPORTED MBMBEAHE IN CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 1 : 1 
ELECTROLYTES AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS 
,jgle c t ro l y t es 
Concent r a t ion§" 
Cg/C^(mol/1) 
10 X l O ' V l X 
5 X 1 0 " V 5 X 
1 X 10~Vl X 
5 X l O ' ^ / S X 
1 X lO""^/! X 
5 X 10"^/5 X 
1 X 10"-^/1 X 
10-1 
10-2 
10 ^ 
10"^ 
10-5 
10-^ 
10-^ 
KCl 
0.119 
0.159 
0.518 
0.404 
0.653 
0.761 
0.811 
NaCl 
0 .316 
0 .372 
0 .460 
0.517 
0 .593 
0 .678 
0.731 
Li CI 
0.212 
0.219 
0.559 
0.640 
0.758 
0.781 
0.886 
NH^Cl 
0 .143 
0.147 
0 .529 
0.487 
0.651 
0.699 
0.755 
KNO, 
0 .038 
0 .067 
0.115 
0 .229 
0 .403 
0.501 
0.676 
TABLE 21 • 
PIBMSBLECTIVITY Pg ACROSS MERCURIC CHROMATB PARCHMENT 
SUPPORTED MEMBRANE IN CONTACT V/ITH VARIOUS 1 : 1 
ELECTROLYTES AT DIPFERMT CONCENTRATIONS 
^ .E lec t ro ly tes 
Concen t r a t i ons 
C^/C^dnol / l ) 
10 X lO~Vl X 
5 X 10~V5 X 
1 X lO^Vl X 
5 X 10"^/5 X 
1 X 10~^/1 X 
5 X 10"^/5 X 
1 X 10""^/1 X 
10 
10~^ 
10-2 
10"^ 
10"^ 
10""''-
10-4 
KCl 
0.157 
0.204 
0.531 
0.640 
0.702 
0.725 
0.755 
NaCl 
0.233 
0.325 
0.642 
0.784 
0.847 
0.871 
0.897 
Li CI 
0.415 
0.494 
0.696 
0.793 
0.867 
0.895 
0.901 
NH4CI 
0.080 
0 .159 
0 .199 
0 .279 
0.417 
0 .554 
0.652 
KNO, 3 
0 .088 
0.136 
0.205 
0.275 
0 .433 
0.507 
0.659 
7 J 
TABLE 22 
PBRMSELBCTIVITY Pg ACROSS MERCURIC PHOSPHATE PARCHMENT 
SUPPORTED MEMBRANE IN CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 1 : 1 
ELECTROLYTES AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS 
- g l e c t r o l y t t 5S 
Concen t ra t ions 
Cg/C^Cmol/l) 
10 X 10~Vl X 
5 X 10~V5 X 
1 X l O ' V l X 
8 X lO^^/S X 
5 X 10""^/5 X 
3 X 10~^/3 X 
1 X IQ-^/ l X 
10-^ 
10-2 
10-2 
10-^ 
10-^ 
10-^ 
10-5 
KCl 
0.091 
0.159 
0.4-36 
0.514 
0.632 
0.671 
0.710 
NaCl 
0 .122 
0.180 
0 .472 
0 .506 
0.572 
0.604 
0.636 
Li CI 
0.050 
0 .063 
0 .203 
0 .368 
0.470 
0 .503 
0.687 
NH^Cl 
0 .080 
0.179 
0.299 
0.377 
0.436 
0.534 
0.672 
KNO^ 
0.060 
0.140 
0.241 
0 .322 
0.375 
0 .463 
0.627 
72 
TABIB 23 
PEEMSELECTIVITY Pg ACROSS MERCURIC CARBONATE PARCHMENT 
SUPPORTED MEMBRANE IN CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 1 : 1 
ELECTROLYTES AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS 
-^.Ble c t ro l y t es 
Concen t r a t ions 
C2/C^(mol/ l) 
10 X l O ' V l X 
5 X 10""V5 X 
1 X l O ' V l X 
8 X l O ' ^ S X 
5 X I Q - ^ S X 
3 X 1 0 " V 3 X 
1 X 10"^/1 X 
10-^ 
10-2 
10-2 
1 0 " ' 
1 0 " ' 
1 0 - ' 
1 0 - ' 
ZCl 
0.039 
0.079 
0.258 
0.278 
0.436 
0.514 
0 .593 
NaCl 
0.082 
0.122 
0.312 
0.330 
0.437 
0.489 
0.588 
Li CI 
— 
0.021 
0 .124 
0 .164 
0.297 
0.422 
0 .613 
NH.Cl 
0.060 
0.159 
0.189 
0.299 
0.397 
0,476 
0o632 
KNO-. 3 
0.051 
0.140 
0.201 
0.302 
0.383 
0.484 
0.627 
it) 
TABLE 24 
PERM3EIECTIVITY Pg ACROSS MERCURIC TOTGSTATE PARCHMMT 
SUPPORTED MEMBRAMB IN CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 1 : 1 
ELECTROLYTES AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS 
, J | l e c t r o l y t e s 
Concen t r a t i ons 
C2/C^(mol/ l ) 
10 X l O ' V l 2 lO""* 
5 X l O ' V s X 10"^ 
1 X l O ' V l X 10""^ 
5 X 10~^/5 X 10""^ 
1 X 10"^/1 X 10"-^ 
5 X 10"^/5 X 10"^ 
KCl 
0.059 
0.120 
0.557 
0.495 
0.554 
0.595 
NaCl 
0.142 
0.219 
0 .489 
0.517 
0 .775 
0.852 
LiCl 
0.516 
0.429 
0.467 
0.472 
0.582 
0.702 
NH^Cl 
0 .099 
0.159 
0.557 
0 .474 
0 .595 
0 .612 
KNO, 5 
0.100 
0.140 
0.542 
0.444 
0.648 
0.659 
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TABLE 25 
VALUES OP MEMBRANE CHARGE DENSITY (fi X ( e q / l ) OBTAINED 
FROM KOBATAKE'S PERMSELBCTIVITY METHOD FOR VARIOUS 
MEMBRANE-ELECTROLYTE SYSTEMS AT 25 + 0.1 °C 
i l e c t r o l y t e s KCl NaCl LiCl NH^Cl KNO^ 
Membranes 
Cobalt Tungstate 0.0209 0.0605 0.0100 0.0580 0.0059 
Mercuric Chromate 0.0758 0.1148 - 0.0065 0.0050 
Mercuric Phosphate 0.0551 0.0651 0.0298 0.0282 0.0178 
Mercuric Carbonate 0.0266 0.0251 0.0158 0.0251 0.0199 
Mercuric Tungstate 0.0158 0.0631 0.0354 0.0555 0.0266 
TABLE 26 
TRAITSPORT NIMBBR OF COUNTBRIONS ACROSS COBALT TUUGSTATB 
PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRANE IN CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 
1 : 1 ELECTROLYTES AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS FROM 
NERNSTIAN RELATION 
--Jlle c t ro l y t e s 
Concentration§~~-
Cg/C^Cmol/l) 
10 X 1 0 " V l X 10"^ 
5 X 1 0 " V 5 X 10""^ 
1 X l O ' V l X 10""^ 
5 X 10"^/5 X 10~^ 
1 X 1 0 ' ^ / 1 X 10"^ 
KCl 
0.553 
0.574 
0.658 
0.705 
0.831 
NaCl 
0.565 
0.601 
0 .639 
0 .686 
0.818 
LiCl 
0.450 
0.477 
0 .685 
0.745 
0.820 
NH.Cl 
0.547 
0.571 
0 .668 
0.721 
0 .832 
7G 
TABLE 27 
TRANSPORT NUMBER OF COUNTERIONS ACROSS MERCURIC CHROMATE 
PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRANE IN CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 
1 : 1 ELECTROLYTES AT DIPPERENT CONCMTRATIONS PROM 
NERNSTIAN RELATION 
.^ .Elec t ro ly tes 
Concent ra t ions ' "^ 
02/0^(mol /1) 
10 X 10""Vl X 10""^ 
5 X 1 0 " V 5 X 10""^ 
1 X lO~Vl X 10""^ 
5 X 10"^/5 X 10"^ 
1 X 10"^/1 X 10"^ 
KCl 
0 .576 
0.602 
0.777 
0.829 
0.857 
NaCl 
0.521 
0.559 
0.769 
0.864 
0.902 
Li 01 
0.595 
0.641 
0.782 
0.853 
0.905 
NH4CI 
0.534 
0.571 
0 .593 
0.631 
0.707 
TABLE 28 
TRANSPORT NUMBER OF COUNTERIONS ACROSS MERCURIC PHOSPHATE 
PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MBMBRANB IN CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 1 : 1 
ELECTROLYTES AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS FROM NERNSTIAN 
RELATION 
~-_^le c t ro l y t e s 
Concent r a t l o n g 
Cg/C^daol / l ) 
10 X 10""Vl X 10"^ 
5 X 1 0 " V 5 X 10""^ 
1 X 10~Vl X 10"^ 
5 X 10""^/5 X 10~^ 
1 X 10"^/1 X 10"^ 
ECl 
0.541 
0.579 
. 0.722 
0.823 
0.852 
NaCl 
0 .456 
0.487 
0.656 
0.717 
0.760 
Li CI 
0.380 
0.398 
0.529 
0.617 
0 .766 
NH4CI 
0o529 
0 .579 
0.641 
0.719 
0,840 
i J 
TABLE 29 
TRANSPORT NUMBER OF COTOITBRIONS ACROSS MERCURIC CARBONATE 
PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRANE IN CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 1 : 1 
ELECTROLYTES AT DIPPERENT CONCENTRATIONS FROM NERKTSTIAN 
RELATION 
-,,^le c t ro l y t e s 
Concen t ra t ions^ 
Cg/C^Cmol/l) 
10 X 10~Vl X 10"'' 
5 X 10~V5 X 10"^ 
1 X l O ' V l X 10"^ 
5 X 1 0 * ^ 5 X 10""^ 
1 X 10~^/1 X 10"^ 
KCl 
0.510 
0.531 
0.625 
0.718 
0.799 
NaCl 
0.432 
0.456 
0.562 
0.635 
0.718 
Li CI 
-
0.357 
0.429 
0.523 
0.717 
NH^Cl 
0.519 
0.567 
0.612 
0.702 
0.812 
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TABLE 30 
TRANSPORO? NUMBER OF COUNTERIONS, ACROSS MERCURIC TUKGSTATE 
PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRANE IN CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 1 : 1 
ELECTROLYTES AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS FROM NBRNSTIM 
RELATION 
- - . E l e c t r o l y t e s 
C o n c e n t r a t i o n s 
C2/C^(mol/ l ) 
10 X lO~Vl X 10"^ 
5 X 1 0 " V 5 X 10"^ 
1 X 10~Vl X 10"^ 
5 X 10~^/5 X 10""^ 
1 X 10"^/1 X 10"^ 
KCl 
0.525 
0.536 
0.671 
0.748 
0.771 
NaCl 
0.465 
0 .504 
0 .665 
0.701 
0.842 
Li 01 
0 .512 
0 .556 
0.585 
0 .618 
0.695 
NH^Cl 
0 .542 
0.569 
0 .683 
0.740 
0 .803 
so 
TABLE 51 
TRANSPORT NUMBER OF GOUNTIRIONS ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATE 
PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRANE IN CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 1 : 1 
ELECTROLYTES AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS FROM TEORELL-
METIR-SISVEES METHOD 
^-^JBlectrolyt es 
Concen t r a t ions 
Cg/C^Cmol/l) 
10 X lO""Vl X 10"^ 
5 X 10""V5 X 10*"^ 
1 X lO""Vl X 10"^ 
5 X lO""^/5 X 10~^ 
1 X 10"^/1 X 10"^ 
KCl 
0 .584 
0.587 
0.600 
0.615 
0.729 
NaCl 
0 .584 
0.586 
0.677 
0.691 
0 .705 
Li CI 
0 .504 
0.509 
0.549 
0.590 
0.854 
im.ci 
4 
0.584 
0.587 
0 .604 
0.623 
0.761 
SJ 
TABLE 32 
TRAMBPORT NUMBER OP COUNTERIONS ACROSS MERCURIC CHROMATB 
PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRANE IN CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 1 : 1 
ELECTROLYTE AT DIPPBRENT CONCENTRATIONS PROM TBORBLL-
l-ffilBR-SIBVERS METHOD 
- . E l e c t r o l y t e s 
Co nc ent r a t ionfe 
Cg/C^Cmol/l) 
10 X 1 0 " V l X 10'^ 
5 X 10~V5 X 10~^ 
1 X 10~Vl X 10"^ 
5 X 10~^/5 X 10"^ 
1 X 10~^/1 X ^0''^ 
KCl 
0.669 
0.671 
0.691 
0.715 
0.851 
NaCl 
0 .594 
0.605 
0.688 
0.791 
0.969 
LiCl 
0 .555 
0.562 
0.627 
0.700 
0.942 
NH^Cl 
0.546 
0.547 
0.555 
0.564 
0.658 
s 
TABIE 53 
TRANSPORT NUMBER OF COUNTERIONS ACROSS MERCURIC PHOSPHATE 
PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRANE IN CONTACT V/ITH VARIOUS 1 : 1 
ELECTROLYTES AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS FROM TEORELL-
MEIER-SIBVEES METHOD 
^ ^ | l e c t r o l y t e s 
Concent r a t ioiiB 
C2/C^(mol/1) 
10 X 10~Vl X 10"^ 
5 X 10""V5 X 10""^ 
1 X lO^Vl X 10"^ 
5 X 10"^/5 X 10"^ 
1 X 10"^/1 X 10"-^ 
KCl 
0.509 
0.518 
0.591 
0.673 
0.936 
NaCl 
0 .386 
0.397 
0.487 
0.505 
0.941 
LiCl 
0.379 
0.384 
0.426 
0.479 
0.798 
NH4CI 
0 .508 
0.515 
0 .578 
0.650 
0.924 
6 
TABLE 34 
TRANSPORT NUMBER OF COUNTIRIONS ACROSS MERCURIC CARBONATE 
PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRANE IN CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 1 : 1 
ELECTROLYTES AT DIEPERENT CONCENTRATIONS PROM TEORELL-
MEYER-SIBVERS METHOD 
^ . E l e c t r o l y t e s 
Concen t r a t i ons 
Cg/C^Cmol/l) 
10 X 10~Vl X 10"^ 
5 X 10~V5 X 10"^ 
1 X 10""Vl X 10"^ 
5 X 10"^/5 X 10"^ 
1 X 10~^/1 X 10"^ 
KCl 
0 .548 
0.551 
0.562 
0.602 
0.785 
NaCl 
0 .449 
0 .455 
0.490 
0.536 
0.807 
Li CI 
— 
0.381 
0.407 
0 .433 
0 .685 
NH.Cl 4 
0.507 
0 .514 
0.569 
0.636 
0.909 
S4 
TABLE 55 
TRANSPORT NUMBER OF COUNTBRIOBfS ACROSS MERCURIC TUNGSTATE 
PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRANE IN CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 1 : 1 
ELECTROLYTE AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS FROM TIORELL-
MEYER-SIBYERS METHOD 
^.>J|lect ro l y t e s 
Concen t ra t ions 
C^/C^dnol / l ) 
10 X 1 0 " V l X 10~^ 
5 X lO^Vs X 10"^ 
1 X l 0 " V l X 10"^ 
5 X 10"^/5 X 10"^ 
1 X l O " ^ / ! X 10"^ 
KCl 
0.507 
0 . 5 U 
0.569 
0 .635 
0.909 
NaCl 
0.548 
0.551 
0.563 
0.604 
0.790 
Li CI 
• 
0.502 
0 .504 
0.517 
0.577 
0.667 
NH.Cl 4 
0.508 
0.517 
0.586 
0.665 
0.925 
bo 
TABLE 56 
VALUES OF MMBRANE CHAEGE DENSITY X ( e q / l ) OBTAINED FROM 
NAGASAWA'S MTHOD FOR VARIOUS i4EI"IBRANE-ELECTROLITE SYSTEI© 
AT 25 + 0 .1 °C 
E l e c t r o l y t e s 
Membranes 
KCl NaCl L i C l NH^Gl ENO^ 
C o b a l t T u n g s t a t e 0 . 0 0 9 7 0 . 0 0 8 7 0 . 0 0 8 5 0 . 0 0 9 5 
M e r c u r i c Ciiromate 0 . 0 1 4 0 0 . 0 1 5 0 0 . 0 1 6 0 0 . 0 0 7 0 
M e r c u r i c P h o s p h a t e 0 . 0 1 9 0 0 . 0 2 8 0 0 . 0 2 2 0 0 . 0 2 5 0 
M e r c u r i c C a r b o n a t e 0 . 0 1 7 8 0 . 0 1 8 8 0 . 0 2 6 6 0 . 0 5 1 1 
M e r c u r i c T u n g s t a t e 0 . 0 1 4 0 0 . 0 1 5 0 0 . 0 0 7 7 0 . 0 1 5 8 
0.0062 
0.0046 
0.0257 
0.0591 
0.0150 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The membrane p o t e n t i a l d a t a ob ta ined w i th each 
of t h e f i v e t y p e s of parchment suppor ted membranes namely 
( I ) coba l t t u n g s t a t e , ( l l ) m e r c u r i c chromate , ( I I I ) mer-
c u r i c p h o s p h a t e , (IV) m e r c u r i c c a rbona t e and (v) m e r c u r i c 
t u n g s t a t e , u s i n g v a r i o u s 1 : 1 e l e c t r o l y t e s , a r e p l o t t e d 
as a f u n c t i o n of log s » ^^"^^ "the r a t i o S ( = Cp/c . ) 
fixed at 10. These values are given in Tables 1-5 and plots 
are shown in Figures 1-5. 
The membrane potential in mv according to T M S 
theory applicable to a highly idealized system at 25 C is 
given by the equation 
E_ 
m 
59.2 log 
'.,{{A C2 + i^ -t- x) 
,(V4cf+ X^ + x) 
X^ + X U 
U log 
lAcp + X^ + X U J 
(1) 
where U = (u - v)/(u + v), u and v are the mobilities of 
the cation and anion respectively in the membrane phase. 
c^  and Cp are the concentrations of the electrolyte solu-
tions on either side of the membrane and X is the charge 
density of the membrane. In order to evaluate the values 
I 
of charge density X (expressed in eq/1) for 1 : 1 electro-
lyte and for all the five parchment supported membranes 
under investigation, the following standard procedure has 
been used. First theoretical concentration potential E 
of a membrane carrying a net negative charge of unity 
(X = 1) was calculated with the help of eqn. 1, the concen-
tration ratio S being kept constant at a value of 10 and 
the mobility ratio u/v varied from 2.0 to 0.6. In this 
way different values of E were obtained for different u/v 
and are given in Table 6. These theoretical values of E 
(for different u/v) were plotted against - log Cp and are 
shown in Figures (closed point curves). The experimentally 
observed membrane potential values were also plotted in 
the same Figure. This experimental curve was shifted hori-
zontally until it coincided with any one of the theoretical 
curves. This shift gave the value of log X and coinciding 
theoretical curve gave the value of u/v. In this way, the 
value of the charge density of a particular membrane for 
all 1 : 1 type electrolytes was obtained. Similar procedure 
was adopted with all the five membranes and are shown in 
Figures 6-10. The values of the charge density thus obtained 
are given in Table 7 for various electrolytes with all the 
five membranes. 
This analytical method gave satisfactory results 
for fixed charge density evaluation of the investigated 
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membranes, the values of which are qui te low and hence very-
d i f f i c u l t to determine by the usual exchange r e a c t i o n . This 
technique has been used by Kvunins and London (48) to e s t i -
mate the capacity of t h i n polymer membranes of poly v iny l 
chlor ide and poly vinyl a c e t a t e . I t has also been used by 
Baxter (49) to determine t h e charge on Keratin and by 
lakshminarayanaiah (50) and S idd iq i et a l (51-64) to evaluate 
the fixed charge density on t h i n parlodion and parchment 
supported membranes. 
Altug and Hair (65) have given an ingenious and 
i n d i r e c t method which has been developed on the l i n e s of 
T e o r e l l ' s model (8,9) for the evaluat ion of membrane fixed 
charge densi ty cd X, where X represents the number of ionized 
s i t e s per uni t volume and ^ = + 1> for pos i t i ve or negative 
membranes. According to the T e o r e l l ' s model, the behaviour 
for a charged membrane in an e l e c t r o l y t e so lu t ion can be 
character ized in terms of i on i c m o b i l i t i e s , concentrat ions 
and fixed charge in the membrane. 
In Teorell-Meyer-Siever (T M S) theory the over-
a l l membrane p o t e n t i a l was supposed to be composed of th ree 
p o t e n t i a l J^imps: two Donnan p o t e n t i a l s one at each so lu t i on -
membrane i n t e r f ace (here denoted by TT. and TT p) snd one 
res id ing ins ide the membrane the i n t e r n a l p o t e n t i a l or 
driving, p o t e n t i a l being denoted by {^^ - ^-j)* ^^e ove ra l l 
S9 
total membrane potential E , is given by 
(2) 
TT^  and 1X2 ca i^ ^^ calculated according to equations 
Tf, 
and TT, 
RT 
RT 
T 1^ ^2 
(3a) 
(3b) 
where r^ and rp are the Donnan d i s t r i b u t i o n r a t i o s at the 
two in te r faces and are given by the equation 
y2 
r = 1 + 
CbX ^^ 
2a 
U)X 
2a (4) 
where ' a ' i s the external so lu t ion a c t i v i t y . The diffusion 
p o t e n t i a l (j^p" ^1) ^°^ ^ • ^ e l e c t r o l y t e i s given by 
(?^2- 5^1) = 
a^(r^u + v/ r^) 
a2(r2U + v/r2) 
(5) 
where u and v are the cationic and anionic mobilities in 
the membrane phase. However in the present calculations, 
these are assumed to be the same as in the bulk solutions. 
Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the solutions on each side of 
the membrane. The use of concentrations, rather than acti-
vities, is an assumption based on the practical difficulty 
90 
of measuring ion a c t i v i t i e s in a membrane as suggested by 
Altug and Hair (65) . Subs t i t u t i ng these values i n eqn. 2 
gives 
°^^ \ u + v / V ^ / [a^ir^u + V/T^) 
+ In --^ (6) 
F r^ 
In Altug and Hair method a value of X was assumed 
and r . and r^ the d i s t r i b u t i o n r a t i o s , were calcula ted accord-
ing to eqn. 5a and 3b for the given e l e c t r o l y t e concentrat ions 
c^ and Cpf the t h e o r e t i c a l membrane p o t e n t i a l was then 
determined from eqn. 6 for 1.0 to 1.0 x 10" mol/1 concen-, 
t r a t i o n range. The values of Donnan p o t e n t i a l (TT. + TTp), 
the diffusion p o t e n t i a l (jiip "" J^i)» ^^^ "t^e t o t a l membrane 
p o t e n t i a l E ^ for var ious concentrat ions of KCl ( fo r 
d i f ferent values of X varying from 0.4N to 0.006N) are 
given in Tables 8-12. By following the a lgebra ic procedure, 
a Sitries of t h e o r e t i c a l curves were obtained for d i f ferent 
X values v/ith KCl e l e c t r o l y t e and are shown by sol id l i ne s 
in f i gu re s . The experimentally observed membrane p o t e n t i a l 
E obtained were also p lo t t ed in the same f igure for KCl 
e l e c t r o l y t e . The t h e o r e t i c a l curve which coincided with 
the experimental curve gave the value for X as shown in 
Figure . In t h i s way the value of charge densi ty X of any 
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of the membrane vfas determined. Similar procedure was adopt-
ed with all the five membranes and are shown in Figures 11-15, 
The values of charge density X obtained for different mem-
branes by Altug and Hair method are given below: 
Membranes X (eq/l) 
Cobalt Tungstate 0.02 
Mercuric Chromate 0.04 
Mercuric Phosphate 0.03 
Mercuric Carbonate 0.01 
Mercuric Tungstate 0.02 
Starting with the basic flow equations provided 
by the thermodynamics of irreversible processes (12-18), 
Kobatake et al.(17) have derived the following equations 
for the electric potential E arising between two solutions 
of an 1 : 1 electrolyte of different concentrations c. and 
Cp separated by an (negatively) ionizable membrane of charge 
density B > which is also used here for the evaluation of 
the thermodynamically effective fixed charge density of 
membranes. 
\ = -IT] 1 c^ 1 c^ + c<;/3(9 ~ In —• - (1 + ~- - 2(^ ) In "^  P Ci ' ^ °1 ^oij^B (7) 
where oC = — : — (8a) 
u + V ' 
and p = 1 + E£ (8b) 
u and V are the molar mobilities of positive and negative 
ions and K is a constant dependent on solution viscosity. 
Limiting Forms of Equation 7 
Kobatake et al?(17) have derived the following 
two useful limiting forms (a) and (b) of eqn. 7. 
(a) When Cp becomes sufficiently small with 6 fixed, eqn, 7 
may be expanded to give 
^J = J 1-6- C-l^) (1 . i - . a ^ ) : ^ . - (9) 
where [ JS f i s the absolute value of reduced membrane 
p o t e n t i a l defined by 
IE I = S (10 ) 
(b) I t has been shown by Kobatake et al j (17) tha t at fixed 
S the inverse of an apparent t ransference number t^-^ for 
app 
the co-ion species in a negat ive ly charged membrane i s pro-
po r t i ona l to inverse of 
defined by the r e l a t i o n 
po r t i ona l to inverse of the concentra t ion. Here t - i s 
app 
\ \ \ = ^^  - 2tapp) l ^ S CIO 
The derived t ranspor t number has been cal led the apparent 
t ranspor t number, i . e . , t - , because in t h i s type of measure-
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ment water transport has not been taken into account. This 
apparent value will be close to the true value, when dilute 
solutions are used. Substituting E from eqn. 7 and 
expanding the resulting expression 1/t ~ in power of 
l/cp gives 
1 ^ (1 . ^ - 2 ^ ^ ) ^ ( S - 1 ) / ^ ... ^ 2^j 
^app (1 -'=^ ) 2(1 -CK:)2 in^ 
°2 
Equation 9 ind ica tes tha t a value of /S and a 
r e l a t i o n between c<. and ^ can be obtained by evaluat ing the 
in te rcep t and the i n i t i a l slope of a p lo t of IE | against 
Cp. Figures 16, 17 i l l u s t r a t e p l o t s of |E j versus Cp in 
the region of very low concentrat ion tha t were determined 
for various e l ec t ro ly t e s with a l l the five membranes. The 
value of in te rcep t i s equal to -r- In S , from which R may 
be evaluated. The various values of fi obtained for a l l 
the e l e c t r o l y t e s and for d i f fe ren t membranes are given i n 
Table 18. 
Equation 12 i nd i ca t e s tha t the i n t e r cep t of a 
p lo t of 1/t ~ against l / c^ at fixed S allows the value app ' 2 
ofc?Cto be determined. The value of t - i s given in 
app 
Tables 13-17 for various e l ec t ro ly te s with a l l the five 
aeabranes. P lo t s of 1/t - against 1/co for various 1 : 1 
app d 
e lec t ro ly tes are shown in Figures 18,19 for a l l the f ive 
1/C2 
1/C2 
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membranes. The value of i n t e r cep t i s equal to ; ^ Lc><) ' 
from whichoC may be evaluated. The various values ot'=<. 
obtained for a l l the e l e c t r o l y t e s and for d i f fe ren t membranes 
are given in Table 18, 
In order to ca lcu la te the value of thermodynamic 
effect ive fixed charge densi ty d the following procedure i s 
adopted. 
According to eqn, 12 the slope i s given by 
(1 +/S - 2°c/^ o) (S ~ ^)^9 
2(1 - o < ) 2 i n S 
The graphica l value of slope determined from Figures 18,19 
i s equated with the above express ion. The values of already 
determined oC and /3 (from Table 18) a t constant 6 = 10 i s 
subs t i tu t ed in the above expression, and thus the value of 
0 i s evaluated. This value of thermodynamic ef fec t ive fixed 
charge densi ty with d i f ferent e l e c t r o l y t e s for a l l the five 
membranes are given in Table 19. 
Confirmation of Kobatake's iSquation On Parchment Supported 
kembranes 
Once the value of parameters c< , /S and ^ for a 
(^ivcn membrane-electrolyte system aavo been determined, one 
can ca lcu la t e the t heo re t i ca l 2„ versus c^ curves for 8== 10 
r 9,' 
and tlien compare i t with the corresponding experimental da ta . 
For t h i s comparision eqn. 7 may he r ewr i t t en i n the follow-
ing form as suggested by Kohatake et al>(17) 
^ ) . . (13, 
with q and Z defined by 
[ \iJ+ (1 - 2PC) I n S ] 
q = m • : _-' ^ 1 4a) [ ( 1 ) + (1 - 2PC) 
Z = - | ^ (Ub) 
Thus i f eqn 13 i s va l id , the values of ( 6 - e^)/(e '^- 1) 
calculated from measured E with the predetermined cKl , & 
and Q and the concentrat ion r a t i o 6 = 1 0 must f a l l on a 
s t r a i g h t l i ne which has a un i t slope and passes the co-ord i -
nate o r i g i n , when p lo t t ed against Z. Figures 20, 21 i l l u s -
t r a t e tha t t h i s t h e o r e t i c a l p red ic t ion based on Kobatake's 
membrane p o t e n t i a l equation i s borne out qu i te s a t i s f a c t o r i l y 
by experimental r e s u l t s on a l l the inves t iga ted parchment 
supported membranes with var ious e l e c t r o l y t e s , 
Kecently Kobatake et a l , (17) has developed another 
method to evaluate the fixed charge densi ty which i s based 
on permselec t iv i ty of membranes. The mass fixed t ransference 
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!)C 
ntunber of anion ]- in the membrane is given by the follow-
ing expression 
Y = 1 -<< ^ - y- (15) 
( 4 r + 1 ) ^ + C2-C-1) 
(16a) where 
and 
f = 
CPC = 
0 
u° 
u° + v^ 
(16b) 
On the other hand,the apparent transference 
number of anion in the membrane, i.e., t - is defined by 
app 
the following Nernst equation 
/RTN Co 
Here c^  and Cp are the concentrations of the external solu-
tion in mol/1 on the two sides of the membrane, K, T and F 
have their usual thermodynamic meaning. I t has been found 
by Kobatake et al. (34) that the difference between T- and 
^c"^ '^^ s^ less than 2 ?S in wide range of salt concentration app 
when the averaged concentration (c. + Cp)/2 was replaced 
by c. Therefore, if j. is replaced by t - and c by 
app 
Cc^ + Cp)/2, eqn 15 is applicable even when the concentration 
on the tv:o oides of the membrane are different. Kearran^^e-
ment of eqn. 15 leads 
1)7 
J . aE£ ^ (13) 
( 4 ^ 2 + D'^^ ^ - (2oC- 1) (1 - t - ) ^ 
Here P i s a measure of p e r m s e l e c t i v i t y of t he membrane 
s 
e l e c t r o l y t e sys tem. 
For t h e e v a l u a t i o n of thermodynamical ly e f f e c t i v e 
f ixed charge d e n s i t y a^ X, f i r s t t h e p e r m s e l e c t i v i t y P^ of 
t h e membrane was e v a l u a t e d . This was ob t a ined by s u b s t i t u -
t i n g the v a l u e s of oC (bulk) and t - i n eqn. 18, and a r e 
given i n Tab les 20-24. These v a l u e s were then p l o t t e d 
c^ "^  °2 °1 "^  °2 
a g a i n s t l o g , ( be ing t h e average c o n c e n t r a t i o n ) , 
and are shown i n F igu re s 22-26 fo r a l l t h e i n v e s t i g a t e d mem-
b r a n e s . The term c has a l r eady been def ined as the r a t i o 
between t h e average c o n c e n t r a t i o n c and the e f f e c t i v e f ixed 
charge d e n s i t y j^X, i . e . , ^ = c/^X, t h e u n i t s of both c and 
j^ X a re expressed i n terms of mols o r e q u i v a l e n t / l i t r e . When 
t h e average c o n c e n t r a t i o n c i s equa l to the e f f e c t i v e f ixed 
charge d e n s i t y j^X, i . e . , c/^X = ^ = 1, t h e va lue s of P must 
1 
g ive -7=- = 0,448 from l e f t hand s i d e of eqn. 18. The 
co r respond ing c o n c e n t r a t i o n a t t h i s va lue of 0 .448 i s 
ob ta ined from t h e p l o t of P v e r s u s log c as shown i n 
s 
Figures 22-26. This value of concentration is equal to the 
fixed charge density. The various values of fixed charge 
density of all the five membranes with different electrolytes 
arc Given in Table 2b. The plots of P versus (1 + 4h ) 
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were also drawn for a l l the five membranes with various 
e l e c t r o l y t e s and are shown in Figures 27,28, I t i s evident 
t ha t the l ine nearly passes through o r ig in with uni t s lope , 
thereby confirming the a p p l i c a b i l i t y of Kobatake's equation 
to these system of membranes. 
The t ranspor t number of counterion may also be 
calcula ted by the following method as suggested by Hersh (66) 
According to Hersh (66) , electromotive force B^ 
of the c e l l i s given by the following expression 
7. 
E^ = - ( — ) / ( t ^ d In a^ + t ^ d In a^ + t w d In aw) (19) 
where t i s the t ransference number, ' a ' i s the a c t i v i t y , 
and the subscr ip t s c, 1 and W refe r to the ca t ion , anion 
and water r e spec t ive ly . 
Equation 19 expresses the main problem. In order 
to r e l a t e the membrane p o t e n t i a l to the phys ica l p roper t i e s 
of the membrane, the t ransference numbers must be de t e r -
mined as function of a c t i v i t i e s of the various permeating 
spec ie s . Two dif ferent approaches can be taken fo r t h i s 
problem. The f i r s t i s the use of a modified Nernst ian 
approach, and the second i s the use of T M S fixed charge 
theory . 
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Modified Nemst ian Relatiori 
There are two main assiimptions associated with 
t h i s approach. The most important one i s the use of an 
average value for the t ransference number in i n t e g r a t i o n 
of eqn. 19. The other i s to neglect the t ransference of 
water . V/ith various assumptions, the i n t e g r a t i o n of eqn. 
19 r e s u l t s in the following expression 
a, (2) 
E = : ^ (2 T - 1) In (20) 
T is the average transport number of the cation in the 
c 
membrane, and a (1) and a^ (2) are the mean activities of 
the salt in solutions 1 and 2. (KT/F) In a^ (2)/a_|_( 1) may 
be replaced by Nemstian potential E , then eqn, 20 may be 
rearranged to give 
Ejj^  = E°(2 T^ - 1) (21) 
T is the cationic transference number in the membrane phase 
c 
which is calculated from measured potential values for differ-
ent solution activities. The values of T evaluated for all 
the membranes with different cations are given in Tables 
26-30. 
Transference niimbex' of cation i/as also calculated 
100 
using modified I M S equation (66) 
(u/v) c. 
1 = + (22) 
° (u/v) c + c_ 
where u/v is the mobility ratio in the membrane phase and 
c and c are the concentrations of the cations and anions 
respectively in the membrane phase. The values of c and 
c for all the five investigated membranes have been cal-
culated using the following expressions given by Hersh (66) 
j+ = 4 " r^^^^ + 4c2 + X (23a) 
2 . .(X)^ + 4c| - X J (23b) 
By s u b s t i t u t i n g the value of the charge density 
X (from Table 7) , the values of c_j_ and c_^  were ca lcu la ted . 
In order to obta in T , the values of c and c along with 
the value of — (from Table 7) were subs t i t u t ed in the 
V _ 
eqn 22. The values of T thus obtained are given i n Tables 
31-35 v;ith d i f fe ren t e l e c t r o l y t e s for a l l the inves t iga ted 
membranes. 
The Lost -Kecent Lethod of Uagasawa For kembrane Charge 
Density l ivaluation 
The membrane p o t e n t i a l appearing on both s ides 
I O J 
of t h e membrane i s the stun of t h e d i f f u s i o n p o t e n t i a l i n s i d e 
t h e membrane and t h e e l e c t r o s t a t i c p o t e n t i a l d i f f e r e n c e b e t -
ween t h e membrane and e l e c t r o l y t e phases on both s i d e s of 
membrane. The d i f f u s i o n p o t e n t i a l E^ can be ob ta ined by-
i n t e g r a t i n g t h e equa t i on from one s i d e of membrane to t h e 
o t h e r , vrhile t h e e q u i l i b r i u m p o t e n t i a l d i f f e r e n c e between 
membrane and s o l u t i o n phases E can be c a l c u l a t e d from the 
t h e o r y of Donnan (67 , 68) , The Nagasawa e q u a t i o n can be 
put as 
B„ = E, + E^ (24a) 
m d e 
where 
- E, = ./(is.) ^I ,. 
, J \ FcJ (c_ + sz^X) u + c__v 
(c__ + j^ X) u 
(c_ + ^X) u + c_v d In a 
II 
l iT / ' c V 
/ J (c_ + i^ X) u + c__v 
d In a (24b) 
KT I a. a 
and - E^ = - ~ m ( p ^ 1 C24c) 
I f J i s z e r o , eqn. 24 cor responds t o t h e form r e p o r t e d by 
b c h l o g l and H e l f f e r i c h ( 6 9 ) . ^J performing t h e i n t e g r a t i o n 
102 
of eqn. 24, t h e fo l lowing e x p r e s s i o n i s o b t a i n e d 
ET c" ( c ' + jzfX) / R T \ 
c" + A 2j2(Xuv (A^ ^ ) 
m - ^ 
t u + v) CA^- A2) (A^- ^ _ y) - 1 
^X 
+ F 1 2 ?^^^ 
(u + v)"" (Ag- A^) (A2- ^ ^ y) 
c + Ao 
i n : : 7 ^ (25) 
ic__ + Ag 
Under c e r t a i n s e t of c o n d i t i o n s t h e equa t i on can be reduced 
t o t h e fo l lowing form which i s s i m i l a r t o t h a t of T e o r e l l -
Meyer-Sievers (T M S) ( 8 , 9 ) . 
RT c" ( c ^ + ^Z) ET / u - v \ 
'_» «^ Xu 
c + 
^ > r i TxiT 
0XU \ 
U + V \ 
(26) 
c + U + V / 
At h igh c o n c e n t r a t i o n s eqn. 25 becomes 
10 
- E 
m 
M\ f^\ 6 - V 
V 2 y v 6 
In 6 RT5Z(X 
M / u - V 
— + — U + V 
1 _ ^^^o 
RTCQCU - v)k: 
1 -
^XJ( 
1 -
2Fuv Vi^ TCok 
X r? 
L 
^XJQCU + v) 
RTc vk 
1 -
^XJ^ 
aRTc^vk 
. ( 8 - DC (27) 
The above equation can be used at high e l e c t r o l y t e concen-
t r a t i o n s . In t h i s case a l l the terms beyond f i r s t in equa-
t i o n can be neglected and the above equation reduces to the 
following form 
- E_ 
m 
KT 
T V 5 - 1. 
S - 1 
Vx \ i/c» (28) 
By p l o t t i n g Ejjj/I'^'^'r—"j versus l /cp the curves as shown in 
Pigxires 29-33 are obtained. From the slope of t h e curve 
the value of thermodynamic e f fec t ive fixed charge densi ty 
^X i s evaluated. The values of ^X are given in Table 36 
with various e l e c t r o l y t e for a l l the f ive membrane. 
The conclusions which can be drawn about the 
r e l a t i v e s t rengths and weaknesses of each of the theor i e s 
as applied to parchment supported membranes can be summa-
rized as follows. 
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The important point emerging from the app l ica t ion 
• 
of T M S theory i s t ha t the mobi l i ty r a t i o goes through a 
change, considerable i n some cases , i n the membrane phase. 
Usually in the case of ca t ion s e l e c t i v e membrane (values 
of 1 high) (u/v) —y o) in d i l u t e so lu t ions and only when 
the membrane i s i n equilibritun with concentrated so lu t ions-
does (u/v)—> (u/v) ^ 4.^  „ . In vievj' of t h i s , the approach 
' ' so lu t ion 
of T M S i s u n r e l i a b l e to evaluate charge densi ty X for 
ion-exchange membranes which have a high concentrat ion of 
fixed groups. I t i s not t ha t un re l i ab l e for a membrane 
which has a low concentrat ion of X «« -Pnund i n t h i s study, 
due to the fact t ha t the change i n the values of the fac tor 
(u/v) i s not as d r a s t i c as i t i s with membranes of high 
charge dens i ty . The l i m i t a t i o n s of t h i s conceptually useful . 
theory which has st imulated both t h e o r e t i c a l and experimental 
work, are appl icable only to idea l i zed systen a n d ' t h i s should 
be borne i n mind when i t i s applied to analyze membrane 
phenomena. 
Altug'and H a i r ' s method i s p r i n c i p a l l y based on 
T e o r e l l ' s model. This a l t e r n a t i v e method of p l o t t i n g the 
membrane p o t e n t i a l da ta may be expected to give X values 
d i f fe ren t from those given by T M S method. I t i s not very 
r e a l i s t i c to use the so lu t ion mobil i ty values for the r a t i o 
u /v i n the ca l cu l a t i ons . I t i s believed that the approach 
of Altug and Hair may some times overest imate X in compari-
10.' 
son to T M S metiiod. 
In Kobatake's and Nagasawa's/of charge densi ty 
evaluat ion the de r iva t ions are based on the thermodynamics 
of i r r e v e r s i b l e process which has i t s own l i m i t a t i o n s . 
They have claimed tha t t h e i r data of membrane p o t e n t i a l 
on an oxidized col lodion membrane, as well as those of 
previous workers, are f i t t e d qu i te accura te ly by the equa-
t i o n derived by them. They have also s t a t ed that no such 
agreement with experiment was obtained in terms of the 
e a r l i e r theory of T M S. These t h e o r e t i c a l p red ic t ions 
from the Kobatake membrane p o t e n t i a l equations are borne 
out s a t i s f a c t o r i l y by our experimental r e s u l t s . So i t may 
safely be concluded t h a t Kobatake's and B"agasawa's approaches 
for charge densi ty evaluat ion based on thermodynamics of 
i r r e v e r s i b l e processes are more accurate as compared to 
e a r l i e r theor ies of membrane p o t e n t i a l . 
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C H A P T E R 3 
BI-IONIC POTENTIAL ON 
MEMBRANE HAVING POLYSTYRENE BINI>BR 
11? 
Jt- X /V 
Introduction 
An ion exchange membrane separating two e lec t ro-
lyte solutions maintains across i t s e l f an e lec t r i c potent ia l 
difference wliicli can be measured with suitable electrodes. 
Potent ials between solutions of the same electrolyte but of 
different concentrations are customarily defined as concen-
t ra t ion po ten t ia l s , and those between solutions of different 
electrolytes but of equal equivalent concentration as b i -
ionic potent ia l s . These bi-ionic potent ials (BIP) are of 
great in te res t in biology and acquire increasing in teres t in 
indus t r ia l pract ice , 
Bi-ionic potentials have been reported by Michaelis 
(1) , Marshall et a l . (2) , Meyer and Bemfield (5) , Sollner 
et a l . (4 ,5 ) , Manecke (6) and Wyllie (7) . Using the Hender-
son equation (8) for liquid-jtmction potent ia l and in i t 
replacing concentrations by a c t i v i t i e s , Marshall (2) derived 
equations for the bi-ionic potent ia l . His approach, however, 
as Wyllie (7) pointed out l a t e r , while leading to the diffu-
sion potent ia l within the membrane, ignores in te r fac ia l 
"Donnan" potentials which make an essent ia l contribution to 
the membrane potent ia l , especially where counter-ions of 
different valencies are involved. 
The mfechanism of the bi- ionic potent ia l was 
considered in de ta i l by Sollner (4, 5) . He found that not 
only was the re la t ive mobility of the counter-ions important 
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but a l s o t h e s e l e c t i v i t y of t h e membrane m a t e r i a l p layed 
a s i g n i f i c a n t r o l e . According to h i s vievrs, when t h e mem-
brane i s i n a b i ~ i o n i c c e l l , one ion i s p r e f e r r e d t o the 
same ex t en t as when t h e membrane i s i n e q u i l i b r i u m w i t h a 
mixed s o l u t i o n con t a in ing both co-unter - ions . His e q u a t i o n 
f o r t h e p o t e n t i a l ( r e s t r i c t e d t o 1 : 1 e l e c t r o l y t e s ) , 
^B "^A 
reflects the two factors relative mobility (D»/Dg) in, and 
preferential adsorption ( Y-D/^A) ^y "the membrane. 
'..'yllie (7) combines the theories of bollner and 
Marshall. He uses the Henderson equation (with activities) 
for the diffusion potential in the membrane, adds the 
Donnan potentials, and, as Sollner, corrects for the assumed 
preferential adsorption by multiplying the mobility ratio 
with the activity coefficient ratio. His equations are, 
as Eqn. 1, in accordance with those derived quasi thermo-
dynamic ally. 
ivecently Toyoshima et al.(9-13) have derived 
various equations for bi-ionic potential and membrane poten-
tial on the basis of non-equilibrium thermodynamics, using 
the appropriate assumptions for the mobilities and activity 
coefficients of small ions in the membrane phase. This 
1 1 4 
theory i s applied and t e s t ed here for the polystyrene 
moulded membranes of s i l v e r carbonate and zirconium vana-
da te . The s a l i e n t fea tures of Toyoshima et a l (13) theory 
are described belov:. 
Consider a system in which two la rge compartments 
contain aqueous so lu t ions composed of two simple 1 : 1 
e l e c t r o l y t e IP and BP. Here A and B represent the ca t ion ic 
species and p i s the common anion. The system i s isothermal 
and there i s no e l e c t r i c f i e ld applied ex te rna l ly across 
the membrane. The e l e c t r i c charge carr ied by the membrane 
matrix are negative charges and are d i s t r i bu t ed uniformly 
with a charge densi ty 0 . The so lu t ions are so vigorously 
s t i r r e d tha t the concentrat ion i n each of the compartments 
i s maintained uniformly. The flow of a l l components in the 
membrane i s considered to occur only i n the d i r e c t i o n of 
membrane th ickness . Neglecting i n t e r a c t i n g flows between 
ions of d i f ferent species and the effect of mass flows, the 
f luxes of ions A, B and P are given by 
Jj,j = -"jrOuCi^ T d In ajj/dx + FdjzJ/dx) (2) 
(N = A, B) 
J^ = -"UpCpCiiT d m ap/dx - Pdjzf/dx) (3) 
where J^ ( i = A, B, P) i s the flux of ion ic species , i 
•i ^ <^ 
ill) 
r e l a t i v e to the frame of reference fixed to the membrane, 
Uj , C, and a^ ^ are the mobil i ty ( r e l a t i v e to the l oca l 
centre of mass), molar concentrat ion and a c t i v i t y of ion 
i . For the •anidimensional flows, the law of mass conser-
vat ion gives the equation 
dJ^/dx = 0 ( i = A, B, P) (4) 
when the flows are stationary. Hence we have Jjj = constant 
with respect to axial direction. Kearranging the equation 
3, the gradient of the electrochemical potential of the 
anion is represented in terms of Jp, ap and Up CL as 
d Up 
= ET d In ap/dx - Fdjz(/dx = - Jp/upCp (5) 
The in t eg ra t i on of Eqn. 5 between two bulk so lu t ions across 
the membrane leads to 
AUp = - Jp y (1/upCp)dx = - F A j r f + R T l n (a^^/a j ) (6) 
0 
where I and II indicate the values in the external solution 
1 and 2 and Aj^ is the difference of the electric potential 
II I between two bulk solutions, then ^ and j^  , is the B I P. 
Using the steady state condition, Jp = constant with respect 
to X, Eqn, 6 may be written to give 
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AhlS = ^h^'^\j CVupCp)dx + ( ^ ) 111 ( a j^ / a j ) (7) 
In the system of a negat ively ionizable membrane 
and a 1 : 1 e l e c t r o l y t e , the following assumptions are made 
for the concentrat ion dependence of u. and a. of ion i 
( i = +, - ) in the membrane phase (13) 
i^ +C^ = < (C. ^B) 
u C = u^C (8) 
a -9! (c_ +^) 
+ '+ 
a_ = ^!C^ (9) 
Here u? and V^ are the mobility and activity coefficient 
of ion i in free solution. The quantity 9 is called the 
thermodynamically effective concentration of counterion 
dissociated from the ionizable groups fixed on membrane 
matrix. 
The system is now composed of the following 
four kinds of electrolytes AP, HP, AI4 and BM, where M 
represents the negatively ionizable group fixed on the 
membrane skeleton. The Eqns, 8 and 9 are applied to the 
system with the following assumptions (13). The ratio of 
A^l-i *^ ^ BM "^^ equal to that of G^ to C^p, i.e., 
11 
JE. ^ Jf. (10) 
and electrical neutrality i s maintained in any element of 
tlie membrane, i . e . , 
^m "• ^BM = ^ ^^^^ 
The expressions for the activit ies and the mobilities for 
small ions in the membrane under above stated conditions 
are given by following expressions 
A^ " A^P [^  "^  '^  / ^^ AP •*" °EP^] 
B^ = B^P [^  + ^ / «^AP -^  °BP)] ^^2^ 
^ AP EP 
^A^A = ^A ^A 
V B = 4^B ^^5) 
UpCp = Up Bp 
where C^, G^, C j^ and 0^^^^ are the concentrations of the 
electrolytes AP, BP, AI'I and H'i respectively. 
in 
Equation 7, for the b i - i o n i c p o t e n t i a l may be 
rewr i t t en In the following form 
^ i^ BIP = ( ~ I I n . ^ , ^.. . T 7 - (2 J - 1) X 
In 
^o^-^o - J 
CU) 
where Co and ^ L are the values of ^  in the membrane phase 
at X = 0 and x = L and )l^  and ^ are the corresponding values 
of >]^  , The terms ^  and y[ are the reduced concentrations, 
defined by f = (0^/9) + C^/(Cjip + Cgp) and 1^  = ^^BB^^ ^ 
By takinijthe assumption, that at both membrane 
surfaces the equilibrium distribution for every ion species 
is maintained between the membrane phase and external bulk 
solutions (13) and also neglecting the effect of osmotic 
pressure produced between the two phases, the following 
expressions are obtained 
4 WP^I = W^o ^ ^^ o 
1^ ^^^ 11 = K^l ^ ^^ L 
(15) 
V7here (a|rp)T and (am))TT are the mean a c t i v i t i e s of the 
e l e c t r o l y t e s KP (N = A, B) in both so lu t ions I and I I 
r e spec t ive ly , defined by 
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2 _I _I 
(16) 
(^ N2 _ ,11 ^11 
( a . ) ^ and ( a . ) _ , ( i = A, B, P) are the s ingle ion a c t i v i t i e s 
of species i i n the membrane phase at x = 0 and x = L and 
Kjj (N = A, B) i s defined by 
1/Kj^  = e x p [ U c m _ ^ b ^^0=1 _ ^ b ) / 2 K T ] (17) 
In Eqn. 17, p^^ i s the standard chemical p o t e n t i a l of cat ion 
U in the membrane phase and p^ i s tha t i n ex te rna l bulk 
so lu t ion and ja| and p^ are the corresponding value of 
anion P , 
By solving various equat ions , Toyoshima et a l 
(13) gave the equation for BIP in the following form 
2 I n / ^^A\ + 
- ( 
''\* n-j 
j^B * 1 yJ 
This equation i s used for the determination of t h e o r e t i c a l 
values of BIP for polystyrene moulded membranes. 
IPJ) 
Prepara t ion of Membrane 
S i l v e r carbonate (A) and Zirconium vanadate 
(B) polystyrene moulded membranes were prepared by mixing 
0,2 mo 1/1 s i l v e r n i t r a t e and 0.2 mo 1/1 sodi\im carbonate 
so lu t ion ( fo r A) and 0.2 mol zirconium chloride and 0.2 mol/1 
sodium ortho vanadate so lu t ion ( for B) r e spec t i ve ly . The 
s i l v e r carbonate and zirconium vanadate ge ls thus obtained 
were well washed with deionized water , dried and then seized 
by s iev ing . The membranes using su i t ab le r a t i o s of binder , 
were prepared by the following method based on U.S. pa tent 
Uo. 2614,976 (1^ ) . 
Polystyrene granules were ground in to f ine p a r t i -
cles and seized by 200 mesh. The optimum quant i ty of binder 
were embedded i n order to get membranes of adequate r a t i o s 
of binder . The membranes, prepared by embedding 25 fo of 
polystyrene were found most su i t ab l e for our purpose. 
Those containing l a r g e r am9unt of binder did not give repro-
ducible r e s u l t s while those containing l e s s e r amount were 
qui te uns tab le . The temperature at which the membranes 
were moulded, were kept at 98°C and pressure were 11,000 
p s i . The membranes thus prepared under these condit ions 
were found to give qui te reproducible r e s u l t s of membrane 
m 
p o t e n t i a l and b i - i o n i c p o t e n t i a l . 
Measurement of Membrane P o t e n t i a l and B i - i o n i c P o t e n t i a l 
The e l e c t r o c h e m i c a l c e l l of t h e type 
Ag-AgCl S o l u t i o n Membrane ( S o l u t i o n 
Co 
AgCl-Ag 
was used fo r measuring e l e c t r i c a l p o t e n t i a l s a r i s i n g a c r o s s 
t h e membrane by m a i n t a i n i n g a t e n - f o l d d i f f e r e n c e i n concen-
t r a t i o n (C2/Ci = 10) and u s i n g a Pye P r e c i s i o n Vern ie r p o t e n -
t i o m e t e r (No, 7568) . The b i - i o n i c p o t e n t i a l s were determined 
by s e t t i n g up an e l e c t r o c h e m i c a l c e l l of the fo l lowing type 
Ag-AgCl S o l u t i o n 
AP 
Membrane S o l u t i o n 
BP 
AgCl-Ag 
and keeping t h e c o n c e n t r a t i o n of bo th AP and BP e l e c t r o l y t e s 
t o be t h e same. The v a r i o u s s a l t s o l u t i o n s ( C h l o r i d e of 
Li , Na and K ) were p repa red from a n a l y t i c a l g rade r e a g e n t s 
(B.D.H.) by us ing de ion ized w a t e r . I n both t h e measurements 
of membrane p o t e n t i a l and b i - i o n i c p o t e n t i a l t h e s o l u t i o n s were 
v i g o r o u s l y s t i r r e d and t empe ra tu r e was main ta ined a t 25"C. 
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TABLE 1 
OBSERVED BI-IONIC POTENTIAlfi AT 25 + 0 . 1 ° C ACROSS SILVER 
CARBONATE POLYSTYRENE MOULDED MkBRANB IN CONTACT \iITH 
VARIOUS 1 : 1 ELECTROLYTE PAIiiS AT SAx^ xE COIvCENTRATION 
E l e c t r o l y t e 
Concen t ra t ions 
(mo 1/1) 
1 X 10"Vl X 
5 X l 0 " ^ / 5 X 
2 X l 0 " ^ / 2 X 
1 X 10"^/1 X 
5 X lO~^/5 X 
1 X lO"-^/1 X 
10-^ 
10-2 
10-2 
10-2 
10-5 
10-5 
KCl-NaCl 
(mV) 
1.81 
2.32 
5.62 
9.17 
11.22 
14.62 
KCl-LiCl 
(mV) 
1.66 
1.89 
4 .72 
10.11 
13.63 
15.71 
NaCl-LiCl 
(mV) 
2.22 
3.71 
5.71 
7.77 
10.11 
13.22 
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TABLE 2 
OBSERVED BI-IONIC POTENTIALS. AT 25 + 0 . 1 °C ACROSS ZIRCONIUM 
VAKADATE POLYSTYRENE kOULDBD I-IEl^ iBRAITE IK CONTACT WITH VARIOUS 
1 : 1 ELECTROLYTE PAIRS AT SAME CONCENTRATIONS 
E l e c t r o l y t e 
^--- . .^airs 
Concent r a t i o n s 
(mo 1/1) 
1 X 10"Vl 
5 X 10"^/5 
2 X 10"^/2 
1 X 10"^/1 
5 X 10""^/5 
1 X l O ' ^ l 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
10-^ 
10-2 
10-2 
10-2 
10-^ 
10-5 
KCl-NaCl 
(mV) 
5.10 
4.65 
6.00 
9.80 
10.45 
13.45 
KCl-LiCl 
(mV) 
4 .55 
7 .32 
9.70 
12.45 
13.00 
14.00 
NaCl-LiCl 
(mV) 
2.34 
5.00 
6.75 
10.00 
11.12 
12.15 
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TABLE 3 
VALUES OF TEE INTKAMSMBRAMJS MOBILITY RATIOS OF VARIOUS 
1 : 1 ELECThOLTTE ION PAIitS ACROSS SILVER CARBONATE 
POLYSTYRENE MOULDED MMBRANE AT SAME CONCENTRATIONS 
E l e c t r o l y t e I o n 
C o n c e n t r a t i o n s ^ 
( m o l / 1 ) 
1 X l O ~ V l X 
5 X 1 0 " V 5 X 
2 X 1 0 " ^ / 2 X 
1 X 10"^ /1 X 
5 X 10~^ /5 X 
1 X 10"^ /1 X 
10-^ 
1 0 - ^ 
10-2 
10-2 
1 0 - ^ 
1 0 - ^ 
KCl/NaCl 
1.07 
1.09 
1.24 
1.45 
1.55 
1.77 
V/^Li-' 
K C l / L i C l 
1 .06 
1.07 
1.20 
1.48 
1.70 
1 .84 
^Na^/^Li-" 
N a C l / L i C l 
1.09 
1.15 
1.25 
1.35 
1.48 
1.67 
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TABLE 4 
VALUES OF THE INTRAJmMBEAMS KOBILITI RATIOS OF YARIOW 
1 : 1 ELECTROLYTE ION PAlhS ACKOSS ZIRCONIUM VANADATE 
POLYSTYRENE MOULDED MEMBRANES AT SAFiE CONCENTRATIONS 
E l e c t r o l y t e I o n 
C o n c e n t r a t i o n s ^ 
(mo 1/1) 
1 X l O " V l X 
5 X 10~^ /5 X 
2 X 10~^ /2 X 
1 X 10"^ /1 X 
5 X 1 0 " ^ / 5 X 
1 X 10"^ /1 X 
1 0 - ' 
10-2 
- 2 10 '^  
- 2 10 "^  
10~^ 
10"^ 
V/^Na^ 
KCl/NaCl 
1 .13 
1.19 
1.30 
1.46 
1.50 
1.82 
V/^Li-^ 
K C l / L i C l 
1.19 
1.33 
1.46 
1.62 
1.66 
1.72 
^ N a ^ / ^ L i ^ 
N a C l / L i C l 
1.09 
1.21 
1.30 
1.47 
1.54 
1 .60 
U8 
TABLE 5 
OBSEHVED MEMBRANE POTENTIAIS AT 25 + 0.1°C ACROSS SIIVER 
CARBONATE POLYSTYRENE hOULDBD MEMBRANE IN CONTACT ¥ITH 
VARIOUS 1 : 1 ELECTROLYTES AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS 
J l e c t r o l y t e s KCl NaCl LiCl 
(mV) (mY) (mV) 
Concen t ra t ions 
Cg/C^ (mol/1) 
10 X 10^ / I X 10""* 3.46 4.46 4.87 
5 X 10~V5 X 10"^ 9.13 7.77 6.61 
1 X 10~Vl X 10~^ 25.81 22.32 15.77 .  
32.72 
46.72 
49.66 
.  
28.19 
42.66 
48.88 
5 X 10"^/5 X 10~^ .  24.81 
1 X 10"^/1 X 10"^ .  .  37.77 
1 X 10"^/1 X 10^"^ .  .  43.32 
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TABLE 6 
OBSERVED MBMBRAKE POTENTIAIS AT 25 + 0.1°C ACROSS ZIRCONIUM 
VANADATE POLYSTYRENE MOULDED MEiyiBRANE IN CONTACT WITH 
VARIOUS 1 : 1 ELECTROLYTES AT DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS 
a e c t r o l y t e s KCl NaCl L iCl 
(mV) (mV) (mV) 
Concen t ra t ions 
C2/C^ (mol/1) 
10 X 10^ / I X 10"^ 2.31 1.25 - 2.00 
5 X l O ' V s X 10"^ 5.11 3.00 5.11 
1 X 1 0 ~ V l X 10"^ 15.67 11.33 14.30 
5 X 10~^/5 X 10"^ 22.10 17.10 20.12 
1 X I Q - ^ / l X 10"^ 31.11 34.12 30.00 
1 X I Q - ^ / l X 10""^ 38.10 40.11 35.00 
12 S 
TABLE 7 
TKANSFEEKNCE MJMBEh t - DEMVEB FROM 0BSEH7ED MEMBRANE 
POTENTIAIS AT VARIOUS 1 : 1 ELECTROLYTE CONCENTRATIONS 
AT S = 10 FOR SILVER CARBONATE POLYSTYRENE MOULDED 
MEMBRANE 
E l e c t r o l y t e B KCl NaCl L i C l 
C o n c e n t r a t i o n s 
Cg/C^ ( m o l / 1 ) 
10 X 10^ / I X 10"^ 
5 X 10"V5 X 10"^ 
1 X l O ' V l X 10"^ 
5 X 10"^ /5 X 10"^ 
1 X 10"^ /1 X 10"^ 
1 X 10~^/1 X 10"^ 
0.475 
0.421 
0.278 
0.218 
0.092 
0.074 
0.461 
0.433 
0.310 
0.257 
0.135 
0.080 
0.460 
0.443 
0.364 
0.286 
0.175 
0.127 
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TABLE 8 
TRANSFEKBNCE NUMBER t - DERIVED FROM OBSERVED MEMBRANE 
app 
P0TENTIAI3 AT VARIOUS 1 : 1 ELECTROLYTE CONCENTRATIONS 
AT S = 10 FOR ZIRCONIUM VANADATE POLYSTYRENE MOULDED 
MEMBRANE 
J l e c t r o l y t e s KCl NaCl L i C l 
Concent r a t i o n s 
Cg/G^ ( m o l / 1 ) 
10 X 10^ / I X 10"^ 
5 X 10"Vs X 10"^ 
1 X l O ' V l X 10"^ 
5 X 10~^/5 X 10"^ 
1 X 10~^/1 X 10"^ 
1 X 10"^ /1 X 10""^ 
0.480 
0.456 
0.365 
0.310 
0.232 
0.172 
0.490 
0.474 
0.402 
0.353 
0.206 
0.155 
-
0.456 
0.377 
0.327 
0.242 
0.194 
1 ^ '' 
TABLE 9 
VALUES DEKIVED EOK PAfiA^IETERS (-^Ajj) AND v^j FOR VARIOUS 
MEMBRANE ELECTKOLYTB SYSTEiyiS AT 8 = 10 
Membranes E l e c t r o l y t e s {^/K^) v^ 
S i l v e r Carbonate 
Zirconi\am Vanadate 
KCl 
NaCl 
LiCl 
KCl 
NaCl 
LiCl 
0.122 
0.332 
0.059 
0.071 
0 .065 
0.048 
2.45 
2.20 
2.35 
2.35 
2.15 
2.30 
rsj 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Hichaelis (1, 15) derived a relation between the 
BIP and selectivity, which is given by 
wh ere u. and u. are the mobili t ies of the permeating ion. 
Marshall and Krinbi l l (2) expressed the potent ial 
as a function of the products of mobili t ies and adivi t ies 
A^BIP = (M/F) In U^\/a^u.) (2) 
Uyllie (7) considered the sleetivity that the 
membrane would exert on ions and derived for the BIP an 
equation similar to eqn. 2. His expression for the BIP 
(7, 16) is given by 
j^i^ gjp = (iiT/P) m {a^/a..) (V^o^ ^5^ 
and intramembrane mobility ratio is expressed by 
where t./t . is the intramembrane transference ratio, 5. and 
in 
m. are the steady s t a t e equilitoriiim concentrat ion of i and 
3 in the respec t ive aone, A i ^^ "^^^ conduct ivi ty of the 
membrane when i t i s wholly in i form and > . i s the conducti-
J 
vity of the membrane when it is wholly in j form. 
The quantity yx./u, is considered truely a membrane 
property (17). It is independent of the changes made in the 
activities a. and a. of the external solution. Thus it is 
apparent from Eqn. 2 that a plot of log a^^ against potential 
for a constant a. should give a straight line. Similarly a 
J 
s t r a igh t l ine should be obtained i f a. i s var ied and a^ i s 
kept constant . 
Bi - ion ic p o t e n t i a l developed by s i l v e r carbonate 
and zirconi\im vanadate polystyrene moulded membranes were 
determined for var ious e l e c t r o l y t e p a i r s , v i z . , KCl-NaCl, 
KCl-LiOl and NaCl-LiCl, taking the concentra t ion of one of 
the e l e c t r o l y t e constant (0.05 mol/l) and varying the con-
cent ra t ion of the o the r e l e c t r o l y t e between 0.001 mol / l to 
0.05 mol / l . In the second set of experiment the concen-
t r a t i o n of the o the r e l e c t r o l y t e was kept constant (0.05 
mol/l) and the concentrat ion of t he f i r s t e l e c t r o l y t e was 
var ied . The b i - i o n i c p o t e n t i a l s thus observed were p lo t ted 
against logrithm of the a c t i v i t y . Two se t s of s t r a i g h t 
l i ne s in accordance with the expectat ion of Eqn. 2 are 
obtained and are i n Figures 1 and 2. The s t r a i g h t l i n e s 
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confina the e a r l i e r view of Wyllie and Kanaan ( 7 , 17) tha t 
the intramembrane mobi l i ty r a t i o u . / u . remains constant 
i r r e s p e c i t v e of the concentrat ions of the e l e c t r o l y t e across 
the membranes. In order to derive the values of the i n t r a -
membrane mobil i ty r a t i o , these s t r a i g h t l i n e s were extended 
t o cut the a c t i v i t y axis at zero p o t e n t i a l . Thus two se ts 
of a. and a . values for which b i - i o n i c p o t e n t i a l was zero , 
were obtained. At zeiro p o t e n t i a l the r a t i o a^^/a. was equal 
to u . / u ^ . The values of u . / u . derived in t h i s way for 
d i f fe ren t e l e c t r o l y t e p a i r s are ^XT'^ '/^ JTO'*" ~ ''•04» ^}£^/^jj±*' 
= 1.30, "Wo+/^T.i+ = 1.29 for s i l v e r carbonate membrane and 
zirconium vanadate membrane, 
Bi - ionic p o t e n t i a l measurements were also carr ied 
out by in terposing the membrane between two d i f fe ren t e lec t ro-
l y t e solut ions at the same concentra t ion. The values of 
b i - i o n i c p o t e n t i a l s across polystyrene moulded s i l v e r carbo-
nate and zirconium vanadate membranes with var ious 1 : 1 
e l e c t r o l y t e combinations at d i f fe ren t concentrat ions are 
given in Tables 1 and 2, Equation 2 was used t o ca lcula te 
the intramembrane mobi l i ty r a t i o u . / u . . The values of 
X J 
u^/u. thus calculated are given in Tables 5 and 4. An 
X J 
interesting point with the value of u./u. is the fact that 
the mobility ratio goes through a considerable change with 
the concentration of the external solutions. This behaviour 
34 
i s seen w i t h bo th t h e membranes and d i f f e r e n t e l e c t r o l y t e 
p a i r s . 
The t h e o r e t i c a l v a l u e s of BIP can be ob ta ined 
u s i n g t h e fo l lowing r e l a t i o n g iven by Toyoshima e t a l . ( 1 3 ) . 
A^BIP 2 In 
K A 
-K B 
+ I n 
J v ^ 
JVg + 1 (F/B.T) (5) 
J can be c a l c u l a t e d from t h e r e l a t i o n 
(2J + 1) I n % 
+ 2J' 
gp + 2J, 
'B - ^ ' 5 ^ ^ - ^^^- '= ° ^B> (6) 
where 
and 
'N 
% 
= 1 + 
= 1 + 
( P^/ P^) 
1 + 0 
2 1X2 
(7) 
(8) 
Knowing t h e va lue s of pa rame te r s K. , ^ B » /^ » '^ A and Vg, 
t h e v a l u e s of t h e o r e t i c a l A^^TP ^^^ ^® c a l c u l a t e d from 
iJqn. 5 . Por t h e e v a l u a t i o n of t h e s e p a r a m e t e r s , s e p a r a t e 
exper iments f o r membrane p o t e n t i a l v:ere c a r r i e d o u t . 
According t o Toyoshima (13) t h e v a l u e of mem-
brane p o t e n t i a l A^^^. a r i s i n g betvreen two s o l u t i o n s of t h e 
same e l e c t r o l y t e but of d i f f e r e n t c o n c e n t r a t i o n s CL and CL, 
s e p a r a t e d by an ( n e g a t i v e l y ) i o n i z a b l e membraJie i s g iven by 
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KQ?) ^^m ~ - I n g - (1 - 2/Vjj)X 
I n 
+ In 
Vl + {2GI\/^)^ -^  (1 - 2/v )^ 
•/l + (2C^K^/^)2'+ (1 - 2/vjj) 
y i + ( 2 C ^ \ / ^ ) 2 + 1 
(9) 
where £ = 0^ /O^. Expansion of Eqn. 9 i s powers of (l/cJ-' ') 
with the concentrat ion r a t i o 6 = 10 being kept constant 
y ie lds 
EiJ^J^m = - (1 - 2/v^) mS- 2 (1 - 1/Vjj) ( l / v ^ x 
^ I I ' (1 - 1/8) ( ^ ) (1/cJ^) + . . . (10) 
The apparent t ransference nximber t_ for co-ion spec ies , 
i s defined by Nernst equation 
-(^)A^^ = (1 - 2tJ InG (11) 
Introducing Eqn. 10 in to Eqn 11 and expanding 1/t as a 
J I povfer s e r i e s in 1/C^ ^ , the following expression i s obtained 
r = K^ •" ^^^" ^^ 
6 - 1 
6lnS 
Ui) 
From t h i s equation, the values of Vjr and {0flLS) can be 
determined from the ordinate in t e rcep t and i n i t i a l slope 
T T 
of a plot for 1/t against 1/C»j at a given 6 = 10. 
The membrane p o t e n t i a l data obtained with each 
of the two types of polystyrene moulded membranes namely 
(A) s i l v e r carbonate and CB) zirconi\im vanadate, using 
various 1 : 1 e l e c t r o l y t e s , are p lo t t ed as a function of 
log (C^ + 0^/2) with the r a t i o g (= O^/Q^) fixed at 10. 
These values are given in Tables 5 and 6 and t h e p lo t s are 
shown i n Figure 3 . 
Equation 12 i nd i ca t e s tha t the i n t e r c e p t of a 
p lo t of 1/t_ against 1/CJT at fixed 6 = 1 0 , allows the values 
of Vjj to be determined. The value of t_ i s ca lcula ted from 
Eqn. 11 for both membranes and are given in Tables 7 and 8, 
P l o t s of 1/t_ against 1/C^ for various 1 : 1 e l e c t r o l y t e s 
are shown i n Figure 4, for both s i l v e r carbonate and z i r -
conium vanadate membranes. For t h e evaluat ion of (i9/K_j) , 
the slope of Eqn. 12, which i s given by the following i s 
f i r s t determined 
(vjj - 1) [(S - 1)/6ln6] (^ /V 
The graphical value of the slope determined from Figure 4, 
is equated vrith the above expression and then substituting 
i 4 0 
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v„ in it, the value of (^ /Kj) is determined. In this way 
the value of Vj^  and (^ /iLj) are obtained and are given, in 
Table 9 with various electrolytes for both the membranes. 
The value of g^r is calculated from Bqn. 8 by 
substituting the already determined value of {&/1L.S), at 
different concentrations. By substituting the values of 
« 
gjT and VjT in Eqn. 6, J i s evaluated. By s u b s t i t u t i n g the 
values of Vj., (^/K-r) , gj. and J i n Bqn. 5» "the t h e o r e t i c a l 
BIP i s ca l cu la t ed . These t h e o r e t i c a l values of BIP thus 
obtained are p lo t t ed against log C and are shown by broken 
l i n e s in Figures 5 and 6. For comparision the observed 
values of BIP are also p lo t ted and are shown by so l id l i ne s 
i n the same graph. I t i s qui te evident from the f igures 
t ha t the agreement between the observed and the t h e o r e t i c a l 
values i s qu i te f a i r and i t may be concluded tha t the theoiy 
of BIP developed by Toyoshima et a l . (13 ) i s appl icable to 
our system of polystyrene moulded membranes. 
13S 
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C H A P T E R 4 
THE DIEEUSION OF ELECTROLYTES 
THROUGH PARCHMENT SUPPORTED MEMBRANE 
40 
Introduction 
The method suggested by V/.W. Kittelberger (1) 
which permits the determination of diffusion rate in much 
shorter time, was employed here to study the diffusion rates 
of various electrolytes through parchment supported membranes. 
The advantage of this method is that it allows the determi-
nation of membrane resistance R , membrane concentration 
m' 
potential 1 , cationic potential E etc. at any instant. 
It is also possible to make a study of the influence of 
these factors on the diffusion rate of various electrolytes. 
This method gives a clear, comprehensive and concise under-
standing of the permeation of electrolytes through the mem-
branes under investigation. 
The equations that were vised to compute diffusion 
rates are simply the modifications of those which apply to 
the migration of ions under the influence of a potential 
gradient. Their application is based on the assumption 
that the electrolytic resistance of a membrane, which is 
a restrictive force retarding the migration of ions, will 
oppose the diffusion of same ions with equal force. 
Before proceeding with the derivation of the 
diffusion equations, the various s3niibols to be employed 
\iiil be defined. 
14 
Q Q , Q = m i l l i m o l e s of c a t i o n s , an ions and s a l t 
r e s p e c t i T e l y , 
I = E l e c t r i c c u r r e n t i n mi H i amperes. 
E = E l e c t r o m o t i v e f o r c e . 
1 , = Liquid j u n c t i o n p o t e n t i a l 
E = Membrane c o n c e n t r a t i o n p o t e n t i a l i n 
m 
m i l l i v o l t s . 
Z , , Z = Valency of t h e c a t i o n and anion r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
EQ = P o t e n t i a l d i f f e r e n c e t h a t i s e q u i v a l e n t t o 
a g iven d i f f e r e n c e i n c a t i o n c o n c e n t r a t i o n 
i n m i l l i v o l t s . 
Ec = P o t e n t i a l d i f f e r e n c e t h a t i s e q u i v a l e n t t o 
a g iven d i f f e r e n c e i n an ion c o n c e n t r a t i o n 
i n m i l l i v o l t s , 
E = The ne t e f f e c t i v e p o t e n t i a l d i f f e r e n c e a c t i n g 
on t h e captions, 
B_^  = The n e t e f f e c t i v e p o t e n t i a l d i f f e r e n c e a c t i n g 
on t h e a n i o n s . 
For the sake of convenience o n l y , a l l p o t e n t i a l s a r e i n 
m i l l i v o l t s , 
C , Z , t , and u are the cation concentration, valency, 
transference number, and mobility respectively. 
Similarly c , Z , t__, and v are the corresponding anion 
properties, 
c^  and Cp are the salt concentrations of the diffusing 
s o l u t i o n . A l l c o n c e n t r a t i o n s are i n g ram-equ iva len t p e r 
l i t r e of s o l u t i o n , f^  and fp are t h e molar a c t i v i t y coef f i -
c i e n t s of t he c o n c e n t r a t e d and d i l u t e d i f f u s i n g s o l u t i o n s , 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
t = the d i f f u s i o n t ime i n seconds , 
F = 96500 coulombs. 
E = t h e s o l u t i o n r e s i s t a n c e i n ohms. 
R = E l e c t r o l y t i c r e s i s t a n c e of t h e membrane i n ohms, 
m 
The w e l l known laws of e l e c t r o l y s i s p r o v i d e t h e 
fo l lowing equa t i ons f o r t h e m i g r a t i o n of t h e i o n s i n an 
aqueous s o l u t i o n 
t I t ^ 
Q^ = i (1) 
'+ Z_^  F 
t i t Q = (1a) 
" Z F 
Substituting B/R_ for I in eq, 1 and la and differentiating 
s 
with respect to t y i e ld s equations for the migrat ion r a t e s 
d Q^ E^ t ^ 
dt Z F R 
+ s 
(2) 
d Q S t 
and ^ = —-—^^ (2a) 
dt Z F H, s 
4;J 
If a membrane is placed in the solution in such 
a way as to restrict to movement of the ions, eq, 2 and 2a 
still give the migration rates, but t smd t_ are now the 
transference numbers of the ions in the membrane rather 
than in the free solution, and R is substituted for R . 
' m s 
In migration, the force causing movement of the 
ions in an electrical potential difference, in diffusion it 
is concentration difference. It was assumed that Eqns. 2 
and 2 a could be directly applied to the diffusion of ions 
provided the proper values of the potentials and the ion 
transference number were employed. 
The equation for the potential that is set up 
at the junction of two solutions containing different con-
centrations of the same salt is 
\ = —\ : ^  S } m -^-^ (5) 
The assumption is made that Eq. 3 gives, at least with 
reasonable accuracy, the potential (B ) which is set up 
when the two solutions are separated by a membrane through 
vrhich the movement of ions can take place. Therefore, E 
may be substituted for E^ in eq. 3 
m p \ u + V y f2C2 
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By definition of transference number 
c Z u 
t -^  -^  
+ c Z^u + c Z V 
o Z u-
c.Z.u + c Z V 
+ + — — 
But for our experimental conditions, where the test solutions 
contain different concentrations of a single salt, c 2 = 
c Z , hence 
t. = — T — and t 
+ u + v - u + v 
u V 
Z. " Z *+ "t 
and ^ ^ ^ - t-T. '^*' , 
since t, + t = 1 
+ — 
therefore eq. 3b becomes 
t^ 1 - t^ t^ (Z^ + ZJ - Z^ 
— - or 
Z j . Z _ Z j .Z_ 
Substituting in Eq, 3a and solving for t , which gives the 
transference number of the cation in the membrane in terms 
of the solution concentrations, the membrane potential, and 
and the ion valencies, 
14,; 
Z^ Z \ / E F \ Z^ 
The IMP of a concentration cell without liquid 
junction potential depends upon the electrodes with which 
it is measured. If the electrodes are reversible with res-
pect to the cations 
So, = ^ l o g ^ (5) 
+ Z+ r2C2 
and if they are reversible with respect to the anions 
Although Ec, and Bc_ represent the "concentration" poten-
tials acting upon the cations and anions respectively, to 
cause diffusion through the membrane, these forces are al-
most modified by a membrane concentration potential. 
A membrane potential results from the fact that 
in most cases the anion and cation of a given salt have 
different mobilities. This means that xfhen a salt starts 
to diffuse from the more concentrated into the more dilute 
of the two solutions that arc in contact, the faster ion 
initially outstrips the slower ion and the resulting sepa-
ration of charges set up a potential difference between the 
t\fo solutions. If the cation has higher mobility the dilute 
14G 
Bolution will acquire a negative charge. This potential 
gradient which results from the difference in mobility will 
through the attraction between opposite charges, accelerate 
the movement of the slower ion and restrain the diffusion 
of the faster ion. When a steady state is reached the mem-
brane potential is the force with which the faster ion must 
be restrained and the slower ion accelerated in order that 
the two ions diffuse at the same rate. Therefore the con-
centration potential difference acix)ss the membrane is 
modified by the membrane potential 1 , in the following 
manner 
S+ = ^c+ - \ (7) 
vrhere E is the net equivalent difference causing diffusion 
of the cation from the concentrated to the dilute solution. 
From the Eqs, 2, 4, 5 and 6 the final general 
diffusion rate equation then becomes 
dQ 
-_± 
dt 
1 
Z+PRj^ 
Z_|_Z^ 
^-«¥i-^' 
m 
Z+ + Z^ 
RT In 
m 
Z+ + Z. 
(8) 
For practical use Eq. 8 may be simplified by substituting 
the equivalent potential differences for the concentration 
4? 
terms, 
.dt ~ dt 
m 
C^ c^  - \ ) CIO) 
For e l e c t r o l y t e b i -univalent s a l t s , where Z^ = 2 and Z_ = 1 
dQ 
d t 
1 dQ_ 
2 "dF 
_2 
FR. m y 
^m 2 
c+ 3 3E ) C^o. (11) 
Since the two ions must diffuse through the mem-
brane at the same rate in order to preserve the electro-
netitrality of the two solutions Q, the millimoles of the 
salt, may be substituted for Q in the above Bq. 10. 
Equation 11 gives the rate of diffusion of 2:1 type of 
electrolyte through cobalt tungstate membrane. 
With R„ in ohms and Bf», and E_ in millivolts, 
m ^+ m ' 
Eqn. jo gives the rate of diffusion of an 1:1 electrolyte 
through a membrane in millimoles per second in terms of 
quantities that can usually be measured within few minutes. 
All these parameters have been determined for cobalt tungs-
tate parchment supported membrane. 
14S 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Parchment supported cobalt tungs ta te membrane was 
prepared by the method described in Chapter I . The freshly-
prepared membrane was used for the measurement of d i f fus ion 
r a t e . 
Apparatus and Experimental Method 
A schematic diagram of the apparatus (2) used for 
the measurement of diffusion r a t e i s shown in Figure Z, I t 
consis ted of two h a l f - c e l l s (125 ml. capacity) having flanges 
to f i t each o the r . The v e r t i c a l female j o i n t s T and T ' , 
a t tached to each h a l f - c e l l provide for the in t roduc t ion of 
e l e c t r o l y t e and the p l a t i n i zed conduct ivi ty ce l l e lec t rodes 
in to the h a l f - c e l l s containing e l e c t r o l y t e s C^  and Cp* The 
t e s t membrane in the form of a d i sc s l i g h t l y l a rge r than the 
c e l l was i n s t a l l e d between the flanges of the half c e l l s . 
Two Ag/AgCl J-shaped e lec t rodes Ep* E- and two Ag/AgCl d isc 
e lec t rodes E. , E. passed through narrow holes in each ha l f 
c e l l very very close to the membrane as shown i n Figure Z, 
A narrow tube was sl ipped over the ends of J-shaped and the 
d i sc e lec t rodes and waxed f i rmly . Some mercury was a l so 
placed in each of the tubes to provide connection to the 
copper wire l e ads . The so lu t ions i n compartment were s t i r r e d 
by means of magnetic s t i r r e r s . 
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The changes in e l e c t r o l y t e concentrat ion in 
the two half c e l l s were followed as a function of time 
by means of conductometric method which u t i l i z e d a cam-
bridge conductivi ty Bridge (No. L-350140) with a p a i r of 
p l a t i n i z e d conductivity c e l l e lec t rodes dipping in the 
s a l t so lu t i ons . Various s a l t so lu t ions (Chlorides of po ta -
ssium, sodium, l i th ium, bariiim, calcium, and magnesium) 
were prepared from B.D.H, grade chemicals. They were nor-
mally 0.1 M and 0.001 M in the two hal f c e l l s i n i t i a l l y . 
The p o t e n t i a l d i f ference between the Ag/AgCl 
J-shaped electrodes in t e s t so lu t ion on opposite s ides of 
the membrane i s the a lgebr ic Bxm of concentrat ion p o t e n t i a l 
E and membrane p o t e n t i a l B . £(,_ was obtained by calcu-
l a t i o n from the measured concentrat ions of the two t e s t 
so lu t ions and (E + EQ_) was obtained d i r e c t l y . The mem-
brane concentrat ion p o t e n t i a l E was then obtained by sub-
m 
traction. Under the conditions of the experiment, the dilute 
side was always positive and E was taken with its proper 
sign. 
The electrolytic resistance of the membrane R 
m 
was determined by applying an external e,m,f. to the Ag/AgCl 
disc electrodes in the solutions on opposite sides of the 
membrane and measuring the change in the potential difference 
of Ag/AgCl J-shaped electrodes. To determine the current 
in the circuit, the IH drop across a known resistance 
ID 
R (1000 ohms) in series with the cells was also measured. 
This measuiing current was kept as low as possible in order 
to minimize the transfer of ions during the 2 or 3 minutes 
required for each resistance measurement. 
The actual experimental procedure was to set up 
the cell with a membrane and Ag/AgCl electrodes (both J-
shaped as well as disc-shaped). Known volumes of the two 
test solutions (approx, 125 nil. of each) were introduced 
and conductivity cell electrodes fixed in place. The 
assembly having magnetic stirrers in each half cell and was 
placed in a thermostat maintained at the required tempera-
tures (10°to 25^0), The measurements needed were the deter-
mination of (a) the salt concentration of the two test solu-
tions, (b) the membrane resistance and (c) the membrane con-
centration potential in order to compute the diffusion rate. 
Two sets of calibration curves were needed in 
this experiment, one to obtain the concentration from the 
measured conductivity and the other to obtain the concen-
tration potential EQ., In the first case, the curves were 
plots of cunductance against concentration. The curves from 
which concentration potentials could be obtained were the 
plots of e.m.f. against log fc. The equation used was 
+ 
51 
For all the electrolytes, Eg^ was equal to the difference 
between the e.m.f, values of the dilute and concentrated 
test solutions. 
V/ith R in ohms, E,, and E in millivolts, equa-
tion 10 gives the rate of diffusion of an electrolyte through 
the membrane in milli moles/second. 
The potential and conductance measurements were 
made by means of a Pye Precision Vernier potentiometer (No. 
7568) and Cambridge conductivity bridge (No. L-350140), 
respectively. The thickness of the membrane, as measured 
by the screw gauge was 0. 0'b() 5^/Ow-
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TABLE 1 
DEKITED VALUES OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS FOR DIFFUSION OF KCl 
( 0 . 1 M/0.001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATE PARCHI-IENT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRANE AT 10°C (+ 0 .1°C) 
^^^^ V / A g C l Conduc tance E^ E^ E^ Dr x 10^ 
X 10^ ^ 
Min. mV mhos mV ohm mV mxlli mole/sec 
0 117.70 0.55 83.00 186.0 18.78 2.192 
30 103.97 0.90 75.40 163.0 17.00 2.275 
60 93.00 1.12 66.00 141.0 15.05 2.298 
90 86.66 1.36 60.49 121.0 13.50 2.461 
120 81.78 1.78 51.97 101.0 13.00 2.500 
150 75.50 2.14 48.00 78 .0 10.21 3.044 
165 7 3 . 3 4 2 . 32 4 5 . 5 0 6 6 . 0 9 . 6 3 3 . 4 1 4 
TABLE 2 
DERIVED VALUES OF VARIOUS PARAflETERS FOR DIFFUSION OF KCl 
( 0 . 1 M/0 .001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATE PARCHMEI^ T SUPPORTED 
MEMBRANE AT 15°C (+ 0.1«C) 
Time 
Min. 
0 
30 
60 
90 
120 
150 
165 
^^Ag/AgCl 
mV 
120.39 
103.14 
93.45 
82 .20 
78.55 
76.15 
72.47 
Conductance 
X 10^ 
mhos 
0.45 
0 .78 
0.96 
1.50 
1.70 
1.92 
2.04 
mV 
83.91 
76.91 
73.90 
67.91 
65.73 
64.42 
62.92 
R 
m 
ohm 
175.3 
155.0 
138.1 
110.1 
97 .2 
7 3 . 0 
56.0 
B 
m 
mV m 
17.00 
14.79 
12.73 
12.00 
11.01 
9.76 
9.01 
Dr X 10^ 
i l l i mole / sec 
2.377 
2.476 
2.692 
3.101 
3.400 
4.468 
5.750 
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PLOTS OF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL AGAINST TIME FOR 
KCl ELECTROLYTE AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES ACROSS 
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TABIfi 3 
DERIVED VALUES OP VARIOUS PARAMETEKS FOR DIFFUSION OF KCl 
( 0 . 1 M/0.001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATB PARCHMENT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRANE AT 20°C (+ 0 .1°C) 
Time E . / . „., Conduc tance E^ R E^ Dr x 10^ 
X 10^ •*• 
Min . mV mhos mV ohm mV mjl l i m o l e / s e c 
0 
50 
60 
90 
120 
150 
165 
110.67 
97.89 
89.40 
78.62 
74.75 
71.12 
68.10 
0.63 
0.95 
1.41 
1.95 
2.11 
2.20 
2.38 
75.08 
70.59 
69.10 
68.06 
66.90 
63.76 
62.78 
165.1 
145.1 
127.1 
108.0 
91.5 
71 .6 
62.1 
15.02 
13.80 
12.19 • 
11.02 
9.59 
7.51 
6.90 
2.264 
2.427 
2.730 
3.178 
3.710 
4.567 
5.434 
TABLE 4 
DERIVED VALUES OF VARIOUS PARAiyiBTERS^  FOR DIFFUSION OF KCl 
( 0 . 1 M/0 .001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATE PARCHMENT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRANE AT 25°C (+ 0 .1°C) 
Time E . „ / , „ o n Conduc tance E R„ E Dr x 10 
X 10^ •*" 
Min . mV mhos mV ohm mV maHi m o l e / s e c 
0 
30 
60 
90 
120 
150 
165 
106.51 
95.32 
90.44 
82.71 
72.88 
68.85 
66.72 
0.43 
0.62 
0.71 
0.92 
1.28 
1.42 
1.66 
91.46 
87.21 
85.14 
80.71 
72.46 
68.45 
66.46 
169.2 
141.9 
120.3 
101.1 
85.3 
64.0 
55.0 
13.46 
12.19 
11.00 
9.81 
8.70 
8.00 
7.10 
2.747 
3.121 
3.613 
4.080 
4.468 
5.472 
6.305 
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FIG. 3 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL AGAINST TIME FOR 
LiCl ELECTROLYTE AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES ACROSS 
COBALT TUNGSTATE MEMBRANE 
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TABLE 5 
DBKIVED VALUES OP VARIOUS PARAMETERS POR DIPFUSION OF NaCl 
( 0 . 1 M/0 .001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATE PARCHMENT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRANE AT 10°C (+ 0 .1°C) 
^ ^ ^ ^ V / A g C l Conduc tance E^ R^ E^ Dr x 10^ 
X 10^ "^  
Min . mV mhos mV ohm mV milli mole/eec 
0 
30 
60 
90 
120 
150 
165 
118.08 
114.22 
104.10 
94.20 
88.73 
83.54 
82.15 
0.39 
0.42 
0.49 
0.58 
0.65 
0.72 
0.75 
83.33 
82.67 
81.10 
78.44 
76.45 
74 .50 
73.92 
225.2 
204.0 
177.3 
152.3 
129.9 
109.4 
97.0 
8.50 
7.13 
5.00 
3.40 
2.51 
1.52 
0.82 
1.902 
2.082 
2.306 
2.670 
3.043 
3.539 
3.951 
TABLE 6 
D E K I V E D VALUES OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS FOR DIFFUSION OF NaCl 
( 0 . 1 M/0 .001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATE PARCHMENT SUPPORTED 
I4EMBRANE AT 15°C (+ 0 .1°C) 
^^"'^ V / A g C l Conduc tance E^ R^ E^ Dr x 10^ 
X 10^ "^  
Min, mV mhos mV ohm mV mUli mole/sec 
0 
30 
60 
90 
120 
150 
165 
117.23 
110.70 
104.77 
99.52 
90.19 
85.46 
84.57 
0.61 
0.67 
0.72 
0.79 
0.88 
0.97 
0.99 
85.55 
85.06 
84.10 
83 .06 
80.36 
78.35 
77.84 
220.0 
191.0 
164.1 
138.0 
117.0 
99.1 
95.0 
6.19 
5.50 
4.07 
2.60 
1.55 
0.58 
0.10 
2.000 
2.300 
2.650 
3.114 
3.551 
4.160 
4.234 
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TABLE 7 
DEHI7ED VALUES OF VAKIOUS PARAMETEHS FOR DIFFUSION OF NaOl 
( 0 . 1 M/0 .001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUEGSTATE PARCHiyiENT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRANE AT 200C (+ o.1»C) 
c 
Time E . / . m Conduc tance E R E Dr x 10 
Ag/AgCl ^ c , m m 
X 10^ ^ 
Min. mV mhos mV ohm mY mJUi mole/sec 
0 
30 
60 
90 
120 
150 
165 
1 1 4 . 3 9 
9 8 . 4 5 
8 9 . 0 0 
7 9 . 2 0 
7 4 . 0 0 
7 0 . 4 2 
7 0 . 6 0 
0 . 5 1 
0 .61 
0 . 6 9 
0 . 8 3 
0 .91 
0 . 9 9 
1.02 
8 6 . 8 0 
8 3 . 1 8 
8 0 . 1 9 
7 5 . 6 9 
7 3 . 2 2 
7 0 . 3 9 
7 0 . 1 9 
2 0 5 . 3 
1 8 6 . 0 
1 6 3 . 0 
1 4 0 . 9 
1 1 7 . 0 
9 6 . 0 
8 7 . 8 
6.01 
4 .51 
3 . 2 6 
2 . 0 0 
0 . 7 9 
0 .21 
0 . 8 3 
2 . 1 8 4 
2 . 3 0 9 
2 . 5 4 4 
2 . 7 8 0 
3 . 2 4 2 
3 .797 
4 . 1 4 2 
TABLE 8 
DERIVED VALUES OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS FOR DIFFUSION OF NaCl 
( 0 . 1 M/0 .001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATE PARCHJyiENT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRANE AT 25°G (+ 0.1°G) 
Time 
Min. 
0 
30 
60 
90 
120 
150 
165 
^Ag/AgCl 
mV 
1 1 5 . 6 0 
1 0 3 . 0 0 
9 6 . 8 5 
8 7 . 1 9 
7 9 . 7 4 
6 9 . 5 5 
6 7 . 0 0 
Conduc tance 
X 10-^ 
mhos 
0 . 5 3 
0 . 6 5 
0 . 6 9 
0 . 8 6 
1.09 
1.32 
1.40 
E 
mV 
8 4 . 9 3 
8 2 . 9 3 
8 1 . 9 4 
7 9 . 1 5 
7 6 . 9 5 
7 1 . 9 5 
7 0 . 3 4 
R 
m 
ohm 
1 9 5 . 2 
1 7 9 . 0 
1 5 7 . 0 
1 3 5 . 3 
110 .1 
93 .1 
8 4 . 0 
B 
m 
mV 
5 .10 
3 . 9 0 
2 .58 
1.44 
0 . 6 2 
- 0 . 1 9 
- 0 . 7 3 
Dr X 10^ 
mUli m o l e / s e c 
2 . 2 1 4 
2 . 4 0 4 
2 . 7 0 2 
3 .037 
3 . 6 2 0 
4 . 0 0 2 
4 . 3 4 0 
2 6 0 
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150 160 
FIGf7 PtOTS OF MEMBRANE RESISTANCE AGAINST TIME FOR 
NoCI ELECTROLYTE AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES ACROSS 
COiALT TUNGSTATE MEMBRANE 
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TABLE 9 
DEKIVED VALUES OP VARIOUS PAKAMITERS FOR DIFFUSION OF L i C l 
( 0 . 1 M/0 .001 M) ACHOSS COBALT TUNOSTATE PAKCHMENT SUPPOHTED 
MEMBkAifB AT lO^C (+ 0 .1°C) 
^^^^ V / A g C l Conduc tance E^ R^ E^ Dr x 10^ 
Min . mV mhos mV ohm mV mi l l i m o l e / s e c 
0 1 1 5 . 0 0 1.97 8 5 . 9 8 2 5 5 . 1 2 5 .98 1.742 
30 1 0 6 . 2 3 2 . 3 3 8 2 . 4 9 2 3 6 . 9 0 5 . 2 3 1.797 
60 9 9 . 8 2 2 . 7 2 8 0 . 5 0 2 1 3 . 4 0 4 . 7 5 1.946 
90 9 7 . 6 5 2 . 9 7 7 9 . 5 8 1 8 4 . 0 0 4 . 1 2 2 . 2 3 5 
120 9 0 . 5 7 3 . 1 0 7 8 . 9 9 1 6 3 . 5 0 3 . 4 9 2 . 4 9 7 
150 8 3 . 8 6 4 . 0 9 7 5 . 2 1 1 4 8 . 0 0 2 .71 2 . 6 2 8 
165 8 0 . 0 0 4 . 4 9 7 3 . 4 8 142 .30 2 . 2 4 2 . 6 7 7 
TABLE 10 
DERIVED VALUES OF VARIOUS PARAJ^ iETERS FOR DIFFUSION OF L i G l 
( 0 . 1 M/0 .001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATE PARCHI^ JENT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRANE AT 15°C (+ 0 .1°C) 
^i°^^ V / A g C l Conduc tance E^ R^ E^ Dr x 10^ 
X 10^ ^ 
Min . mV mhos mV ohm mV mUli m o l e / s e c 
0 
30 
60 
90 
120 
150 
165 
109.65 
102.84 
99.60 
95.58 
90.08 
80.13 
76.10 
2.02 
1.18 
2.40 
2.60 
2.89 
4.01 
5.03 
82.41 
81.49 
80.51 
79.24 
77.74 
71.49 
66.00 
252.8 
227.0 
204.1 
180.1 
158.4 
143.1 
138.2 
5.23 
4.36 
3.63 
3.00 
2.76 
2.24 
2.01 
1.680 
1.856 
2.039 
2.327 
2.542 
2.488 
2.473 
220 
160 
30 60 90 12 0 
Timc( m inute) 
150 180 
F(G. 9 PLOTS OF MEMBRANE RESISTANCE AGAINST TIME FOR 
BoCl2 ELECTROLYTE AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURE S ACROSS 
COBALT TUNGSTATE MEMBRANE 
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TABLE 11 
DERIVED VALUES OF VARIOUS PAKAMETEhS FOK DIFFUSION OF L i C l 
( 0 . 1 M/0 .001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATE PARCHMENT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRANE AT 20"C (+ 0 .1°C) 
Time 
Min . 
0 
50 
60 
90 
120 
150 
165 
^Ag/AgCl 
mV 
1 0 9 . 5 4 
105 .00 
9 8 . 5 7 
9 5 . 8 4 
8 1 . 7 0 
7 4 . 2 5 
7 5 . 1 0 
Conduc tance 
X 10^ 
mhos 
2 . 0 2 
2 .51 
2 . 7 2 
2 . 9 5 
4 . 7 5 
6 .19 
6 .57 
E 
mV 
8 5 . 4 0 
8 5 . 5 4 
8 1 . 8 4 
8 0 . 9 6 
7 4 . 5 0 
6 9 . 7 4 
68 .91 
R 
m 
ohm 
241 . 2 
2 2 1 . 0 
195 .5 
1 7 5 . 5 
1 5 4 . 2 
1 4 0 . 2 
1 5 4 . 0 
E 
m 
mV 
4 . 5 5 
4 . 0 0 
5 . 2 4 
2 . 5 8 
2 . 2 5 
1.59 
1.25 
Dr X 10^ 
mJlLi m o l e / s e c 
1.852 
1.952 
2 . 1 6 5 
2 . 5 9 4 
2 . 5 0 9 
2 . 5 8 0 
2 . 6 6 7 
TABIE 12 
D E K I V E D VALUES OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS FOR DIFFUSION OF L i C l 
( 0 . 1 M/0 .001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATE PARCEOVIENT SUPPORTED 
MMBRANB AT 25° C (+ 0 .1°C) 
Time E . / , ^ Conduc tance E R E Dr x 10 
Ag/AgCl ^ c m m 
X 10-^ "^  
Min . mV mhos mV ohm mV mJJli m o l e / s e c 
0 
50 
60 
90 
120 
150 
165 
107.12 
100.41 
97.29 
80 .90 
77 .78 
74 .20 
71 .60 
2.29 
2.78 
2.95 
5.71 
5.52 
6.01 
6.59 
85.21 
85 .76 
82 .95 
79 .90 
75 .68 
71 .16 
69.25 
252.5 
214.1 
189.5 
164.5 
144.2 
157.1 
156.5 
5.55 
5.01 
1.95 
1.85 
1.56 
1.00 
0.60 
1.896 
2.005 
2.249 
2.524 
2.652 
2.642 
2.690 
700 
60 90 120 
Time (minute) 
150 160 
F(G. 11 PLOTS OF DIFFUSION RATE AGAINST TIME FOR KCI 
ELECTROLYTE AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES ACROSS 
COBALT TUNGSTATE MEMBRANE 
490 
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FtG. 12 PLOTS OF DIFFUSION RATE AGAINST TIME FOR NaCl 
ELECTROLYTE AT VARIOUS TEMPE R ATURES ACROSS 
COBALT TUNGSTATE MEMBRANE 
1» f •; 
TABLE 13 
DERIVED VAIUES OF VAllIOUS PAKAJyiETERS FOR DIFFUSION OF BaOl^ 
( 0 . 1 k / 0 . 0 0 1 M) ACkOSS COBALT TUNGSTATB PAKCHITBNT SUPPORTED 
MMBRAJ^B AT 10° C (+ 0 .1°C) 
Time E . / . „ ! Conduc tance E^ R^ B^ Dr x 10 
Ag/AgCl ^ c m m 
X 10-^ "^  
Min. mV mhos mV ohm mV mUli m o l e / s e c 
0 67.45 0.448 80.94 210.' l - 21 .02 1.458 
50 51.55 0.510 78.68 200.5 -50 .48 1.512 
60 59.45 0.575 75.79 190.1 -58 .42 1.548 
90 51.05 0.658 72.15 185.2 -42 .50 1.520 
120 24.90 0.684 70.00 176.5 -46 .22 1.522 
150 16.44 0.759 68.78 168.4 -50 .68 1.545 
165 10.29 0.877 68.00 167.1 -52 .48 1.525 
TABLE 14 
DERIVED VALUES OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS FOR DIFFUSION OF BaCl2 
( 0 . 1 M/0 .001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATE PARGEG^ IENT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRANE AT 15«'C (+ 0 .1°C) 
Time E ^ g / ^ g c i Conduc tance E^ R^ E^ D r x 10^ 
X 10^ "^  
M i n . mV mhos mV ohm mV mnlli m o l e / s e c 
0 66.45 0.492 85.18 208.7 -22 .65 1.545 
50 50.78 0.558 80.01 198.1 -51 .98 1.565 
60 59.06 0.657 76.48 1 9 0 . 0 - 5 8 . 5 1 1.564 
90 51.50 0.678 74.02 185.0 -45 .46 1.574 
120 25.56 0.752 75.05 176.2 -47 .77 1.594 
150 19.22 0.785 71.42 171.0 -50 .62 1.595 
165 18.54 0.790 70.29 169.5 -51 .00 1,578 
280 
120 
3 0 6 0 90 12 0 
Time (minu t«) 
150 180 
F(G. 13 PLOTS OF DIFFUSION RATE AGAINST TIME FOR LiCI 
ELECTROLYTE AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES ACROSS 
COBALT TUNGSTATE MEMBRANE 
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ELECTROLYTE AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES ACROSS 
COBALT TUNGSTATE MEMBRANE 
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TABLE 15 
DEfilTED VALUES OP VARIOUS PARAMETERS FOR DIFPUSIOlJ OE BaClg 
( 0 . 1 M/0.001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUKGSTATE PARCHlViENT SUPPORTED 
I'lEMBRAJME AT 20° G (+ 0 .1°G) 
Time E . /. „^ Conduc tance E^ R„ E^ Dr x 10° 
Ag/AgCl , c m m 
X lO-' 
Min. mV mhos mV ohm mV mi l l i m o l e / s e c 
0 6 6 . 8 2 0 .531 8 4 . 9 0 202 .1 - 2 4 . 5 6 1.600 
30 5 2 . 1 7 0 . 6 0 7 8 1 . 4 0 195 .1 - 3 2 . 4 0 1.613 
60 
90 
120 
150 
165 
39 .91 
3 0 . 8 7 
2 3 . 6 6 
1 9 . 2 8 
1 6 . 6 8 
0 .691 
0 . 7 5 4 
0 . 8 2 3 
0 . 8 4 9 
0 . 8 5 3 
7 8 . 2 0 
7 6 . 5 0 
7 5 . 4 8 
7 4 . 4 8 
7 2 . 9 8 
1 8 7 . 0 
1 8 0 . 6 
1 7 5 . 2 
170 .1 
1 6 8 . 2 
- 3 9 . 0 4 
- 4 4 . 4 8 
- 4 8 . 5 8 
- 5 2 . 1 2 
- 5 4 . 2 3 
1.618 
1 .638 
1.650 
1.672 
1.642 
TABLE 16 
DERIVED VALUES OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS FOR DIFFUSION OF BaCl2 
( 0 . 1 M/0.001 M) ACROSS COBALT TURGSTATE PARCHMENT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRANE AT 25°C (+ 0 .1°C) 
Time 
Min . 
0 
30 
60 
90 
120 
150 
165 
^Ag/AgCl 
mV 
6 6 . 9 4 
5 1 . 9 3 
3 7 . 3 5 
3 0 . 3 4 
2 4 . 8 6 
1 9 . 5 8 
1 7 . 3 6 
Conduc tance 
X 10^ 
mhos 
0 . 5 6 0 
0 .644 
0 . 7 8 4 
0 .821 
0 . 8 3 2 
0 . 8 5 5 
0 .861 
E 
mV 
9 1 . 9 8 
8 8 . 4 9 
8 4 . 9 8 
8 2 . 9 8 
8 1 . 4 8 
7 8 . 0 2 
7 7 . 5 2 
R 
m 
ohm 
1 9 9 . 3 8 
1 9 4 . 2 0 
1 8 6 . 2 0 
1 7 9 . 0 0 
1 7 4 . 1 0 
1 7 0 . 2 0 
1 6 8 . 2 0 
E 
m 
mV 
- 2 6 . 3 2 
- 3 5 . 0 3 
- 4 0 . 5 1 
- 4 6 . 0 0 
- 5 0 . 7 8 
- 5 5 . 6 2 
- 5 6 . 3 8 
Dr X 10^ 
mUli m o l e / s e c 
1.748 
1.774 
1.770 
1.796 
1.807 
1.749 
1.748 
170 
60 90 
Tim a (minute) 
120 150 160 
F{G. 15 PLOTS Of DIFFUSION RATE AGAINST TIME FOR CaCl2 
ELECTROLYTE AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURE ACROSS 
COBALT TUNGSTATE MEMBRANE 
lec 
TABLE 17 
DERIVED VALUES OP VAKIOUS PARAMETEES EOE DIEFQSION OF CaClg 
( 0 . 1 M/0.001 M) ACROSS COBLAT TUNGSTATE PARCHI-JIKT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRANE AT 10°C (+ 0 . 1 ° C ) 
^^^^ V / A g C l Conduc tance E^ R^ E^ Dr x 10^ 
X 10^ + 
M i n . mV mhos mV ohm mV milli mole/sec 
0 
30 
60 
90 
120 
150 
165 
70.14 
50.20 
35.65 
23.09 
18.64 
11.87 
10.42 
0.350 
0.447 
0.534 
0.601 
0.671 
0.741 
0.763 
81.48 
79.02 
78.00 
76.48 
75.04 
71.48 
60.56 
224.4 
218.0 
212.7 
206.3 
198.0 
192.2 
188.6 
-18 .70 
-27 .03 
-33 .97 
- 3 8 . 8 2 
-43 .03 
-46 .38 • 
-47 .03 
1 .362 . 
1.400 -
1.440 
•1.435 
1.470 
1.430 
1.432 
TABLE 18 
DERIVED VALUES OE VAKIOUS PARAJyJETERS FOR DIFFUSION OF CaGl2 
( 0 . 1 M/0,001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATE PARGHMANT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRANE AT 15*^0 (+ 0 . 1 ° C ) 
c 
Time E. /. on Conductance E R E Dr x 10 Ag/AgCl ^ c m m 
X 10-^ "^  
Min. mV mhos mV ohm mV maUi mole/sec 
0 70.07 0.40 80.97 213.97 -19 .47 1.423 
30 53.39 0.45 79.48 210.03 -28 .38 1.455 
205.00 - 3 5 . 0 2 1.451 
199.70 -40 .01 1.455 
194.30 - 4 3 . 0 0 1.441 ' 
189.30 -46 .10 1.460 
184.90 -47 .02 1.464 
60 
90 
120 
150 
165 
40.34 
31.23 
22.84 
16.60 
15.00 
0 .52 
0 .59 
0 .68 
0 .74 
0 .77 
76.97 
75.02 
72.48 
71.45 
70.57 
m 
TABIB 19 
DERIVED VALUES OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS FOR DIFFUSION OF CaClg 
( 0 . 1 M/0.001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATE PARCHMENT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRANE AT 20°C (+ O.IOC) 
Time E. / . „-> C o n d u c t a n c e E R E Dr x 10 
Ag/AgCl , c, m m 
X 1 0 ^ "*• 
Min . mV mhos mV ohm mV mi l l i m o l e / s e c 
0 66 .81 0 . 4 4 0 8 2 . 0 2 2 1 0 . 6 - 2 2 . 3 2 1.474 
30 5 3 . 8 6 0 . 4 9 0 8 0 . 3 0 2 0 6 . 2 - 3 0 . 0 5 1.500 
60 4 0 . 2 6 0 . 5 8 2 7 8 . 6 0 201 .1 - 3 7 . 2 0 1.514 
90 3 1 . 2 7 0 . 6 4 2 7 6 . 9 2 1 9 6 . 8 - 4 1 . 8 8 1.512 
120 2 6 . 0 3 0 . 7 0 2 7 5 . 4 8 1 9 1 . 0 - 4 4 . 0 0 1.528 
150 2 2 . 8 8 0 . 7 6 0 7 3 . 8 2 1 8 7 . 2 - 4 4 . 5 2 1.521 
165 2 1 . 3 0 0 . 7 9 7 7 3 . 0 2 1 8 5 . 0 - 4 4 . 0 0 1.526 
TABLE 20 
DERIVED VALUES OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS FOR DIFFUSION OF CaCl2 
( 0 . 1 M/0.001 M) ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATE PARCHMENT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRAITE AT 25° C (+ 0 .1°C) 
Time 
Min . 
0 
30 
60 
90 
120 
150 
165 
^Ag/AgCl 
mV 
67 .71 
5 3 . 9 6 
42 .91 
3 3 . 0 3 
2 6 . 5 5 
2 0 . 8 3 
16 .61 
Conduc tance 
X 10^ 
mhos 
0 . 4 7 
0 . 5 3 
0 . 5 9 
0 . 6 7 
0 . 7 4 
0 . 7 9 
0 .821 
E 
mV 
8 4 . 4 8 
8 2 . 5 8 
8 0 . 4 1 
7 9 . 0 2 
7 8 . 2 0 
7 7 . 0 3 
7 6 . 4 8 
R 
m 
ohm 
208.1 
2 0 2 . 8 
196 .1 
1 9 3 . 0 
1 8 9 . 0 
1 8 4 . 9 
1 8 2 . 3 
E 
m 
mV 
- 2 6 . 0 3 
- 3 3 . 1 0 
- 4 0 . 0 2 
- 4 3 . 6 0 
- 4 6 . 0 2 
- 4 9 . 0 2 
- 5 0 . 1 8 
Dr X 10^ 
mi l l i m o l e / s e c 
1.551 
1.571 
1.590 
1.586 
1.600 
1.603 
1.603 
16 9 
TABLE 21 
DERIVED VALUES OP VARIOUS PARAMETERS FOR DIFFUSION OF MgCl2 
( 0 . 1 M/O.OOl M) ACROSS COBALT TUNGSTATE PARCHMENT SUPPORTED 
MEMBRANE AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
Time E . / . « . C o n d u c t a n c e E o ^ R^ E^ D^ x 10^ 
Ag/AgCl ^ '^+ m m r 
X lO- ' 
Min . mV mhos mV ohm mV m i l l i mo le / sec 
At 10°C (+ 0.10C) 
)i ii 
0 64.08 0.592 82 .72 258.50 -16 .62 1.521 
At 15''C (+ O.I^C) 
' ' II 
0 61.75 0.411 86.92 255.91 - 1 9 . 6 6 1.582 
At 20*^0 (+ 0.1<»C) 
>l — • • I I • I •! H" l l - • I I I I I II II 
0 61,40 0.462 88 .24 252.50 -22 .00 1.450 
At 25°C (+ 0.1°C) 
0 56.12 0.490 91.42 250.62 - 2 9 . 1 2 1.512 
50 48.55 0.552 88 .24 211.47 - 5 4 . 1 5 1.611 
60 41.60 0.620 84 .58 198.90 - 5 7 . 6 5 1.652 
90 54.82 0.672 82 .22 187.65 - 4 1 . 5 6 1.775 
120 29.27 0.755 80 .54 180.00 - 4 6 . 0 8 1.858 
150 24.22 0.762 77 .22 175.52 - 5 1 . 5 5 1.992 
165 22.50 0.775 76 .54 174.12 -55 .00 2.095 
16 o 
TABLE 22 
VALUES OP MEMBRANE POTENTIAL E^ ^^ , MMBHANE RESISTAJ^CE R^, ANB 
DIFFUSION RATE D^ AT THE END OP 72 AND 2.75 HOUR PERIODS 
THROUGH COBALT TUNGSTATB MEMBaANE AT 25 + 0.1°C. 
E l e c t r o l y t e 
KCl 
NaCl 
LiCl 
BaClg 
CaClg 
MgCl2 
( 
y2 h 
12.19 
3.90 
3.01 
- 3 5 . 0 3 
- 3 3 . 1 0 
- 3 4 . 1 3 
m 
mV) 
2.75 h 
7.10 
- 0 .73 
0.60 
- 5 6 . 3 8 
- 5 0 . 1 8 
-53 .00 
(o 
1/2 h 
U 1 . 9 
179.0 
214.1 
194.2 
202.8 
211.48 
m 
hm) 
2.75 h 
55.0 
84 .0 
136.3 
168.2 
182.3 
174.1 
( m i l l i 
y2 h 
3.12 
2.40 
2.00 
1.77 
1.57 
1.61 
: 10^ 
mol / sec ) 
2.75 ii 
6.30 
4 .34 
2.69 
1.74 
1.60 
2.09 
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TABLE 24 
THEKMODYNAMIC PARAMETEBS A S FOR PERMEATION 0? VARIOUS SUBSTAKCIS 
THROUGH DIFFERENT SYSTEMS^ 
Di f fus ion system 
Di f fus ing 
s p e c i e s 
VJat e r 
Phenol 
Phenol 
C^H^Br^ 
Bromine 
Manni to l 
H2 
s^ 
Medium 
Water 
Methyl a l c o h o l 
Benzene 
CgHgCl^ 
CS2 
Water 
But a d i e n e - a c r y l o n i t r i l e 
membrane 
B u t a d i e n e - a c r y l o n i t r i l e 
membrane 
-Entropy f a c t o r 
> , [eAS/R] 1/2^ 
A S , e . u . Ref. 
N2 
Ar 
^2 
Ar 
Hg 
N2 
Ar 
Ho 
Butad iene-methy l meth-
a c r y l a t e membrane 
Butad iene-methy l meth-
a c r y l a t e membrane 
B u t a d i e n e - p o l y s t y r e n e 
membrane 
B u t a d i e n e - p o l y s t y r e n e 
membrane 
Neoprene membrane 
Neoprene membrane 
Neoprene membrane 
Chloroprene membrane 
11.0 
1.4 
1.4 
1.0 
0 .4 
2.8 
182 
130 
150 
95 
24 
33 
74 
215 
185 
150 
9.5) 
1. . ) 
1.3) 
° \ 
- 3 . 6 ) 
14.7 ' 
15.3) 
13.4 ! 
1.8) 
38a ' 
4.1 36b' 
16.0) 
) 
38b, 
) , e C 9 . 3 j 35 
12.4 ; 
16.7 | 
16.2) 
) 
15.3) 
( con t inued ) 
IGC 
TABLE 24 (continued) 
Diffusing 
species 
^2 
"2 
"2 
He 
Ar 
Diffusion system 
Medium 
Silicone rubber 
brane (sheet) 
Silicone rubber 
brane (sheet) 
Silicone rubber 
brane (sheet) 
Silicone rubber 
brane (sheet) 
Silicone rubber 
mem-
mem— 
mem-
mem-
mem-
L 0 
A 
Pn r 
1 
1.3 
0.85 
0.61 
0.87 
0.£ 33 
stor 
/2 
t 
AS,e.u. 
-3.4) 
-5.0* 
-6.3] 
-4.9j 
-5.1] 
Ref. 
35 
H2 
He 
Sucrose 
Lactose 
Mannitol 
Raffinose 
HpO (sucrose) 
solution 
H2O 
HgO 
H2O 
HgO 
H2O 
brane ( s h e e t ) 
Glass membrane 
Glass membrane 
Col lodion membrane 
Col lod ion membrane 
Col lodion membrane 
Col lodion membrane 
Col lodion membrane 
n-Hexadecane l i q u i d 
HexamethyIt e t racosane 
l i q u i d 
Po lye thy lene membrane 
Polypropylene membrane 
L ip id b i l a y e r membrane 
(ox id i zed c h o l e s t e r o l ) 
4 X 10 
4 X 10 
1.1 X 10 
4.3 X 10' 
8.1 X 10' 
2.4 X 10 
1.2 X 10 
- 2 
-2 
- 2 
-2 
- 2 
34 
- 2 3 . 4 ) 
- 1 9 . 1 
2.8 
4 .8 
3 .9 X 10-
25 X 10-
5.5 X 10 
- 2 1 . 8 ) 
) 
- 0 . 2 ) 
1.9) 
28.4) 
39 
- 2 
) 40 
35 .8) 
-15.8 37 
( c o n t i n u e d ) 
G7 
TABLE 24 (continued) 
Diffusion system 
Diffusing 
species Medium 
—Entropy f a c t o r 
^ p S / E ] 1/2^ 
A A S , e . u . Ref. 
HpO (Bndo-
smosis) 
Propionamide 
Butyramide 
K o n e l e c t r o -
l y t e 
( g l y c e r o l , 
g l y c o l s , 
t h i o u r e a ) 
Arbacia eggs ( u n f e r t i l i z e d ) 1 4 . 4 x 1 0 3.16) 
Arbacia eggs ( \ u i f e r t i l i z e d ) 26,9 x 10 34 
S r b a c i a eggs ( u n f e r t i l i z e d ) 12.1 x 10^ 40 ) 
Oxery throcy te mem-
brane 
7.7 
J33^ 
3.7 36b 
a All results correspond to A = 3 A unless otherwise noted. 
b Calculations correspond to A = 1 A, 
N2 -1 "5 
c Calculations correspond to A = 10 "^  cm 
d Calculations correspond to A = 5 A. 
16 S J 
RESULTS AJJJ) DISCUSSION 
The t r a n s p o r t phenomena are o f t e n de sc r ibed by-
some extended form of t h e N e r n s t - P l a n c k fl i ix equa t ion ( 5 ) . 
E v a l u a t i o n of flows r e q u i r e s i n t e g r a t i o n of t h e s e f l ux 
equa t i ons under s u i t a b l e boundary c o n d i t i o n s govern ing 
t h e behav io r of t h e membrane -e l ec t ro ly t e sys tem. The f i n a l 
e x p r e s s i o n used fo r t h e c a l c u l a t i o n of d i f f u s i o n r a t e i s 
g iven by 
dQ_^  
IF + m # ^ l n ^ - E Z,F a. m L + I 
Z^ + Z 
r 
(1) 
J 
where t h e terms have t h e i r u s u a l meaning. 
The term 
Z^Z_ 
z~rx 
E 
m 
RT . ^2 h '^ ^• 
T" 1^  i~ 
C2) 
i s t h e c a t i o n t r a n s p o r t number expressed i n te rms of observed 
membrane p o t e n t i a l E_, and t h e term 
•^  m 
RT T„ ^ 
Z^F - ^ a^ m 
(5) 
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i s the ef fec t ive p o t e n t i a l ac t ing on t h e ion . 
The e m f measured across the membrane using 
J- type Ag-AgGl e lec t rodes i s made up of two components, the 
e lec t rode p o t e n t i a l difference E due to the Ag-AgGl e l e c -
t rodes ex i s t ing i n the two chlor ides so lu t ions of d i f fe ren t 
a c t i v i t y a^  and ap, and the membrane p o t e n t i a l E a r i s i n g 
across the membrane due to flow of e l e c t r o l y t e through i t . 
E i s given by the equation 
2^ B = -RL m - i l ^ (4) 
where 9 s are the a c t i v i t y coef f ic ien t s of the e l e c t r o l y t e 
s o l u t i o n s . Since (E + B ) i s measured d i r e c t l y , E can 
be evaluated by sub t rac t ion . 
Changes i n E and R with time are shown i n m m 
Figures 1-10 for various e l e c t r o l y t e s d i f fus ing through 
cobalt tungs ta te parchment supported membrane. At any given 
t ime, the membrane r e s i s t ance R increases i n the order: 
m 
KCl, NaCl, liCl, for 1 : 1 electrolytes, and MgCl2, CaCl2, 
BaCl^ for 2 : 1 electrolytes. E values for the various 
electrolytes display a very interesting phenomena. In the 
case of 1 : 1 electrolytes, the values are all positive 
(dilute side c. taken as positive) indicating thereby that 
the membrane is cation selective. In the case of 2 : 1 
electrolytes, B changes sign. This indicates that the 
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membrane has become anion selective. This change in the 
selectivity character of the membrane may be due to follow-
ing reasons: 
(i) Adsorption of multivalent ion leads to a state, where 
a net positive charge is left on the membrane surface 
which makes it anion selective. 
(ii) Low transport number of multivalent ions due to their 
being too large to enter the pore when hydrated, makes 
it anion selective. 
(iii) The multivalent ions experience great friction in the 
pores which causes the membrane potential to change 
its sign. 
' Earlier adsorption studies carried out by Malik 
and biddiqi (4-7) on inorganic precipitate membranes point 
towards the role of the adsorption of ions on these mem-
branes. Such behaviour is not particular to these systems 
only, Rosenberg (8), Schulz (9) and Hersh (10) have found 
the role of adsorption in making the reversal of charge of 
membranes. Such behavior seems to be a common phenomena 
observed v^ ith a number of other systems. For example, 
Rosenberg et al. (8) found in the case of thorium counter-
ions, negative electro osmotic transport of water. The 
ion v/as so strongly adsorbed on a cation exchange membrane 
that it conferred anion selectivity to the membrane and 
1^ ' X 
thus water was transferred in the opposite direction, i.e. 
to the anode chamber instead of the normal flow which moves 
into the cathode chamber in the case of monovalent cations 
and cation exchange membrane (11), Similarly, Schulz (9) 
found in the case of sodium diphosphate, adsorption of the 
diphosphate anion on the surface of the anion exchange 
membrane, Permplex A-100, This reversed the charge on the 
membrane and also the direction of electro osmotic flow of 
water. In the present study, the surface charge reversal 
occurred in the membrane with 2 : 1 electrolytes and can be 
seen in the results for cobalt tungstate membrane presented 
in Table 22 in which E R values for various electrolytes 
mm ^ 
a t t h e end of 1/2 h r , and 2.75 h r . p e r i o d s a re g i v e n . 
With the he lp of eqn, 1, t h e r a t e a t which v a r i o u s 
e l e c t r o l y t e s d i f f u s e th rough t h e membrane a re c a l c u l a t e d . 
Por e l e c t r o l y t e (1 : 1) ( 2;+. = Z - - 0 , .^o/n. I btcowes 
dt d t d t ~ 2FR_ 1 ^^"^ •""& c^-^^ m , 5 9 . 1 6 log : : ^ - E^ 1 X 
m 
E 
'^- + 1 1 (5) 
59.16 log °2S'2 
For e l e c t r o l y t e (2 : 1 ) , (Z = 2 and Z_ = 1 ) , i t becomes 
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dQ 
_± 
dt h 
dQ_ 
"It" 
d2 
dt 3m m 
ag.s's log Co^ 2^ 2 
'1^ 1 
B. 
m 
59.16 log ^2^2 
°l9l 
.1 B X m 
(6) 
The changes in diffusion rate of D with time for cobalt 
tungstate membrane are shown in Figures 11-15. The D values 
for various electrolytes at the end of 1/2 hr. and 2.75 hr. 
periods are given in Table 22. The values of B^ ^^, B.^ and D^ 
for various electrolytes are given in Figure 16 for cobalt 
tungstate membrane. 
The diffusion rate derived from the electrometri-
cally or conductometrically determined changes in the salt 
concentration of the test solution c-. is called 'observed' 
diffusion rate, while the value calculated from the measured 
membrane concentration potential and electrolytic resistance 
of the membrane, i.e. from equations 5 and 6 is designated 
the "computed" diffusion rate. The "computed" and "observed" 
diffusion rates of various electrolytes for the investigated 
membrane are shown in Figure 17. For the sake of compari-
sion the rates of diffusion of hydrochloric acid through 
poly (vinyl butyral) membrane obtained by Kittelberger (1) 
are also chown in Figure 18. It is found that in both the 
cases the agreement is fair and it can be concluded that 
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the equations derived by K i t t e lbe rge r (1) are appl icable to 
our system of cobalt t ungs ta t e membrane. 
There are a number of o ther techniques described 
by Newman (12) and by Smyrl and Newman (15) which begin with 
the Stefan-Maxwell t r anspor t equations for the evaluat ion 
of diffusion r a t e , but they are not appl icable to such type 
of membrane. 
The diffusion experiment at the same time provides 
a method for ca lcu la t ion of dif fusion coefficent D„ of the 
c 
electrolytes. Ciric and Graydon (14) have suggested the 
following equation for the evaluation of diffusion coeffi-
cient D . 
c 
^ VL ^ m (^CQ/AC^) 
c 2A ^^ 
where 1 = membrane thickness in cms, 
2 2 
A = membrane area in cm (24.6 cm ) 
V = volume of half cell (125 ml.) 
Ac = difference in concentration of the diffusing 
species between half cells at zero time 
/^c^ = difference in concentration of the diffusing 
species between half cells at time t 
t = time in min. 
The plots of In (Ac /Ac^) against time gives a straight line, 
ivd 
ij'igure 19 illustrate the plot of In (^ c /AO„) against time 
for cobalt tungstate membrane. From Figure 19» the value 
of diffusion coefficient are calculated and given in Table 
23 for the given membrane. 
The diffusion of the electrolyte through the 
membrane is slower than in free solution. The order does 
not remain the same due to various reasons; (a) only part 
of frame-work is available for free diffusion (15); (b) the 
diffusion paths in membrane phase are more tortuous and 
therefore longer (i.e. tortuousity factor) (16); (c) the 
large hydrated ions in the narrow mesh region of the mem-
brane might be impeded in their mobility by the frame-work 
and (d) interaction of the diffusing species with fixed 
groups on the membrane matrix. Parchment paper, except for 
the presence of some stray and end carboxyl groups, contain 
very few fixed groups. Deposition of inorganic precipitates 
gives rise to a net negative charge on the membrane surface 
in the case of 1 : 1 electrolyte leading to the type of 
ionic distribution associated with the electric double layer. 
Hovrever, the use of 2 : 1 electrolytes leave a net positive 
charge on the membrane which again results in foimation of 
the electrical double layer. The system investigated is 
considered as having charged rigid capillary structures or 
tel vj-hich can be discussed in the light of classical fixed 
cnarge theory of Teorell (17). keyer and Sievers (18), 
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Sollner (19), &regor (20) and Schmid (21). Flow of electro-
lyte by diffusion because of the presence of a net charge 
(-ve or +ve) on the membrane gives rise to the membrane 
potential as opposed to the liquid junction potential ordi-
narily observed under similar conditions in the absence of 
the membrane which regulates the flow of electrolyte by 
increasing the speed of the slow moving ion and also by 
decreasing the speed of the faster moving ion. This regu-
lated rate of flow (i.e. diffusion) measured for different 
electrolytes through the investigated membrane follow the 
sequence 
it > Na"^  > Li^ 
and Ba"*"^  > Ca^^ > Mg"^ ^ 
The membrane show preference to one counter ion over the 
o the r . This r e s u l t s i n se lec t ive ion exchange and in 
d i f ferent dif fusion ra tes of e l e c t r o l y t e having the same 
co-ion but d i f fe ren t counter- ions . According to Gregor 
(20) an ion exchanger discr iminates amongst various counter-
ions on the bas is of t h e i r hydrated s i z e . Bisenman (22,23) 
has shown tha t the s e l e c t i v i t y depends upon the energet ics 
of hydrat ion and i o n - s i t e i n t e r a c t i o n . For ion exchangers 
with fixed groupings having weak f i e l d s t r eng th , the 
s e l e c t i v i t y sequence i s governed by the differences in the 
17S 
hydration energies of the counter-ions. In such cases the 
normal selectivity sequence K )> Na > Li should result. 
On the other hand for the ion exchangers with the charged 
grouping having high field strength, the selectivity sequence 
is governed by the crystallographic radii of the counterions. 
*4" -^ •4" 
In such cases the s e l e c t i v i t y sequence Li > Na ^ E should 
r e s u l t . On the bas is of Bisenman-Sherry f i e ld s t r eng th theory , 
the di f fus ion r a t e sequence obtained in our case poin ts t o -
wards the weak f i e ld s t rength of the charged group on the 
membrane matr ix . These findings are i n f u l l agreement with 
our r e s u l t s of membrane charge densi ty measurements which 
were found to be low (given in f i r s t Chapter). 
According to Gre^or's tJieoxy ixf. iojai ae lec t - iv i ty 
(20) of two exchangeable cat ions the one with the smaller 
hydrated radius w i l l be preferred by the exchanger. Depend-
ing on the s ize and e l e c t r i c a l charge pa t t e rn of a pore , i t 
may e i t h e r admit or r epe l a solute p a r t i c l e . This i s the 
bas is of ion s e l e c t i v i t y and appl ies equally to the mate r i a l 
in a t h i n sheet (a membrane) or i n bulk (an ion exchanger). 
I t has b'een proposed by Mullins (24) tha t hydration of the 
mate r ia l s of the pores themselves may provide a favourable 
water environment for p a r t i c u l a r ions or molecules, so tha t 
they s l i p in to the pore away from t h e i r previous water mole-
cu les . According to I-iullins's argument, t h i s could r e su l t 
i n s e l e c t i o n of a p a r t i c u l a r s ize with discr iminat ion against 
! • ' . ' 
both smaller and l a rge r hydrated ions . However, i t i s more 
genera l to regard the s t a t e of hydrat ion as being in a dyna-
mic condit ion so tha t a f r ac t ion of the n\imber of a given 
kind of p a r t i c l e in the so lu t ion has a reduced hydrat ion 
corresponding to excess energy /^B per mole according to 
Boltzman d i s t r i b u t i o n f = exp (- AB/RTJ. To ob ta in a quan-
t i t a t i v e r e l a t i o n between the ease of pene t ra t ion and the 
ion s ize i t w i l l be necessary to know the e l e c t r o s t a t i c force 
which ac ts between the ions and the mate r ia l s of the mem-
brane, since t h i s force provides energy equal to r^E to d i s -
place water of hydra t ion . Eisenmann et a l . (22,23,25) have 
pointed out tha t the rank order of ease of pene t ra t ion of 
un iva len t cat ions w i l l depend on the energy ava i lab le from 
tke jLou-iixed <di«trg«-iirteracrt±ons. From a s implif ied model, 
in which f i e ld s t rength was taken as a con t ro l l ing v a r i a b l e , 
the coulombic energies of i n t e r a c t i o n of a l k a l i ca t ions with 
the charged s i t e s were compared with the free energy of hydra-
t i o n of ca t ions . A simplif ied theory of s e l e c t i v i t y for 
four a l k a l i n e - e a r t h s (Mg"*"^ , Ca"*"^ , Sr"^^, and Ba"^ )^ i n a cat ion 
exchange membrane has been worked out by Sherry (26 ) . Speci-
f i c i t y i s determined by the difference between the free ener-
gy of hydrat ion of a lka l ine ear th cat ions and t h e i r coulombic 
energies of i n t e r a c t i o n with the negat ively charged s i t e s . 
On the bas is of Eisenman-Sherry theory (22,23,25,26) the 
di f fus ion r a t e sequence obtained with the inves t iga ted 
17 S 
membrane, point towards the weak f ie ld s t r eng th of charged 
groups, 
The i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the r e s u l t s of t h e diffusion 
ra te s tudies can be discussed in term of i on ic s i z e s , solva-
t i o n , m o b i l i t i e s , adsorpt ion p rope r t i e s and o ther theimodyna-
mic p r o p e r t i e s . The theoiy put foinfard by Gregor (20) in 
r e l a t i o n to the ion ic s e l e c t i v i t y depends l a rge ly on the 
use of hydrated ion ic volumes. As our d iscuss ion i s depend-
ent upon ionic hydra t ion , i t seems necessary to mention 
some concept of ion ic hydrat ion as applied to membrane pheno-
mena. Levine and Be l l (27) have considered the region of 
water surrounding anion as a coordinated hydrat ion s h e l l , 
and c a l l i t an ion complex. I t s faxm&t^lon end breaking would 
be accompanied by s u b s t a n t i a l free energy and entropy changes. 
S t e m and Amis (28) considered tha t ions may possess so lu t ion 
sheaths of water molecules "bound" to give d i s t i n c t molecular 
spec ies . Stokes and Jttobinson (29) have given the nximber of 
bound molecules (Mj.) i n t h e i r hydrat ion s h e l l by the i n t e r -
ac t ion of ions and the surrounding v/ater. This number 11, i s 
not the same as t h e conventional number of water molecules 
in the f i r s t layer around the ion , i t i s r a t h e r a number i n t ro -
duced to allow for the average effect of a l l ion-solvent i n t e r -
ac t ion . I t i s qu i te probable t ha t the pores of the membrane 
may have such a s ize t ha t they allow some of the hydrated 
sheaths along with the ions to pass through. However, i n 
17i) 
Figures 20 and 21, plots of the hydration numbers and the 
hydrated ionic volumes vs D , show that Li having the 
highest value has the lowest D values. The plots of D vs 
heat of hydration of the individual ions are shown in Fig. 
22. 
Noyes (30) while dealing with the thermodynamics of 
ion hydration as a measure of the effective dielectric pro-
perties of water, has regarded the thermodynamic changes 
during hydration as a measure of the effective dielectric 
properties of solvent and shows that £ effective ^^ primarily 
a function of the size (crystallographic radii) of such a 
cation and is virtually independent of charge on it. As 
during the diffusion process^ ad^ sorhaJailxty &£y& polarisetdiiiry 
play an important part which will certainly influence and 
thereby diminish the effective hydration (the higher adsor-
bability of Li , Na"*", K are linked closely with their step-
wise stronger polarizabilities and, hence effective hydration 
is diminished to a larger extent (19) ), it would be quite 
logical to relate the effective dielectric constant with 
D^. The plot of 6. g^^ vs D^ is shown in Figure 23. The 
plot of Z/a (a is the mean distance of approach of ions 
defined by Harned and Owen (31) ) against D is shown in 
Fit^ u^re 24. 
In the theory of iiisenman, hydration, however, is 
connected in terms of its energetics rather than in teims 
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of hydrated ionic radius or volume. Electrostatic inter-
actions are regarded as the primary cause of diffusion. 
Bisenman's theory (22,23f25) takes into account: (a) the 
electrostatic interactions between the fixed groupings and 
the ion and (b) the free energies required to remove from 
(or arrange ar otmd) the fixed groupings and the counterion 
as many vrater molecules as are necessary to permit the con-
tact (or close approach) of the fixed grouping and the counter-
ion. Such free energies would be closely related if not 
actually proportional to the standard free energies of the 
fixed group and the counterion. Rosseinsky (32), while 
discussing the electrode potentials and hydration energies 
has given comparative values of various thermodynamic para-
meters which have been reproduced in Figures 25-32. These 
include (Figure 25): (i) the partial molal volume V, (ii) 
the conductance X°, (iii) 8°^^ -3/2R In M, (iv) - AF^^^ 
free energy change of (aqueous) ionization, and (v) A F , 
standard free energy change of hydration. From Figure 25 
+2 it is quite evident that Mg has the smallest value while 
_ +2 
Ba. has the highest one. I t i s qu i te worthwhile to r e l a t e 
the above parameters with the diffusion r a t e D . The p lo t s 
of D^ against a l l these thermodynamic parameters are shown 
in Figures 26-32 for cobalt tungs ta te membrane. 
The diffusion r a t e s for various e l e c t r o l y t e s 
through cobalt tungs ta te membrane at d i f fe ren t temperatures 
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have been calculated and are given in Table 22. The plots 
of D versus 1/T are shown in Figure 33. from which the 
value of energy of activation E„ for diffusion are obtained 
and are given in Table 23. Changes in R with temperature 
are also shown in Figure 34. The theory of absolute reaction 
rates has been applied to diffusion processes in membrane^ 
by several investigators including Zwolinski et al. (33)» 
Shuler et al. (34), Barrer et al. (35) and Stein (36) etc. 
By applying this theory for the process of diffusion, the 
various activation parameters for diffusion namely enthalpy 
of activation AH'^, entropy of activation AB' and the free 
energy of activation AF* have been calculated using the 
following equations 
AH^ = E^ - RT 
"c = x^  (f) -p {^) -p C"^) 
AF^ = AH^ - TAS^ 
k i s Boltzman constant , h i s P lanck ' s constant and ^ i s 
the average d is tance between equil ibrium pos i t ions i n the 
process of d i f fus ion. Zwolinski et a l . (33) , Laid ler and 
Shuler (34) , Tien and Ting (37) and Barrer and Skirrow (35) 
have used values ranging from 1 to 5°A for A . In t h i s 
work, a value of 3°A has been used i n t h e c a l c u l a t i o n s . The 
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values of different thermodynamic parameters so derived are 
given in Table 23. 
The theory of absolute reaction rates has also 
been applied to diffusion by a number of workers notably 
Barrer (35), Shuler (34), Tien and Ting (37) etc. The values 
of A S ' obtained by them with a number of membranes are 
given in Table 24» It is evident from this table that the 
values of entropy of activation AS' obtained by them are 
either positive or negative. There are few values which are 
close to zero and corresponding to liquid system. According 
to Eyring et al. (33), the values of A S ^ indicate the mecha-
nism of flow: large positive AS' is interpreted to reflect 
breakage of bonds while low values indicate that diffusion 
has taken place without breaking of bonds. Negative AS''^  
values are considered to indicate either a covalent bond is 
formed between the permeating species and the membrane material 
or that the peraieation through the membrane may not be the 
rate deteimining step. 
On the contrary, Barrer (35) has developed the 
concept of "Zone activation" and applied it to the per-
meation of gases through polymer membranes. According to 
aone hypothesis, a high A S ^ , which has been correlated with 
high energy of activation for diffusion means, either the 
existance of a large zone of activation or the reversible 
1S3 
loosening of the more chain segments of the memhrane. A 
low ^S'^, then means either a small zone of activation or 
no loosening of memhrane structure on permeation. In view 
of these differences in the interpretation of AS^, Shuler 
et al. (34) who fo\ind negative A S/ for sugar penoaeation 
through collodion membranes, have stated that "it would pro-
bably be correct to interpret the small negative values of 
A S'' mechanically as interstitial permeation of the membrane 
(minimum chain loosening) with partial immobilization in the 
membrane (small zone of disorder)". On the other hand, Tien 
and Ting (37) who found negative AS'^ values for the per-
meation of water through very thin (50A° thickness) bilayers 
membranes, stressed the possibility that the membrane may 
not be the rate determining step. Based on additional experi-
mental data, they came to the conclusion the solution mem-
brane interface was the rate-limiting step for permeation. 
The results of the present study indicate that 
electrolyte permeation gives rise to negative values of AS''^. 
The values of A S' for the membrane show similar behavior 
for different electrolytes. It is in general found that as 
the valence of the individual ion is increased, the decrease 
in values of A S ^ is enhanced. Amongst the ions of the same 
valence the order of A S ^ is as follows 
K"^  > Na"*" > li^ 
Ba-*-2 > Mg-^ 2 y Q^+2 
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Since the membrane used in this study is fairly thick com-
pared to bilayers, it is believed that the membrane and not 
the solution membrane interface controlled the electrolyte 
diffusion process. The negative values of AS'' as suggested 
by Shuler et al. (34) indicated electrolyte diffusion with 
partial immobilization in the membrane, the relative partial 
immobility increasing with increase in the valence of ions 
constituting the electrolyte. In Figures 35-37 the indivi-
dual ionic contribution to the properties of aqueous ions 
given by Noyes (30) namely AHj^^^^^^^^^, ^\ydration ^^ 
^ ^hydration ^^^' ^^^' ^^ ®^ '"^•^•^ ^^ those of Ba"^ ,^ Ca"^ ^ 
+2 ^ ^ 
and Mg are plotted against the corresponding AH' , A F'' 
and AS/ values for diffusion through the membrane. It is 
fovind that at least some formal relationship exists between 
these thermodynamic parameters. 
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A B S T R A C T 
The various ionic processes namely (1) ionic 
t r a n s p o r t , (2) membrane p o t e n t i a l , (3) e l e c t r i c a l conduct i -
v i t y , (4) ion ic d i s t r i b u t i o n e q u i l i b r i a and (5) s p a t i a l 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of ions and t h e p o t e n t i a l wi thin the membrane 
have been thoroughly inves t iga ted by t ak ing five parchment 
supported (cobal t t u n g s t a t e , mercuric chromate, mercuric 
phosphate, mercuric carbonate and mercuric tungs ta te ) and 
two polystyrene moulded (zirconium vanadate and s i l v e r 
carbonate) membranes. 
The most important parameter governing membrane 
phenomena i s the charge on the membrane matr ix . The follow-
ing approaches have been u t i l i z e d for the evaluat ion of 
theimodynamically e f fec t ive fixed charge densi ty of mem-
branes; ( i ) Teore 11-Meyer-Slever's (TI©) , and i t s modified 
form by Altug and Hair , and ( i i ) the most recent one of 
Kobatake et a l . and Nagasawa et a l . based on thermodynamics 
of i r r e v e r s i b l e processes . In TMS method and i t s modified 
form by Altug and Hair , the values of (a) Donnan p o t e n t i a l s 
TT ^ , and 7T 2» (^) Diffusion p o t e n t i a l (^2"'^1^ ^^^ ^°^ Donnan 
d i s t r i b u t i o n r a t i o s r . and rg have been calculated and used 
for charge densi ty evaluat ion. 
In Kobatake et a l . method, the most important 
assTjmptions are about the a c t i v i t i e s , a^ and a__, of ions i n 
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the membrane phase which can be represented by a, = c and 
a_ = c ifhere c__ i s the concentrat ion of the negative ion 
spec i e s . Kobatake's equation contains various parameters 
namely <?C » j6 and 9 which have been evaluated using a l a rge 
number of parchment supported membranes. 
The equations represent ing the degree of perm-
s e l e c t i v i t y of membrane-electrolyte system derived by the 
use of empir ica l expressions of the a c t i v i t y coef f ic ien ts 
and mob i l i t i e s of small ions in charged membranes, have been 
applied to these system of membranes. Based on permse lec t i -
v i t y , a simple method for the determination of the ef fec t ive 
fixed charge dens i ty , vras applied to these membraneso The 
permselec t iv i ty and charge densi ty of the membranes were 
determined and the a p p l i c a b i l i t y of Kobatake's eqtiation t o 
these systems were t e s t ed and confirmedo 
The recent theory of membrane p o t e n t i a l developed 
by Nagasawa et a l . based on the thennodynamics of i r r e v e r -
s ib l e processes was also applied for the evaluat ion of 
thermodynamically ef fec i tve fixed charge densi ty of the 
membranes, Comparision between various theor ies have been 
discussed in br ie f . The r e s u l t s of a l l these i nves t iga t ions 
show, tha t the experimentally determined membrane p o t e n t i a l 
data with these systems of membranes, fit. ' qu i te accurate ly 
in the equations of Kobatake and Nagasawa. 
UH 
Bi-ionic potentials (BIP) and membrane potent ials 
arising across polystyrene moulded zirconium vanadate and 
s i lver carbonate membranes using various combinations of 
1 : 1 electrolytes (KCl-NaCl, NaCl-LiCl, KCl-LiCl) at 
different concentrations have been measured. The i n t r a -
membrane mobility ra t ios were calculated using the methods 
suggested by VJyllie and Kanaan, 
Recently Toyoshima et a l , have derived theore t i -
cal equations for the membrane potent ia l as well as for 
bi-ionic poten t ia l . The applicabi l i ty of th i s theory was 
tested on moulded membranes of zirconium vanadate and s i lve r 
carbonate. In the derivation for the bi- ionic potential 
equation, i t is most c r i t i c a l to assume that the ac t iv i ty 
coefficients and mobilities of small ions in the membrane 
phase are given by the expression proposed from the expanded 
•'additivity rule" . Toyoshima* s theore t ica l equation for 
bi-ionic potent ia l contains four parameters namely ( i ) ^/%» 
( i i ) Vjj, ( i i i ) g„ and (iv) J . These parameters were eva-
luated for both the polystyrene moulded membranes. By subs-
t i t u t i ng these parameters in the equations for bi-ionic 
potent ia ls the theoret ica l bi- ionic potentials were calcu-
lated at different concentrations. These were compared with 
the experimentally observed BIP values. I t was found that 
the theore t ica l emd observed values of bi-ionic potentials 
are closer to each otherp thereby confiiraing the applicabi-
1D2 
li-fcy of Toyoskima's equation to t h i s system of polystyrene 
moulded membranes. 
K i t t e l b e r g e r ' s equation which i s based on P i ck ' s 
di f fusion law and Nemst-Planck flux equation was applied 
for the determination of d i f fus ion r a t e s of a number of 1 : 
and 2 : 1 types of e l e c t r o l y t e s through parchment supported 
cobalt tungs ta te membrane at var ious temperatures . The 
equation used for the evaluation of diffusion r a t e involves 
values of membrane r e s i s t ance R , membrane p o t e n t i a l E , 
ca t ion ic p o t e n t i a l s E^ e t c , which have been determined by 
e lec t romet r ic methods. Diffusion r a t e s of the ch lor ides of 
potassium, sodium, l i th ium, bari\un, calcium and magnesium 
a t var ious temperatures have been evaluated. 
The membrane p o t e n t i a l B values for the various 
e l e c t r o l y t e s display very i n t e r e s t i n g phenomena. I n the 
case of 1 : 1 e l e c t r o l y t e s the B values are a l l p o s i t i v e 
( d i l u t e s ide taken as pos i t ive ) ind ica t ing tha t the membrane 
i s ca t ion s e l e c t i v e . In the case of 2 : 1 e l e c t r o l y t e s B„ 
m 
changes sign indicating that the membrane has become anion 
selective. The selectivity of the membrane has been dis-
cussed in the light of role played by multivalent cations 
which are responsible for the charge reversal of the membrane, 
Tho results of diffusion rate studied have been 
discussed in terms of ionic sizes, solvation, mobilities 
li)2 
and number of other thermodynamic quantities. The plots 
of Dr against a number of thermodynamic parameters, namely 
(1) r ° i , (2) 0?^^, (3) AP°^^ , C4) A r ° ^ , (5) A s ° i , (6) 
AS , (7) A H -J , showed i n t e r e s t i n g behaviour, p a r t i c u l a r -
ly tha t of Dr against free energy of hydrat ion A ^ of 
ca t i ons . The Dr value was found t o decrease with increase 
i n hydrat ion. This points to the fact t ha t the e l e c t r o l y t e 
i s diffusing along pores or channels of dimensions adequate 
enough to allow the substance to pene t r a t e th^ membrane. 
The theory of absolute r eac t ion r a t e has also 
been applied to the diffusion of var ious e l e c t r o l y t e s through 
parchment supported cobalt tungs ta te membrane. The various 
a c t i v a t i o n parameters namely enthalpy of a c t i va t i on AH'^, 
entropy of a c t i v a t i o n AS '^^ f ree energy of a c t i v a t i o n A p r 
have been ca lcu la t ed . The most important thermodynamic 
parameter among them i s A S ' . The values of AS^ are found 
to be negative for a l l the e l e c t r o l y t e s . The negative 
values of A S'^  i nd i ca t e tha t the e l e c t r o l y t e diffusion takes 
place with the p a r t i a l immobilization i n the membrane phase, 
the r e l a t i v e p a r t i a l immobility inc reases with increase i n 
the valence of ions cons t i t u t ing the e l e c t r o l y t e . The 
ind iv idua l ionic cont r ibut ion to the p rope r t i e s of aqueous 
ion given by Noyes namely A \y^^^^^^^, ^ h y d r a t i o n ' 
^ ^hydration °^ -^^^* ^^^* ^^* ®^ ^^^-^-^ ®^ those of Ba"*"^ , 
Ca , Mg have been corre la ted with corresponding A S * , 
10'5 
A H ^ , A F ^ values for diffusion through the membrane. I t 
i s foxmd tha t at l e a s t some formal r e l a t i o n s h i p ex i s t s b e t -
ween these thermodynamic parameters . 
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We have been engaged for quite some time 
in the studies of membranes which can serve 
as models for biological membranes, for 
example {a) parchment supported membranes 
(1-9) which in some formal aspects at least, 
behaved like gastric mucos^ membranes (10) 
(i) asymmetric polymeric membranes (11-14) 
which mimic some of "the properties of nerve 
cells (15, 16). These studies (2. 4, 6) point 
towards the weak field strength of fixed 
charge groups of the membrane matrix. In 
order fo substantiate our earlier findings, 
extensive investigations of membrane poten^ 
tials have been made with mercuric phosphate 
and carbonate parchment supported membra-
nes. 
The various attempts made to calculate the 
membrane potentials and charge density fall 
into three groups: (a) the idealized theory.of 
Ttorell-Meyer-Sievers (17, 18) and its refine-
ments (19), (h) the pseudo-thermodynamic 
approach due to Scatchard (20) and the 
treatment based on the thermodynamics of 
irreversible processes (21-24) and (c) a kineti^: 
approach based on the theory of absolute 
reaction rates (25, 26). 
This paper deals with the evaluations of (i) 
transport number using a modified Nernst 
relation, (ii) the thermodynamic effective 
fixed charge density by different methods 
namely those of'' IS (17, 18) Altug md>iair 
<27) and the reci one of Kobatake et al. (28-
33). A comparison between various methods 
have also been made along with the evaluation 
of permselectivity of investigated membranes. 
The problem has been approached taking 
into consideration the views of Sollner (34), 
Cre^r (35), irZ.//W(36, 37), Htlfftncb (38) etc. 
Experimental 
The tnembranei of (1) mercuric phosphate', and (ii) 
mercuric carbonate were prepared by the method «rf 
intetactioti suggested by Wiiar (39). First parchment 
paper was soaked in distilled water for 2 hr. and then 
tied carefully to the flat mouth of a beaker which 
contains 0,2 mole L-« mercuric chloride solution. This 
was suspended for about 72 hr. in 0.2 mole L-* 
solution of tfi sodium orthophosphate. The two 
solutions were then intetchanged and kept f6r another 
72 hr. The mercuric phosphate^ membrane thus 
prepared was washed with deionized water for the 
removal of free electrolyte. A similar procedure was 
adt>ptct! for the preparation of mercuric carbonate 
•• membrgfic by taking a 0.2 mole I, • solution of 
mercuric-chloride and 0.2 mole l."» nolution of 
sodium carbonate. 
Measurement of membrane potential: 
The potential developed by setting up a cotiSintn-
tion ceil of the type described by Micbattis (40), 
Saltntr and Crtfpr (41) and Martbal^ad Ayirt (42) was 
m';asured using a Pye potentiometer (No. 75^) at 
25 °C. Saturated calomel electrodes (.S.C;. fi.) were 
connected to the solutions via KCl-aget bridges. The 
cell potential 
S.CE. Solution 
C, 
Membrane Solution 
Ct 
S,C.E. 
• t t 
Donnan Donnan 
potential potential 
«- diffusion -*-
potential 
vm then as a measure of membrane potential. The 
concentration ratio y .- -—- was put equal to 10 
throughout the experiment. 
The electromotive force, En, of this cell 
may be expressed as (43) 
KZ - SIdiRRi (509) 2 
RT ' 
lU 
where / is the tfansfercncc number, a is the 
activitv, and the subscript!- C, A and IT' refer 
tf) the cation, anion and water. 
E(]uation [1| expresses the main problem, 
tn order to relate the membrane potential to 
the physical properties t)f the membrane, the 
transference numbers must be determined as 
function of activities of the various permeating 
{.pccies. Two different approaches can be 
taken to this problem. The first is the use of a 
modified Ncrnstian approach, the second is the 
use of the T.M.S. fixed charge theory. 
(a) Modified Nmstiitn Relation: 
There are two main assumptions associated 
with this approach. The Siost important one 
is the use of an average value for the trans-
ference number in integration of eq. [1]. The 
other is to neglect the transference of water, 
^'ith these assumptions and use of relations 
r, = Ztft 
ftnd 
T4 + n = I 
the mtegration of eq. [1] results in 
h\ RT {2Tc - 1) In A ± (2) 
«±(1) [2] 
}«: - SidtS^t C509J 3 
con-sidcrcil thai the clwrgc on the mcmbr.»ne 
was due lo adsorptiim n\ one kind c>{ inn. 
Ijitcr, Tt«r(li (17) and Mtytr and S'tmrt (IS) 
developed a theory of membranes with 
charges fixed in the fettice. In the TMS theory 
there is an equilibrium process at each solution-
membrane interface which has a formal analogy 
with the Oonnan equilibrium. In addition, 
ther; is an internal salt diffusion potential which 
was first represented by the Henderson 
equation and later by the more nearly correct 
Planck expression (45), Further as.'umptiona 
made arc (a) the cation and anion mobilities and 
fixed charge concentration ate constant throug-
fixed charge concentration are constant 
throughout the membrane phase .and are 
independent of the salt concentration and Q>) 
the transference of water may be neglected. 
The implications of these assumptions have 
been discussed by Hilli, Jacobs, and l^kfb^ 
minarayanaih (21). 
In order to use the graphical method of 
Meyer and Sitvers (18), a further assumption 
must be made that the activity coefficient of the 
salt is the same in the membrane and solution 
phase at each interface. The introduction of 
activities for concentrations can only be 
correctly made for the Donnan potential. The 
expression for the diffusion potential using 
either the integration of Planck or Henderson 
requires concentrations. 
According to TMS theory, the membranA 
potential Em in millivolts (applicable to a 
highlr idealized system) is given by the equa* 
tion at 25 "C 
where Zt is the valence, Tg average transport 
number of the cation in the membrane, and 
a ± (1) ant) q -t (2) are the mean activities of the 
oak in soli ^1| and (2). Equafion (2) may be 
rearranged 
[3] 
^ „ ^ 59.2 log 
+ ^ log (V4Cf+'^-^ XD)\ 
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w here E„is the measured membrane potential where O^t -jrj 1, ^ and O are the mobilities 
and /;" is the Ncrnstain potential. Equation 
|.ij permits the calculation of Tc from the 
measured values of A:„ for different solution 
activitils. 
ttxed Charge TImry of Teorell-Meyer-Sievers: 
The earliest efforts towards developing a 
mcnibtanc model was, by Micbalis (44), who 
of the cation and the ani{>n respectively, in the 
membrane phase (overbar, refer the parameters 
to the membrane phase). Ci and Ct are the 
concentrations of the electrolyte solution on 
either side of the membrane and X is the 
charge on the membrane expressed in equi-
valents/litre. 
The graphic'.tl potciitionn ric mcihixi of 
,l/r\w siul \u'i>'r yiciti v'akies ot .V and 
Cririon-iii -iiiiiiin m()liiiit\' ratio in thcinenihranc 
KZ - SIdmgi (5ffi») 5 
Ai and ^ ; Can IK cakulatcd actotiimi; tit 
eijiurion 
Ufon \ r n l In //i<-.A (-!(>) (,> calcui-.ite l iv 
iiii-.i •••.!.-o ;r.i,i--|'"ri nun^.ber^ for j^lass. Similar 
procedure i~- •..!-.> adopted hert fnt transfviirs a i ' 
nur.iher ("wiiuMUin uMnc; the relhtioii 
'I 
(••I - " ; i 
<•,. • — ~ ir-.i 
f/7 ,-•)(• f 
i^ -hcrc //;"' is the ju"l;ilir\' ratio in liic mcDiorijc 
pluse and (\ and ^ are the cijnccnirattop.s uf 
ilic c.i'i i.i'c and anio.-'S ro.pTrivciv in 'die 
.'iicmt-r.in; pha^c. 
'ilif vuUies i.,f •.' ai'.d ' t.ii ;i-veiy charge 
iiiemiir.ine have hft-n cjital;ncu (46) asinj; the 
following c^^uatilT)^ 
Ai 
AT 
in /••, j8b 
V here ' 1 and r^ arc* (he i>inruii distniiutii.n 
ratios a' the two irjtcrfsce\ -iiid »rc ywvu h\ 
'he <.i]u~;i'>n 
r. ii^M 
r . - ^ [ l ( A j « ^ 4 - i -X] 
.V here // i.s tlic (.-Mciniti 
iiir:usion p'lttutial ( O., 
electrolvre is t;i\efi In 
r i\\(^)^'r47': X] 
Kval 
(Al 
(ihri(«i activ l(, 'i'nv 
<ii) for 1:1 vjlcni 
iioj 
Alliia and / /^jv 2^"^ ) have given an ingenious 
and itidirci r iiierhod '.vhich Has. been developed 
on the lines of Tcotell's model (17) for the 
evaluation of membrane cliargc denbiiy H"A', 
where A' represents the number <if ionized 
sites per unit volume and IP'— ± 1, depending 
on the nature of the ionized sites. According 
to the Tertreli's model, the behaviour of a 
charged membrane in an electrolyte .sc>luti<jn 
can be characterized in terms of ionic mobili-
ties, concentrations and the fixed ciiarge in the 
membrane. 
The essential feature of the original fixed 
charjfc theory of Teore//(17) was the assump-
tion that (he overall membrane potential was 
composed of three potential jiJhjps: two 
D(Minan potentials at each solurion-membrane 
micvfiicf (JK-fc denoted by Kt and As) i>»d one 
residinij inside the meinhrane- the internal 
potential or the driving potential being 
denoted by ( C i - S i ) * ^ ^ overall total 
membrane potential Beti Is s;ivcn by 
where u and >> are the calionic and anionic 
mobilities in the membrane. However in the 
present calculations these arc assumed to be 
the same as in the bulk solution. Subscripts 1 
and 2 refer t<j the solution* on each side of the 
membrane. The use of concentration, rather 
than activities, is an assumption based on the 
practical difficulty (.>f measuring ion activities 
in a membrane phase as suggested by AUu^ 
and Hair (27). Substituting values" in cq. (7), 
the finiil expression is given b> 
~ l n — 
i n i 
i;«»i «(Xi-i-A») + (»« - o,). il 
Kuhutake el ai. Tf»nry 
Kobiilah et al. (28) derived the folio* ing 
equation for the electric current dcnsi>y(I),, 
rifativc to the frame of reference fixed lo ilui 
nicmbranc ' 
K7. - Sldlgml (5tM») « 
1 x: 
d !n<i. 
[121 
Here V is the eicctric potcniia!, C. and C . are 
concentwrions of f re a.-jd -• w ions in moles 
per cubic centimeter of solution, «• and a- are 
acnvifi« of posicive and negative ions in 
moles per cubic centimeter of .<;f>lntion. !< and 
I - art Hiolar ITH >biUtic5 of f vt and — vt iom 
defined in terms of the mass (ixed frame oi 
reference, U„ is the velocity of the local centre 
of lTla5 .^ R i". the moiar jfsts constant, 7" is the 
absoliiic rcmperarure. of the system and }• \^ 
the I-aracU^ f.on-stunf 
Fot iJic evaluation of ^.'m^ *'"-<-' visi^'im, njict-
acting on Jcc of solu.'ion in t!ic niein!-,raoe li 
represented by j — J U„,, uhere A' is sconstant 
which is cnnsideccd to depend on the viscosity 
of the solution and the structural details of the 
polymer net work of which the membrane is 
con-.p )-(.d, The '.aine volume of solution 
undergoes an electric force which i; u i. .•. nted 
by 
nc,-c,m 113] 
In the steady !.tate> the Sixvn of tliesc two forces 
is zero,, so tliai 
Uy, =•- - KF{C. - - C-) m- [14] 
For convenience, Kvhatake ec al. (28) have 
considered a membrane which is ionized 
negatively with a charge density 0 (in moles/cc). 
Then tfie retjuirement that the electric neu-
trality must be realized in any element of the 
membrane gives the relation 
C\ - C. --- (J. (151 
Sini'c m (he s\r.ic»» considered here n'j electric 
field Js applied externally across the membrane, 
no net citarge is transported from one side of 
the membrane to (Jther. This meas that (I)j. 
must be aero at a cross section of the membrane, 
Substituting t<\. {14J and [15J into C4. [XI], 
do 
puttmg (I)t etjual to /.ero, and solving for - r - , 
KZ - SMigRi rSOfl) •> 
the following expression is obtained. 
To proceed furihSr, the activijio ay aiid a 
must be kntjwn as function of C-. 
< 
AiStimpUoHS Ju^^ o't ami a 
Kobatak* ct al. have assumed the following 
relation 
.-. r = C-
C-
(C 
w)u;r(; >', and y^ are tlvc activity coefficients 
oi \-i'e and —vt ions in the nicnibrane. 
Equation for Membrant Poientiai: 
With eq. (17j, and [18J assumed for fl^ smd 
a^,ti\. [16] becomes 
d0 
dx ' 
IRT 
F/KCXI-K 
(19} 
when the bulk solutions on both sides of the 
membrane are vigorously stirred, no potential 
gradient is set up in them, so that the desired 
membrane potential A0 is obtained by the 
d0 
integrating -rrr aver the thickness of the 
membrane. The final expression for the 
membrane potential is given by 
1201 
M5: 
(17j ^ 
ftSl 
•f 
3 
5" 
P 
^ 
h 
l t + 1-
|3I| 
K7.'- Siidiul (SOT) a 
/l^\ t (4^) 122) 
anil paramcicfs liavc l>ecn aiisumecl to be 
iiulc|>cnJci)l itt sail ciiiiccntraiion. 
IJmitiiigform nf rij. |2n| 
Kohaiakt et al, (28) have derived two useful 
limiting form» of cq. (20|. Theso are; (a) when 
C J iKC'^ nici. suffiricntiv iinall with lixcd; 
ctf. 20 m»\ IH; L'xpaiulcd (<> ^i\c 
I U>r\ J Iny 
^ , - ( " ; - ) ^ |23| 
where ( 1 ",| is ihc absohite value of a reduced 
membrane potential defined by 
I a / \(} RT. 1241 
ih) It lias also licen shown by Kohatakt et al. 
(28) iliiit ai a (i\cd y the inverse of an apparent 
transtercncc numlicr /nm, fof the co-ion species 
in a negatively charged membrane is pro-
|-M)rtional to the inverse of the concentration 
r/; in the region of hi,i»h salt concentration. 
Here /(i|.(. is defioftl by the relalion 
1 M 1 
. > \^ '^1 
lilt- drrivetl traiirjioii iiuinhct value hs-; been 
called the apparent transport number i.e. /»np 
because in this type of mei'-urement water 
transport has not been taken into account. 
This ap|')arrnt value will lie close to the true 
VAIIIC, when dilute solutions are used. Sub-
stituting hii IO from eq. \H\\ and expanding 
the restiking expression for l//»np in powers 
of XlC't jfivcs 
1 1 
(t «) 
(1 f tt f 2«/<)« 2(1 - «)«ln>' m 
[261 
Hrdmed nxprtsshn «j Ptrmstltctirity according to 
Kohalakf et al. 
Both the activity cocfricients and mobilities 
uf small ions in charged membranes can be 
KZ—SidiggMS09) 0 
expressed according to Kohatakt et al. (33) by 
the following expression. 
"(C \ 0\y(C. \ A'), y 
«. - N:{C -I OX)l{C 4 
0 
|27| 
|2«| 
Here j<,, u,, y* and //? (/ = 4 , ~ ) stand for the 
activity coefticient and mobility of ion spccici 
/' in the membrane and in the bulk solution 
respectively, C and A' are the concentration 
of anion sd-iorbed In the membrane (in moles 
per litre of wnter in the membrane), and the 
st(»ichiometrir concentration of charges fixed 
in the rnembranc. According to the convention 
sup'»ested by CwHZ.Vfilif'M (47), yf can be 
equated with y" for 1:1 electrolyte, and they 
are replaced by the mean activity coefficient 
y * of the electnjlyte component. In equations 
|27) and |28|, 0 represents the fraction of 
countet-ions in the unbounded form, i.e., 
excluding those tightly bound to the polymer 
skeleton constituting the membrane. OX may 
be referred to as the thermodynamically effec-
tive fixed charge density of the membrane. 
Consider a system in which a negatively 
charged membrane is immersed in an electrf>-
Ivti' •>( r<niirtitiai''i|i < . I'tirl/r this condition 
[hr I'Mnna''! ci'iif'-'v in n (MS siii:5ll inns holds 
hcf wem the riiembratic phase and the solution, 
then We have 
(y?)»0 = y^Cr/-C. (291 
the mass fixed transference number of anion in 
the m'.mbrane, T is defined by 
U C-
(U,r> f U-C-) m 
Introducing equations [27J, [281 *"<! 12^ 1 into 
equation 130} together with the electrical 
neutrality condition, i.e. C^ = C - + A' we 
obtain 
(4f, + !)./« + 1 
A^ (4f» + ! ) " • + (2a - 1) l^'J 
where 
KZ — SMuH (S09> 10 KZ — sidi(?Bi (am) 11 
•nd 
Ut 
(*r + »• • |33| 
f >n the other hand, the apparent transference 
number of anion in the incmhrnne, /n,,,, is 
(Ictii)cil by tbf follouiiij.; N'crn<.r e()u»tinn 
0 (4^) (1 - 2 A.,.,.) In (-^j . [34| 
Here C] and Ca arc the concentrations of the 
external solution in moles litre ' on the two 
sides of the iiKiiiliraiic, and H, 7'and /• have 
their usual tlicrmodynamic meaning. It has 
been found by Kohlitke et al. (33) that the 
difference between T and A»„p was less than 
2 % in the wide ranj^e f)f salt concentration 
when the averaijcd concentration 
was replaced by (.. Therefore, if we replace r -
by A,,,p and C by ^—^ , equation [31) is 
applicable even when the concentration on the 
two sides of the memlxanc are different. 
Rearrangement of c<H)»tion | 3 1 | li'ads 
1 1 h 
( 4 f M ! )"« a (2a - 1) (1 ~ A.np) 
^P. [351 
Here P, is a measure of permselccti\ ity of the 
membrane-electrolyte system. 
Results and discussion 
The membrane potential data obtained with 
each of the two types of parchment supported 
membranes using various 1:1 electrolytes, are 
plotted as a function of log ——=—^ , with the 
ratio A fixed at 10. These plots are shown in 
figure 1, 
The graphical method of Meyer and Sivers 
(18) determines the fi>ce<' harge X in equiva-
lents/litre, and the ca n to-anion mobility 
ratio in the membrane phase. The set of curves 
on the left in figure 2 (closed point curves) arc 
the theoretical membrane potentials for a 
cation selective membrane, 1:1 electrolyte and 
constant solution-concentration ratio I ^ 10, 
as a function of - l<ig C^. The different curves 
arc for different mobility ratios /7/r, with a 
constant value of A is units c\iircsscd in 
equivalcnis/litrc. The cxpcrinu-iii / ;„, values 
for (d) mercuric phosphate and {!>) mercuric 
carbonate mcnibrancs (open points) with kf,"l 
clecirolvte were plotted in the same ^raph as a 
function of log C •<. Ths cxprrimciital curve 
for aiiv nicml'iaiir \\as •Uiiflcd linri/onlally 
and ran parallel to one of the theoretical 
curves. '1'hc shift gave log A anil coinciding 
theoretical curve gave - (/'/''). In ' ' ' e 3 are 
given values of .Vand (fill') derived in this wav 
for the above membrane. 
This anahtiral inclhod gave satisfactory 
result for fi\c(l cliitrge dcr..sitv evaluation, the 
values of which are quite low and hence very 
difficult to determine by the usual exchange 
reaction. This technique has lieen used, by 
KHiiiins and Lomloii (48) to estimate the capacity 
of thin polyiiier membranes of poly (vinyl 
chloride) and poly (vinyl acetate). It has also 
been used by fiex/cr (49) to deicrminc the 
charge r)f Karathi and by Ijihhmiimrayanniah 
(50) and Siddii^i (1-6) to evaluate the fixed 
charge on thin parlodian and parchment 
supported mcrnbranes. 
The values of A'and ('7/r) obtained by TMS 
j;i ipliinl ;in:llv'.is rail lie •-nhviiuited into e<|. S 
to calculate vahies of TK. The transport num-
l>er TK may also be calculated by the use of 
eq. (3|. The results of two approaches to the 
calculation of the potassium ion transport 
numbers in membrane phase are presented in 
table 1. The numbers {TK)\ and {TI()T were 
.determined by cq. | 3 | and | 5 | which are 
lVer'/ia/i(N) and TMS(7') values respectively. 
In a modification of this type of plotting 
Al.'uji^ and Hair (27) evaluated X for glass 
membranes, choosing the solution values for 
0 and i. In this procedure, a value of A' was 
as^u:Tied and r\ and r<i, the distribution ratios, 
were calculated according to eq. [8] and [9| for 
the given electrolyte concentration 6 i and C j , 
the theoretical membrane potential was then 
determined from eq. [11| for 1.0 to 1.0 x 10 * 
moles L ' concentration range. By following 
,V the algebraic procedure, a series of theoretical 
curves were obtained for different A' values 
for KCI electrolyte and are shown by the solid 
lines in figure 3. At the same time curves were 
also plitted in the same figure 3, between tiie 
exjwrimentaJly determined membrane potential 
J -
KX — Si<i ggi (SCWi J2 
value; tiT k( 1 ik(.ii()i\u I'lr i>(>il the jticni-
branes. The tlicoteiical curve which most 
nearly coincides with the experimental turves 
gave the value* Ec/r A whuh are given in 
tabic 3. 
/ '? '> ' ; ' ' / ;/ iwihiiii ni I I .1' III /hf lliinn 
Per til St kU iii\ 
C'.jUdiion !-'^l t'uiiutca th^t % \'aluc uf [i 
.»nd a relatuiii Nei\\ cert a and *i <,<»n be ohuiried 
b^ evaluating liie mtt icept and the iniii?! 'lope 
(>( d plot'if \ (1, Xi'\m\t (" i I it;urt 4illusira)e'. 
plots of J 0, ver^ui Ci in the it^ion of vi.r\ 
low concentrat on that were deterniined for 
vanou'' e'cctio'yte with merturK phospliite 
and cjrb<>nn.c ifiet'-ihraiies Ihe viJiie of uitijr 
1 
cept lb ctiml to— In froip vhich i tii.i Kc 
^ ' (> 
( . v a l i T d *> i h i i ' irc I 'P LO n t.lhl ' 
1 iju 1 »\ (2( ) iiii.Ui.itc ihii ilii ihiticej3( o\ i 
pi )t of —a^^tiONt l ; r _ a t ( i \ e l ) allows the 
KZ — Stdiggi i5«», n 
with q and \ dclinLd bv 
( _ • 
rfn, A 
I M S A\ 
[V,J 
[3-'al 
'1-1 
iiv got no i f ' d i m U.UII • u^etj i i 
!'/'ci^  ind /''// HKitod'^) Thus if 
VAlUC 
v ,d i ' t if X t o h e ,f A ternuiied PI t<. 
'sup 
i nil I ' (• I r \ 1 1 )ii' 1 I t. Ictit'iKies, are 
siiOiMi Ui'ii^ure •> for boiii int.!CU!K , n i t 
and taibuiuie lacmbrane. 
1 
The M K 
uuetccLH is equal to r, iroin " . i " 
be cvalu<iied Values arc given in nl ^ II 
ihtb value of a is mbcrted in the re'tticjn n .un-
cd from tlic initul slope for \0, \ s C i,, ihe 
desiicd value for 5 can be determine Ont-i a 
and (i ace known ui the manner described 
above, the valuei. of fl may aho be evaluated 
from the initial ilofw for vs l /C j . kobatake 
has sus^ested (2B"i that, provided his eqiianon 
for the membrane potential ib correct, the two 
values of d obtained in this way from opposit 
limits should agree with one another In the 
present investigation with parchment support-
ed nKrabranes, the two value r)f f agree with 
o ie another and are shown m table 2 
Once the values of [nrameters a, fi and G for 
a given memt>r,ine-eiectroi>tc tystem have 
been determined, one can calculate the theo-
retical 10 versus Ci curve for the given value 
of y and than compare it with the correspond-
ing e\pciimental data To-- thi^ comparison 
equation fZOj may be rewritten in the follow-
ing form as suggested by KoHuUifu (28) 
rtju^iUoii J2{1| i-s v^l !, IlL value of .,.-
cAl(uUte(.l Iroiii \\w neusaied .ralues of 1^, 
ouflbcr with the piedrtermincd «, /* and f 
ind the f^ ivcn value of y, n u^t fill on a ' traight 
lull, which his , unit lope lajl {losses the 
(ooiduiate on n when plotted ^i u'•r \ 
f h b< ti u ' nil I oiilil IH ob I n LiJ lui^ ] c i 
tive of the / ind the kind o( membrane; 
elcttroljtt \\ 1 systems) u:,ed Fifi;ure 6 
illuitrates that, ihis theoietical prtil ictipa\ 
bised on Kobrfcake's membrane poicntul 
equation is home out quit sarisfatioriK by our 
cspeniiK iMJ r( ill'- on ptithnicm >-ipporicd 
membranes with variiu cicciioi\tt 
\'ot the evakiatHjii of effective h^t.l.l chaigc 
asnsity OX, the vanout. values of permselec-
•ivity P^ were calcalated by substituting the 
values of a (bulk) and Aitpn m juation (3'Jl, 
ifiti tl-«n piottrd aeiinst ^ —x 
11 •^^— J beingtheaverageconcentration) 
The results are shown in n^urc 7 The term f 
has aheady been defined as the latio between 
the aver/is»e roncentraiion C and the effective 
fixed charge density 0A' i e f - —rrr, tfw: 
units of both C and OAT are expressed in terms 
of nio'es or equivalents/litre \Vhen the average 
conc<y-itration L is ctjual to the cffecavc fixed 
C 
charge* deriitv OX l e -—-^ =^f-=1, the 
J 
values of /•', must give -j-— — 0.4-W from left 
hand side of equation (35]. The coirespondtn^ 
concentr m is obtained from the plot of P, 
versus lo as given in figure 7 Thh value of 
KZ — StdU'Ki (MW) 11 Kz •r- sidiggi {'sm IS 
rofi<TijJWii«'rt i^  rquai > vhc ti\.<rti c l« f ;c 
<U')iMi\ 'Mic »' V XiiUifs .ac I'lvcn for vurtoiin 
cicciiulvtcs in i4l>lc ^ I iirilwr, ilu pint', of / ' , 
ver«u» (t 1 Ai^) ' » wcrr «ira\in for Ivith 
nieniKraiifs wuh \ArioiiH clcrifoI\tf* A\K\ are 
sh<)wn in figure 8 It H cvuliot tl»at ihe line 
nearlv nnvici llirrvu^li it'c origin with unir 
*l<i[ic, tnercH\ confirmin»» the .*pplic»liilin f)f 
K'ih II il £ V rijiinllon 111 il I ( rtit m d n n ' s 
In l\"l>iltik< e! al nHilnid (he <Jen\4iion is 
based on ihc thcrm<iil\naiiiicv of irreversible 
prticesscs. "Ilicv h«\c riaimcti that their data 
of o\idi/e<l tiolloiiion tnenibrant p<itential as 
\»etl as I \ pica! ones of preMous vinrkcrs are 
ftiteii ijiiiie Atdif^itK N\ the eqiMtion tlerived 
h\ llmii IMIIK-pr< vent in\ psii^'alion tlif mean 
value III rhir^e densitv obtametl bv usinj» 
different equations of hnhatakt is found to be 
(iostJ- to that obtained bv -l//w? and H/iiri.nA 
IMS nicihiKl Ihc tiieoreliial predictions 
from KnhiHak( et al membrane potential 
ct|uatinii I". Ivirne out quite satisfaitonl^ by our 
(-spfcnientftl reMilf- and hence tr in^j >afely lie 
concluded that Kobatakt et al method ff>r 
charjj;e density evaluttion is the best among the 
evistiny; theories of membrane potential 
I liL luiiwirs lire RfutcfBt td I'rvrfwuor 9 aiitir 
UtihanH, lltati <jf <li« 0«p«rt<tient i>f ( Iicmlsirj Uir 
prt'i ntlng research faciliilet The Rnancial assisijince 
fftim ( •  t t» (New Dflhi, India) lo one of us S P S 
n ^rsteflilly icknuwirdffetl 
Summat I 
rUtnno I'\(am(i. cffertMc tixcri chatm. .li(i«iiies o' 
Mrrcurft pli<>sphi>te MHI *!arb<m«tc parchment <iupport 
ed memhratHs \v»rt evatiutnl hv a number ot method* 
purticulnrly thoit. o\ Thu-til Mtver Wieners, AliMf. and 
HaiT and Kohalahi et a! Fht value nf the perttistlec-
fiviiy wad ohtained for the fwi) membranes baaed on 
Kahaidkt et al prorc<Jurc Membrane ttanspott 
number uas calculated using a mi>diticd Neni'f 
rcbtitin iind (ivmpai«><) viiih tlic lolitrs deieimmid bv 
the rViS method 1 he theiirctical prcdirtKins for 
meml)ranc pritentiaf using Knhalaki et al equation 
are borne out quite satufactfini^ b\ our cxpcrimcmal 
r««ult« for buth membrane 
ytifnmmnfinsiM/i 
Fs wurdcn du Dichtc dct (txitricn I aduilKen von 
Uutik>;i|l)ciphc>iphat uiid Quel ksillicrkarbonai Nic 
derw hlansmembranen nach den Mcthtidcn von 
ranll Mryrr Sitptrs, 'Mlug und Wo/^  und Kohatakt 
beatimmt. Weiterhin wdnden Durchlas«if(kett und 
Transportxahten ermitcelt und mit Wetlen der TMS-
Methode vergHchen Thcoretische Vor»u4»agen tibcr 
rill. Niciiibtaitp'itCiiial nach den C>leirhun)ien von 
A'lA. l-ikt snmmen inii ilen espcrmiciKt(t«M I fKcbma-
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STUDIES WITH MODEL MEMBRANES. XIX. 
Evaluation of permselectivity and thermo-
dynamically effective fixed charge density 
of mercuric tungstate parchment supported 
membrane. 
by 
Fasih A. S idd iq i , M. Nasim Beg, Poorna Prakash and Surendra 
P. Singh. 
Divis ion of Physical Chemistry, Department of Chemistry, 
Aligarh Muslim Univers i ty , Aligarh-202001, INDIA. 
The various attempts made to ca l cu la t e membrane 
p o t e n t i a l s f a l l in to three groups: (a) the idea l i zed theory 
of Teorell-Meyer-Sievers (TMS) (1) and i t s refinements ( 2 ) , 
(b) the pseudo-thermodynamic approach due to Scatchard and 
treatment based on thermodynamics of i r r e v e r s i b l e processes 
( 3 ) , and (c) a k ine t i c approach based on the theory of abso-
l u t e reac t ion r a t e s ( 4 ) . We have been engaged in s imi la r 
type of s tudies of membrane p o t e n t i a l of model systems l i k e 
parchment supported membranes (5-14) -which in some formal 
aspects at l e a s t , behave l ike g a s t r i c mucosal membranes (15) 
and asymmetric polymeric membranes (16 ) , which mimic some 
of the p roper t i es of nerve c e l l s ( 17 ) . In t h i s paper the 
evaluat ion of ef fec t ive fixed charge densi ty and permselec-
t i v i t y have been described which i s based on thermodynamics 
of i r r e v e r s i b l e processes of Kobatake and co-workers (18-21) 
a 
The charge density values are compared with those obtained 
by classical methods of TMS (1) and its modified form by 
Altug and Hair (22). 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Preparation of membrane; 
Parchment supported mercuric tungstate membrane 
was prepared by the method of interaction suggested by Siddiqi 
et al. (5-14). To precipitate these substances in the inter-
stices of the parchment paper, 0.2m solution of sodium tungs-
tate was kept inside the glass tube, to one end of which was 
tied the parchment paper. This was suspended for 72 hr, in 
a 0«2m solution of mercuric chloride. The two solutions 
were interchanged later and then kept for another 72 hr. 
The mercuric tungstate membrane thus prepared was washed 
with deionized water for the removal of free electrolyte. 
Measurement of membrane potential; 
The potential developed by setting up a concen-
tration cell of the type described by Michaelis (23)f and 
others (24) was measured using a Pye potentiometer (No. 
7568) at 25°C. Saturated calomel electrodes (S.C.B.) were 
connected to the solutions via KCi-agar bridge. The cell 
potential 
S.C.E. Solution Membrane Solution 
Go 
S.C.E. 
' i 
02 = lOC^ 
was t aken as a measure of membrane p o t e n t i a l . The concen-
t r a t i o n r a t i o Y = '^p/^l ^^^ -P^^ equa l t o 10 throughout t h e 
exper iment . 
RESULTS Am DISCUSSION 
The membrane p o t e n t i a l d a t a ob ta ined w i t h mercu r i c 
t u n g s t a t e membrane u s ing v a r i o u s 1:1 e l e c t r o l y t e s , a r e p l o t t -
ed as a f u n c t i o n of log (C.+Cp)/^ wi th t h e r a t i o y f ixed a t 
10. These p l o t s a re shown i n Figo 1. 
Teo re l l -Meye r -S i eve r s (1) ( t h e TMS theo ry ) deve -
loped a t h e o r y of membranes wi th charges f ixed i n t h e l a t t i c e . 
This t heo ry has been desc r ibed i n d e t a i l by Lakshminarayanaiai 
and o t h e r s (3) and has a l so been a p p l i e d by S i d d i q i et a l 
(5-12) fo r t h e d e t e r m i n a t i o n of thermodynamical ly e f f e c t i v e 
f ixed charge d e n s i t y of parchment suppor ted membranes. The 
membrane p o t e n t i a l E i n m i l l i v o l t s acco rd ing t o TMS t h e o r y 
a p p l i c a b l e to a h i g h l y i d e a l i z e d system i s g iven by t h e equa-
t i o n ( a t 25*'C). 
\ = 59.2 
C^  A/4C^ + X^ + i _ W^ -H X*^  + XU 
l o g ^ ' + U l o g 
'^ V 4 c f + ^ + X ^40^ + X^  + XU 
(1) 
where U = (u - v)/(u + v), u and v are the mobilities of 
cation and anion respectively, in the membrane phase. C^  
u 
and Gp are the concentrat ions of the e l e c t r o l y t e so lu t ions 
on e i t he r s ide of the membrane and X i s the charge on the 
membrane expressed i n e q u i v a l e n t s / l i t r e . In order to eva-
l u a t e t h i s parameter for the simple case of 1:1 e l e c t r o l y t e 
and membrane carrying a net negative charge of un i ty (X = 1 ) , 
t h e o r e t i c a l concentrat ion p o t e n t i a l E e x i s t i n g across the 
membrane were calcula ted as a function of Cp, the r a t i o 
(Cp/C.) being kept at a constant value of 10 for d i f f e r aa t 
mobi l i ty r a t i o ( u/v ) and p lo t t ed as shown i n F ig . 2 (closed 
po in t s cvirves). The experimental E values for mercuric 
tungs ta te membrane (open points) with KCl, NH.Cl and KNO^  
e l e c t r o l y t e s are p lo t t ed in the same graph against - log Cg. 
These experimental curves were shif ted ho r i zon ta l ly and 
u n t i l they coincided with one of the t h e o r e t i c a l curves. 
The extent of t h i s sh i f t gave log X and coinciding theore -
t i c a l curve gave the value for ( u / v ) , The values of X and 
(u/v) derived in t h i s way for the above membrane and e l e c t r o -
l y t e s are given in Table I I I . 
The graphica l potent iometer ic method of Meyer 
and Sievers y ie ld values of X and ca t ion- to -an ion mobil i ty 
r a t i o in the membrane phase ( u / v ) . The r e s u l t s of the above 
analys is have been used Hersh (25) to ca l cu la t e the membrane 
t ranspor t n\imbers for g l a s s . Similar procedure i s also adopt-
ed here for t ranspor t number evaluat ion using the r e l a t i o n 
( u /v ) C. 
Tc = ~ - ^ (2) 
( u/v ) U + C 
where u/v is the mobility ratio in the membrane phase and 
"C, and "C axe the concentrations of the cations and anions 
+ — 
respectively in the membrane phase. 
The values of C and C_ for a negatively charge 
membrane have been calculated (25) using the following equa-
tions 
C^  = y2 Y(X)^ + 4C^ + XJ (3a) 
C_ = y2 V(x)^ + 4C^ + X j (3b) 
The values of transport members of the counter ions in the 
membrane phase are given in Table I . 
In a modification of this type of plotting, Altug 
and Hair (22) evaluated X for glass membranes choosing the 
solution values of catiojiic and anionic mobilities for u and 
V and calculating the total membrane potential Ecal for 
different values of X from the relation (11) 
11 v TJT a. (r.u + v / r j r>m r^ 
Ecal = BrZ ( ^ ) m - i - J L- + ( ] ^ ) m -2 (4) 
^2^^2^ ^ ^/^2^ 1^ 
where r., r^ and a., ap are the Donnan distribution ratios 
and solution concentration respectively. R, T and F have 
their usual significance. The results are plotted as a 
function of the external solution concentration. The experi-
mental values of membrane potential observed in the case of 
(o 
KCl have also been p lo t ted against so lu t ion concentrat ion. 
The t h e o r e t i c a l curve which most near ly coincides with the 
experimental one gives the value of fixed charge densi ty X. 
In Table I I I are given the values of X for KCl with merc\iric 
tungs ta te membrane. 
Recently Kobatake et a l . (18) , on the basis of the 
thermodynamics of i r r e v e r s i b l e p rocesses , derived the follow-
ing equation for t h e e l e c t r i c p o t e n t i a l Aj^ which a r i s e s b e t -
ween two so lu t ions of 1:1 e l e c t r o l y t e of d i f fe ren t concentra-
t i ons C. and Cp tha t are separated by a (negat ively) i o n i z -
able membrane. The f i n a l expression for the membrane poten-
t i a l i s given by 
Aj^  = - ( 1^ ) . Cp . (c +(x;p^) 1 m ^ - (1 + i - 2cxi) m —2 '-r— 
P ^\ P (G^  +oCp>B) J 
(5) 
where 
= 1 7 ^ (^ )^ 
= 1 + {KE9 /1^) (6b) 
1^ and 1_ are molar mobi l i t i e s of p o s i t i v e and negative i ons , 
and K i s a constant dependent on so lu t ion v i s c o s i t y . To eva-
lua te the membrane parameters oC , A and & , two l imi t ing 
forms of the above equation 5 were der ived. When the ex te r -
nal s a l t concentrat ion Cp i s s u f f i c i e n t l y small w i thy fixed 
1 
|Aj^J = y - i W - ^ (^  ^ V/3 - 2-C) C /^^  (7) 
where \A^^\ = F A^/RT and >? = 02/0^ 
When t h e s a l t c o n c e n t r a t i o n Cp i s h igh 
(1 + /3. - 2oc/2)) ( 9 - 1)oC 
^PP 2(1 -oc) '^ I n V '^  
where t-_ is the apparent transference number of colons in 
app 
a negatively charged membrane defined by 
Equat ion 7 i n d i c a t e d t h a t a va lue of /^ and a 
r e l a t i o n between c?C and 9 can be ob ta ined by e v a l u a t i o n of 
t h e i n t e r c e p t and t h e i n i t i a l s l ope of a p l o t of A ^ a g a i n s t 
Cp a t f i xed y = 10. The va lue of i n t e r c e p t i s equa l to 
1/A In V from which may be e v a l u a t e d . S i m i l a r l y t h e va lue 
of OC i s ob t a ined from equa t ion 8 . The i n t e r c e p t of a p l o t 
of l A o ^ - a g a i n s t l/Cp a t f i xed y = 1 0 , g ive s t h e va lue of 
oC • The v a l u e s of c?C and ft t h u s ob ta ined g r a p h i c a l l y are 
g iven i n Table I I . I f t h i s va lue of oC i s i n s e r t e d i n t h e 
r e l a t i o n ob t a ined from t h e i n i t i a l s lope f o r A i> vs C2» 
t h e d e s i r e d va lue fo r Q can be de te rmined . Once oC and | i a r e 
known i n t h e manner d e s c r i b e d above , the va lue s of may a l s o 
be e v a l u a t e d from t h e i n i t i a l s l ope fo r 1/ t - a g a i n s t l / C p . 
Kobatake has sugges ted (18) t h a t , p rovided h i s e q u a t i o n fo r 
8 
the membrane potential is correct, the two values of obtain-
ed in this way from opposite limits should agree with one 
another. In the present case, the two values thus obtained 
are found to agree well with each other, thereby confirming 
the applicability of Kobatake et al's equation to parchment 
supported membrane. 
Once the values of parameters c?C , A and 6 for a 
given membrane electrolytes system have been determined, 
one can calculate the theoretical A j^  versus Cp curve for 
the given value of "y and then compare it with the corres-
ponding experimental data. For this comparison eq. 5 may 
be rewritten in the following form as suggested by Kobatake 
(18). 
(^  - e^) 
(e^ - 1) 
= X (10) 
wi th q and X def ined by 
\JS<^A + (1 - 20C) l n 9 
q = i (11a) 
P 
X = C 2/oC/^e (11b) 
(This X has got no r e l a t i o n w i t h X used i n TMS and AltTig 
and Hai r methods) . 
Thus i f eq, 5 i s v a l i d , t he va lue of ( - y - e ' ^ ) / (e^ - 1) ca l -
c u l a t e d from measured A ^ w i t h prede te rmined oC , f6 and 6 
and the given value of y , must f a l l on a s t r a i g h t l i ne which 
has a uni t slope and passes the co-ordinate o r i g i n , when p lo t t -
ed against X. This behaviour should be observed i r r e s p e c t i v e 
of the V and kind of membrane~electrolyte system used. Figure 
3 demonstrates tha t the t h e o r e t i c a l p r e d i c t i o n , based on 
Kobatake's membrane p o t e n t i a l equation i s borne out qui te 
s a t i s f a c t o r i l y by our experimental r e s u l t s on parchment 
supported membrane with various e l e c t r o l y t e s . 
Kobatake (21) has derived the following expression 
for the mass fixed t ransference number of anion in the mem~ 
brane phase (negat ive ly charged) immersed in an e l e c t r o l y t e 
so lu t ion of concentrat ion C. 
( 4 $ ^ + l)^'^^ + 1 
T _ = 1 -OC p TTp (12 ) 
( 4 $ + 1 ) ^ + ( 2 ^ - 1) 
where ^ = C/jzJX, OC = (u° / u°) , u j ( i = +, - ) stands for 
the mobil i ty of ion species i i n the bulk so lu t i on , and X 
i s a s to ichiometr ic concentrat ion of charges fixed in the 
membrane. On the other hand, the apparent t ransference 
number of anion i n the membrane T- i s defined by the follow-
ing Nernst equation. 
Aj^( = - ^ (1 - 2T-pp) I n C2/C1 (13 ) 
where C'j and Cp are the concentration of the external solu-
tion on the two sides of membrane, and £, T and F have their 
\o 
usual thermodynamic meaning. It has been foiind that the 
difference between T and T-^^ was less than 2% in the wide 
- app 
range of salt concentration when the averaged concentration 
(0^+02)72 was replaced by C. Therefore, if we replace T__ 
by T- and C by (C^+C2)/2, equation I3 is applicable even 
when the concentration on the two sides of the membrane are 
different. Rearrangement of equation 12 leads 
(1 - t- -OC) 
_ - 1 ^ i a£p ; ^ p ^^4) 
(48^^ + l)'^^ oC' (20C- 1) (1 - t-pp) ^ 
For the evaluation of effective fixed charge 
density ^X, the various values of permseleotivity P_, were 
calculated by s u b s t i t u t i n g the values of oC (bulk) and t - „ 
app 
in eq. H , and then p lo t ted against log (C. + ^^I2» The 
r e s u l t s are shown i n Fig, 4. The term has already been 
defined as the r a t i o between the average concentrat ion C 
and the e f fec t ive fixed charge densi ty j^ X i . e . ^ = C/j^ X, 
the un i t s of both G and (jtl. are expressed i n terms of equi-
v a l e n t / l i t r e . When the average concentrat ion C i s equal to 
the ef fec t ive fixed charge densi ty ^X, i . e . C/j^ X = ^ = 1, 
the values of P„ must give 1/^5 = 0.448 from the l e f t 
s 
hand side of eq, 14, The corresponding concentration is 
obtained from the plot of P versus log C as given in Fig. 
4, This value of concentration is equal to the fixed 
charge density. The ^ X values are given for various electro-
lytes in Table III, Further, the plots of P„ versus 
s 
(1 + 4 € ) " were drawn for given membrane with d i f fe ren t 
e l e c t r o l y t e s and shown in Pig. 5. I t i s evident tha t l ine 
nearly passes through the o r ig in with un i t slope thereby 
concirming the a p p l i c a b i l i t y of Kobatake's equation to the 
given membrane. 
The important point emerging from the app l ica t ion 
of TMS. theory i s t ha t the mobi l i ty r a t i o goes through a 
change, considerable i s some cases , i n the membrane phase. 
Usually in the case of ca t ion s e l ec t i ve membrane (values of 
X high) (u/v) —>- 00 in d i l u t e so lu t ion and only when the 
membrane i s inequi l ibr ium with concentrated so lu t ions does 
(u/v)'—>• (^/v)gQ-|„+iQ„. In view of t h i s , the approach of 
TMS i s un re l i ab l e to evaluate X for ion-exchange membranes 
which have a high concentrat ion of fixed groups. I t i s not 
tha t u n r e l i a b l e for a membrane which has a low concentrat ion 
of X, as found in t h i s study, due to the fact tha t the change 
in the values of the factor (u/v) i s not as d r a s t i c as i t i s 
with membrane of high charge dens i ty . In Altug and Hair 
method i s p r i n c i p a l l y based on T e o r e l l ' s model. This a l t e r -
nate method of p l o t t i n g the membrane p o t e n t i a l data may be 
expected to give X d i f fe ren t from these given by TMS method. 
I t i s not very r e a l i s t i c to use the so lu t ion mobil i ty values 
for the r a t i o u/v in the ca l cu l a t i ons . 
In the Kobatake method, the de r iva t ion i s based 
on the thermodynamics of i r r e v e r s i b l e processes . They have 
11-
claimed that their data on an oxidized collodion membrane 
potential, as well as those of previous workers, are fitted 
quite accurately by the equation derived by them. They have 
also stated that no suchagreement with experiment was obtain-
ed in terms of the earlier theory of TMS. In the present 
investigation the mean value of charge density obtained by 
using the different equations of Kobatake is found to be 
closer to that obtained by Altug and Hair method. The theore-
tical predictions from the Kobatake membrane potential equa-
tion is borne out quite satisfactorily by our experimental 
results gmd hence it may safely be concluded that Kobatake's 
approach for charge density evaluation is the best among the 
existing of membrane potential* 
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SUMMARY 
Thermodynamically effective fixed charge density 
of mercuric tungstate membrane in contact with various 1:1 
electrolyte solutions have been evaluated from membrane 
potential measurements. The methods used for the evalua-
tion of charge densities were: (a) Teorell-Meyer-Sievers, 
(b) Altug and Hair and (c) the methods developed recently 
by Kobatake et al. based on the principles of irreversible 
thermodynamics. Kobatake's equation used under two limiting 
conditions, namely dilute and concentrated ranges, gave 
identical value of charge density. The theoretical predic-
tions for membrane potential were borne out quite satis-
factorily by experimental results obtained with the above 
membrane. Counter ions transference nvimbers and permselec-
tivity of the membrane have also been calculated. It was 
interesting to note that the charge densities evaluated 
from different methods gave identical values. 
n 
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Studies with Model Membrane. Par t XXII 
Kvaluation of Thermodynamic Parameters and Test 
of Theories of Membrane P o t e n t i a l and Bi- ionic 
P o t e n t i a l Based on Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics. 
Pasih A. S idd iq i , M. Nasim Beg and Poorna Prakash 
Membrane Research l abo ra to ry , Department of Chemistry, 
AligaZ'h Muslim Univers i ty , Aligarh, lEDIA. 
In a s e r i e s of communications (1 -23) , we have 
applied theor ies of Teorell-Meyer-Sievers (24 ,25) , Sol lner 
(26) , Gregor (27) , Schmid (28 ,29) , Helffer ich (30), Eisenman 
and Sherry (31-34) e t c , to explain various ion ic processes 
occurr ing across parchment supported (1-15 , 21,22,23) and 
polymeric (16-20) membranes which can serve as model for 
b io log i ca l system (35 ,36) . More recen t ly t heo r i e s based on 
thermodynamics of i r r e v e r s i b l e processes p a r t i c u l a r l y the 
work of Spiegler (37 ,38) , Scatchard (39 ,40) , Lorimer (41) , 
Scattergood and Light foot (42) e t c . have been applied for 
the evaluat ion of d i f f e r en t parameters l i k e Maxwell Di f fus i -
v i t y constant hydraul ic pe rmeabi l i t i e s e t c . of some of these 
membranes. Membrane p o t e n t i a l theory of Kobatake et a l . (43 , 
48) has been applied for t h e evaluat ion of thermodynamically 
ef fec t ive fixed charge densi ty and permse lec t iv i ty of mem-
branes. This communication deals with the app l ica t ion and 
t e s t of the most recent t heo r i e s of membrane p o t e n t i a l and 
b i - i o n i c p o t e n t i a l developed by Nagasawa (49-51) and Toyo-
shima et a l . (52) based on thermodynamics of i r r e v e r s i b l e 
7_ 
proces s on parchment suppor ted membranes. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
P r e p a r a t i o n of membranes; 
The membranes of ( I ) mercu r i c phospha t e , and ( I I ) 
mercu r i c ca rbona te were p repa red by t h e method of i n t e r a c t i o n 
sugges ted by S i d d i q i e t a l . ( 1 - 1 5 ) . P i r s t parchment paper 
was soaked i n d i s t i l l e d water for 2 hours and then t i e d c a r e -
f u l l y t o t h e f l a t mouth of a beaker which c o n t a i n s 0 . 2 mol 
1 of mercu r i c c h l o r i d e s o l u t i o n . This was suspended fo r 
about 72 hours i n 0 .2 mol 1 s o l u t i o n of t r i sodixun o r t h o -
p h o s p h a t e . The two s o l u t i o n s were t h e n i n t e r changed and kept 
fo r a n o t h e r 72 h r . The m e r c u r i c phosphate membrane t h u s p r e -
pared was washed wi th d e i o n i z e d water for t h e removal of f r e e 
e l e c t r o l y t e . A s i m i l a r p rocedure was adopted fo r t h e p r e -
p a r a t i o n of mercur ic ca rbona te membrane by t a k i n g a 0 . 2 mol 
-1 -1 
1 s o l u t i o n of mercur ic c h l o r i d e and 0 .2 mol 1 s o l u t i o n 
of sodium c a r b o n a t e . 
Measurement of membrane p o t e n t i a l and b i - i o n i c p o t e n t i a l : 
The e l e c t r o c h e m i c a l c e l l of t h e type 
Ag-AgCl S o l u t i o n Membrane S o l u t i o n 
Co 
AgCl-Ag 
was used for measuring e l e c t r i c a l p o t e n t i a l s a r i s i n g a c r o s s 
t h e membrane by m a i n t a i n i n g a t e n f o l d d i f f e r e n c e i n concen-
i 
t r a t i o n (Cp/C. = 10) and u s i n g Pye P r e c i s i o n Vern ie r p o t e n -
t i o m e t e r (No. 7568) a t 25°C. The b i - i o n i c p o t e n t i a l s were 
determined by s e t t i n g up a e l e c t r o c h e m i c a l c e l l of t h e type 
Ag-AgCl S o l u t i o n 
AP 
Membrane S o l u t i o n 
BP 
AgCl-Ag 
by keeping the c o n c e n t r a t i o n of bo th AP and BP e l e c t r o l y t e s 
t o be the same. The v a r i o u s s a l t s o l u t i o n s ( c h l o r i d e of Li- » 
Na and K ) were p repa red from a n a l y t i c a l g rade r e a g e n t s 
(B.D.H.) by u s i n g de ion ized w a t e r . The parchment paper was 
supp l i ed by M/S Baird and Ta t lock ( london) L td , 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The membrane p o t e n t i a l d a t a o b t a i n e d wi th ( I ) 
mercu r i c phosphate and ( I I ) mercu r i c c a r b o n a t e parchment 
suppor ted membranes u s i n g v a r i o u s 1:1 e l e c t r o l y t e s , a re 
p l o t t e d as a func t ion of log (C.+Cp)/2 w i t h t h e r a t i o (= Cp/G^) 
f ixed a t 10. These p l o t s a re shown i n F igu re 1. 
Nagasawa et a l (51) de r ived t h e fo l l owing equa t ion 
fo r membrane p o t e n t i a l e x i s t i n g a c r o s s a n e g a t i v e l y charged 
membrane. Consider a c e l l i n which a membrane s e p a r a t e s two 
aqueous s o l u t i o n s of d i f f e r e n t c o n c e n t r a t i o n s (C^ and Cp i n 
mol 1 ) of an e l e c t r o l y t e . The s o l u t i o n s on both s i d e s of 
membrane are ma in ta ined a t t h e same p r e s s u r e and temperatuE-e. 
The f l u x e s of wate r and ions r e l a t i v e t o t h e c e l l may be 
expressed by t h e l i n e a r equa t i ons 
^ 
-J+ = I'+o Srad ^ ^ + \ ^ grad ^ ^ + \_ grad ^ _ (lb) 
~J_ = L__ grad j5^  + L_^ _^  grad S + L grad jx_ (1c) 
Here, subscripts +, - and o refer to cation, anion and water 
—2 —1 
molecules respectively, J's the mass fluxes (mol cm min ), 
I's the phenomenological coefficients and u's the chemical 
potentials, substituting eq. la into eq. lb and eq. 1c 
+ (\_ - -i2-^ j grad ;i. (2a) 
. -o Q- grad jS^ (2b) 
00 J 
Equa t ions 2a and 2b may be approximated as 
(C + X) 
-J^ = -
C 
o 
JQ + (C_ + X) u grad ja^ (5a) 
C 
~ J + C V grad u (3b) 
C o - / -
whereas C is the effective concentration of counterions, 
X is the concentration of fixed charge and U and V are the 
mobilities in the membrane phase. 
5 
From condition of no current at the steady state, 
i .e . since J, = J = J-, for 1:1 electrolytes, we have 
/ J \ „ (C_ + X)U 
-F grad (/^  = - ( i r 1 Z^ ZTZ + 
/ V U / (c + X)!J + "c V (c + x)u + c V 
o 
c 1 
grad u, - -x ^ :rz: grad u (4) 
' ^ (C_ + X)U + C_V ^ " 
The values of C and 0 for a negatively charge membrane have 
heen calculated using the expression given by Hersh (53) 
C^  = ¥2 V(X)2 + 4C^ + x ] (5a) 
= y2 V(x)2 + 40^ - x ] (5b) 
The total membrane potential ^ ^^ was considered 
m 
as the sum of diffusion potential A^, inside the membrane 
and the electrostatic potential difference A ^ between the 
membrane surfaces and electrolyte solutions on both sides 
of membrane. The diffusion potential A^. was obtained by 
integrating eq. 4 for diffusion, from one side of membrane 
to the other, while the electrostatic potential difference 
was calculated from Donnan's theory (54) 
where 
Q 
J^+ Ajz^ ^ = -
,J EC (C^ + X )U + Qj 
dX + 
(C + X)U 
d m a^ - ^ 
U ? 
[7 (c + x)u + c V 
RT / 
^ J CG_ + X)ij + G^7 
d I n a ( 6b) 
a_ a 
and + A j ; ^ ^ = - ¥ I n 
® ^ a> i _ 
1 2 
a^ and ap a r e t h e a c t i v i t i e s o f t h e e l e c t r o l y t e s on two s i d e s 
o f membrane; o v e r b a r r e f e r s t h e phenomena i n membrane p h a s e ; 
J i s t h e f l ow of e l e c t r o l y t e i n a b s e n c e o f e l e c t r i c f i e l d ; 
o t h e r symbol s h a v e t h e i r u s u a l s i g n i f i c a n c e . By i n t e g r a t i n g 
e q . 6 and p u t t i n g t h e l i m i t o f h i g h e l e c t r o l y t e c o n c e n t r a t i o n s 
a c r o s s t h e membrane, t h e f o l l o w i n g e q u a t i o n f o r membrane p o t e n -
t i a l i s o b t a i n e d . 
'^ m F 
< ^ -/ • x \ / v - i\ i ^ RT ru - v^ 
XJ, 
1 -
t -
I n 
o 
RT^o (U - V)K 
XJ„ 
2RTC VK 
o 
1 -
1 -
X J Q ( U + V) 
4RT CQ UV K 
XJT • 
2RT CQ VZ 
, c9 - i)Ci 
(7) 
At h i g h e l e c t r o c u t e c o n c e n t r a t i o n s e q . 7 was p u t i n t h e 
f o l l o w i n g a p p r o x i m a t e form 
1 
Equation 8 predicts a relationship between ^^^^ vs 1/C^  from 
whicb. X can be calculated. Figure 2 and 3 show plots between 
^ /(y -1/0 ) vs 1/C. from wbich X is derived from the slope 
and is given in Table I. 
The electromotive force A J^  may also be expressed 
by the modified Wernstian equation 
A^^ = ^i^H ^2T, - 1) (9) 
where -^  ^ _. is the observed membrane potential in m.V and 
Aji^jj is the Nernstian potential and T^ is the cationic trans-
ference number in the membrane phase which is calculated from 
measured potential, for different solution activities and are 
given in Table II. 
Transference number was calculated using Hershe's 
equation (53) 
(U/V)C 
+ T„ = ^— • (10) 
c (U/?)C, + G 
where (U/V) is the mobility ratio in membrane phase and "O^ 
and C_ have been calculated from eq. 5. TQ ^ ^^ calculated 
using eq. 10 by substituting the value of X and (tJ/V) from 
Table I, and is given in Table II, The values of T^ derived 
by both the methods are found to be closer to each other. 
E 
Bi- ion ic P o t e n t i a l (BIP) 
A steady electromotive force for a b i - i o n i c c e l l 
containing two e l e c t r o l y t e s AP eind BP separated by a mem-
brane i s cal led b i - i on i c p o t e n t i a l (BIP). This p o t e n t i a l 
i s a measure of s e l e c t i v i t y of a membrane for the ions of 
the same s ign. Various mathematically r igorous equations 
have been derived on the bas i s of thermodynamics of i r r e v e r -
s i b l e processes by Scatchard (40) and Helf fer ich (30) . Bi -
ion ic p o t e n t i a l have also been reported by Michaelis (55)» 
Marshall et a l . (56) , Meyer and Bernfield (57) , Sol lner et 
a l . (58 ,59) , Manecke and Wyllie (60,61) e t c . 
Recently Toyoshima et a l . (52) have derived the 
equation for BIP and membrane p o t e n t i a l on the bas i s of 
non equilibrixim thermodynamics, using the appropr ia te assump-
t i o n s for the mob i l i t i e s and a c t i v i t y coef f i c ien t s of small 
ions in the membrane phase, which i s applied here to our 
system of parchment supported membranes. 
Consider a system in which two large compartments 
contain the aqueous so lu t ion composed of two simple 1:1 e l e c -
t r o l y t e s AP and BP. Here A and B represent the ca t ion ic 
species and P i s the common anion. The e l e c t r i c charge 
carr ied by the membrane matrix are negative charges and are 
d i s t r i b u t e d uniformly with a charge densi ty X. Neglecting 
i n t e r a c t i n g flows between ions of d i f fe ren t species and the 
effect of mass flow, the f luxes of the ions A, B and P are 
given by 
s 
J., = -u„C„ (RT d In a^/dx + F d j2$/dx) (11a) 
^ ^ ^ ^ (N = A,B) 
J^ = -UpCp (ET d I n ap/dx - F d jz(/dx) ( l i b ) 
where J. (i = A,B,P) is the flux of ionic species 'i' rela-
tive to the frame of reference fixed to the membrane; u., 
C. and a. are the mobility (relative to local centre of mass) 
molar concentration and activity of ion 'i'. The gradient 
of the electrochemical potential of the anion is represented 
in terms of Jp, a^  and UpCp. If I and II indicates the value 
in the external solution 1 and 2 and A ^ is the difference 
of the electric potential between two bulk solutions, then 
^^^ - ^^, is the BIP 
L 
A^ = (Jp/F) J (1/UpCp) dx + (RT/F) In (a^^/aj) (12) 
I n t h e system of a n e g a t i v e l y i o n i z a b l e membrane 
and a 1:1 e l e c t r o l y t e , t h e fo l lowing assumpt ions are made 
fo r t h e c o n c e n t r a t i o n dependente of u . and a. of ion i ( i = 
+ , - ) i n t h e membrane phase (52) 
u^ C^ = ul (C^ + jzfx) 
(13a) 
u C = u° C 
^ (13b) 
a^  = V! C^  
Here u. and ^i ^^® "tl^e mobility and activity coefficient 
\t 
of ion 'i' in free solution. The quantity ^X is called the 
thermodynamically effective concentration of counter ion 
dissociated from the ionizable groups fixed on membrane 
matrix. 
The system is now composed of the following four 
kinds of electrolytes AP, AM and BM, where M represents the 
negatively ionizable groups fixed on the membrane skelton. 
Applying eq. 13a and eq. 13b for this system and assuming 
(52) that the ratio of C ^ to C^-^ is equal to that of C ^ 
to C, 
'BP 
^BM ^HP 
and the requirement that the electric neutrality must be 
realized in any element of the membrane, gives the relation 
Cj^+ Cgj, = X (14b) 
The expression for the a c t i v i t i e s and t h e mob i l i t i e s for 
small ions in the membrane are given by 
A^ = ^AP [ l + j^X/(C^ f Cgp)] 
a3 = C^ h + A / ( C ^ + C^p) (15a) 
) 
) 
^ - ^AP "^  °BP ) 
^A °A = < ^A ) 
) 
^B S = ^B ^B ] ^^5b) 
) 
Here C ^ , C^p, C^j, and C j^^  are the concentrat ion of the 
e l e c t r o l y t e s AP BP, AM and BM respec t ive ly and ^ i s a 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c constant of the given membrane. 
Equation 12, for the b i - i o n i c p o t e n t i a l may be 
rewr i t t en i n the following form 
«- - m 
-(fr^)-'"-'""(l7^^1"'> 
where ^ and ^ , are the values of £ in the membrane phase 
at X = 0 and X = L and Tj and T| j. are the corresponding 
values of r| . ^ and in axe the reduced concent ra t ion , defined 
by f = (C^/J2^X) + C ^ / ( C ^ + Cgp) and Tj = (Cgp/jz^X) + C^/ 
By taking the assumption, tha t a t both membrane 
sxzrfaces the equilibritim d i s t r i b u t i o n for every ion species 
i s maintained between the membrane phase and the" ex te rna l 
bulk so lu t ions (52) and also neglec t ing the effect of 
osmotic pressure produced between the two phases, the 
following expressions are obtained 
I"2_ 
4 ^^ ffi>^ I = W^o ^^^0 
(17) 
where ( % P ) T ^^^ ^^"KP^II ^^® ^^® mean a c t i v i t i e s of t h e 
e l e c t r o l y t e NP (N = A,B) i n both s o l u t i o n s I and I I r e spec -
t i v e l y , def ined by 
( a j j p ) j 
(a^p) I I a?^aJ^ 
(18) 
(a. ) ^ and (a.)T» (i = A,B,P) are the single ion activities 
X O 1 Jj 
of s p e c i e s i i n t h e membrane phase a t X = 0 and X = L and 
Kjj (N = A,B) i s def ined by 
©m r»b r.m 
1 /K^ = exp (u^" - uf + vf" -r u | ^ ) /2RT (19) 
QUI 
I n eq , 19, % i s t h e s t a n d a r d chemical p o t e n t i a l of c a t i o n 
ob 
N i n t h e membrane phase and Ujj i s t h a t e x t e r n a l bu lk s o l u -
om o " 
t i o n and Up and lip a re t h e co r respond ing va lue of an ion P . 
By so lv ing t h e s e e q u a t i o n s , Toyoshima e t a l (52) 
gave an equa t ion for BIP i n t h i s form 
Ajzl = 2 In ~ + I n 
^B (JV^) F/RT (20) 
J can be obtained from the relation 
, g. + 2J\ /JV. + 1 
(2J + 1) In' -^ 1 •>- '--^-
*B 
+ 2J - In jv^^;-iMi7l=° (2'5 
'B =B 
13> 
where \ = 1 + ^V'^P ^^^^^ 
1/2 
and gjj = 1 + 
2IL,C 
1 . - ^ (22b) 
Knowling the value of parameters K. , K ,^, X, 7. and Vg, the 
•value of A<fi can be ca lcula ted by eq. 20. For the eva-
lua t ion of these parameters , separate experiments for mem-
brane p o t e n t i a l were car r ied ou t . 
The value of membrane p o t e n t i a l ^i>^ (52) a r i s i n g 
between two solut ions of an 1:1 e l e c t r o l y t e of d i f fe ren t 
concent ra t ions , separated by an (negat ively) ion izab le mem-
brane i s given by 
^ I f ) ^^m = - l ^ V - (1-2/Vjj) In . 
Vl+(2C^ Kjj/Z)'^ + (1-2/Vjj) 
yn-(2cj i^/X)2 + 1 
^ I I I T 
where y = \ /Cjj<. Expansion of eq. 25 i s powers of (1/Ci.) 
with the concentrat ion r a t i o being kept constant y ie lds 
- ( ^ ) ^K = - (1 -2 /V ) l n 9 -2(1-1/V ) (1/V ) ( 1 -1 / - ^ ) 
X(X/K„) ( 1 / G J ) (24) 
The apparent transference number t_ for colon species, is 
defined by the Nernst equation 
^ I-) ^6 = (1 - 2 t J In 9 (25) 
Introducing eq. 24 in to eq. 25 and expanding 1/t_ as a power 
J s e r i e s in 1/C„, the following expression i s obtained 
l / t> = Vjj + CVjj - 1) [ C 9 - 1 ) / ^ ln>) ] X (X/Kjj) (1/cJ) (26) 
Using eq, 26, the values of V and (X/ILj) can he determined 
from the ordinate i n t e r cep t and i n i t i a l slope of a plot for 
1/*- against '^/^•^ at a given y . 
Equation 26 i nd i ca t e s t ha t the i n t e r c e p t of a p lo t 
of 1/t_ against 1/Cjg at fixed -^  = 10, allows the values of 
Vjj to be determined. P l o t s of 1/t_ against 1/ci for various 
1:1 e l e c t r o l y t e s are shown in Figure 4, for both mercuric 
carbonate and phosphate membranes. For the evaluat ion of 
(X/Kjj) , the slope of eq. 26, which i s given by the following 
i s f i r s t determined 
The graphica l value of the slope determined from Figure 4, 
i s equated wit.h the above expression and then by s u b s t i t u -
t i n g ?jj, the value of (X/K j^.) i s determined. 
The value of gjj i s calculated from eq. 22 at 
d i f f e ren t concent ra t ions . By s u b s t i t u t i n g t he value of gj, 
and Vjj i n eq. 21 , J i s evaluated. By s u b s t i t u t i n g the value 
of Vjj, (X/Kjj), gjj and J i n eq. 20, the t h e o r e t i c a l BIP i s 
/ ^ 
calculated. These theoretical values of BIP thus obtained 
are plotted against log C and are shown by broken lines in 
figures 5 and 6. For comparison the observed values of 
BIP are also plotted and are shown by solid lines in the 
same graph. It is quite evident from the figures that the 
agreement between the observed and the theoretical values 
are quite fair and it may be concluded that the theory of 
BIP developed by Toyoshima et al. (52) is applicable to our 
system of parchment supported membrane, 
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SUMMARY 
Thermodynamically e f fec t ive fixed charge dens i ty 
of mercuric phosphate and carbonate parchment supported mem-
branes have been evaluated by the use of most recent method 
of Nagasawa et a l . based on the thermodynamics of i r r e v e r -
s i b l e processes and have been compared with the values ob ta in -
ed by Kobatake et a l . and Teorell-Meyer-Sievers (TMS) methods. 
Bi - ion ic p o t e n t i a l (BIP) have also been measured for the above 
membranes with three pa i r s of e l e c t r o l y t e so lu t ion , KCl-UaCl, 
KCl-l iCl , and NaCl-LiCl. Theore t ica l values of BIP have been 
calcula ted by u t i l i z i n g the theo r i e s of membrane p o t e n t i a l and 
BIP, r ecen t ly developed by Toyoshima et a l . based on non-
equil ibrium thermodynamics. The various parameters have 
been evaluated and i t was found tha t the t h e o r e t i c a l 
equation of BIP are appl icable to these parchment supported 
Membranes. 
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